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ABSTRACT 

Geologically young gullies have been proposed to be evidence of recent liquid 

water on Mars.  This dissertation details work I have done to address issues surrounding 

the Martian gullies and recent water on Mars. 

 In order to determine the elevations at which gullies occur, I created a set of 

Interactive Data Language programs and Unix C-shell scripts to coregister Mars Orbiter 

Laser Altimeter topography with high resolution Mars images.  My scripts represent the 

first public method that does this. 

Recently, the Mars Orbiter Camera detected changes in the form of new bright 

deposits in two gullies.  The High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) 

camera detected more gullies with bright deposits.  I used my scripts to identify some of 

the best candidates for liquid water formation based on their shallow average slopes.  A 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was produced using HiRISE stereo images of my 

selected candidates in Hale Crater.  I model two gullies with bright slope deposits in Hale 

Crater and find that both water-rich and sediment-rich flows could reproduce the bright 

deposits’ locations and morphologies.  Since liquid water is rarely stable on Mars today, I 

suggest that dry flows formed the bright deposits. 

The channel gradient where flows deposit, the apex slope, can tell us whether a 

flow was likely dry and non-fluidized (slopes ~21°) or fluidized (shallower slopes).  I 

measured the apex slope of 75 gullies located in five HiRISE DEMs.  I find that 72% of 

the gullies studied were likely emplaced by a fluidized flow.  I also find that modified 
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gullies are more likely to have a fluidized emplacement than relatively fresh gullies.  My 

results suggest that there is no evidence requiring water-rich flows in gullies today. 

Understanding the concept of water on Mars is crucial to understanding NASA’s 

Mars Exploration Strategy, “Follow the Water.”  I undertook a study investigating 

alternative conceptions about water on Mars held by middle school science teachers to 

understand what they hear when scientists say “water on Mars.”  All study participants 

had alternative conceptions about water on Mars.  I suggest focus topics for space science 

education programs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There is abundant evidence that water has played a large role in shaping the 

surface of Mars.  Such evidence includes the giant outflow channels (Baker 1982) and 

valley networks (Baker 1986).  Today, water is present in the polar ice caps (Byrne and 

Ingersoll 2003), glaciers (Holt et al. 2008, Plaut et al. 2009), the atmosphere (Lowell 

1908, Farmer et al. 1976, Carr 1996), surface frost (Blaney et al. 2008, Smith and 

Phoenix Science Team 2009), and the subsurface (Boynton et al. 2002).  The discovery 

of geologically young Martian gullies (Malin and Edgett 2000) by the Mars Orbiter 

Camera (MOC, Malin and Edgett 2001) aboard the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS, Albee 

et al. 1998) took many scientists by surprise because of their similarity to terrestrial 

water-carved features and the fact that liquid water is only transiently stable on Mars 

today (Haberle et al. 2001). 

 

1.1. Gullies on Mars 

The discovery of the Martian gullies raised the possibility that liquid water was 

present on the Martian surface in geologically recent times, within the past 20 to 1 Ma 

(Malin and Edgett 2000).  The gullies were initially proposed to be formed by 

groundwater seepage from a subsurface aquifer because of their similarities to terrestrial 

seepage features (Malin and Edgett 2000).  Since this original proposal, gully formation 

has been frequently debated, with no single theory capable of explaining all of the 

observed characteristics. The High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) 

(McEwen et al. 2007b) camera aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO, Zurek 
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and Smrekar 2007) has revealed unprecedented details of gullies, down to a pixel scale of 

25 cm/pixel, providing new clues to gully formation (McEwen et al. 2007a, Gulick and 

McEwen 2007, Gulick et al. 2007, Gulick and the HiRISE Team 2008). 

Malin and Edgett (2000) defined a Martian gully to be a small-scale feature with 

an alcove, channel, and debris apron.  Often Martian gullies are much larger than 

terrestrial gullies and are evolved landforms with multiple channels on their floors, such 

that they might be better termed ravines or gulches.  Material is thought to have been 

removed from the alcove, transported through the channel, and deposited in a fan at the 

base of the slope.  Gullies are found on slopes, including mesas, troughs, and crater walls, 

in the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres.  They are also found in polar pits, on crater 

central peaks, on isolated mounds, and on dunes.  Gullies are occasionally found in polar 

and equatorial regions as well.  Gullies have a wide range of morphologies, ranging from 

narrow, shallow channels to wide, deeply incised and developed channel systems.  Their 

source regions can be short and wide, long and narrow, or barely resolvable (Malin and 

Edgett 2000).  Many gullies have characteristics reminiscent of terrestrial fluvial features, 

including terraces, point bars, braided channels, and sinuous channels (Gulick and 

McEwen 2007).  Gullies often contain overlapping and crosscutting channels and debris 

aprons, which implies that multiple flow episodes in a given channel system are common. 

Alcoves are thought to expand through collapse and undermining.  Boulders are often 

concentrated in gully channels, which is suggestive of a flow that preferentially transports 

smaller particles (McEwen et al. 2007a).   
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The gullies are relatively young; craters rarely superpose them and their debris 

aprons occur on top of other features, such as dunes and polygonal ground, which are 

thought to be young. The gullies are not all pristine; many gullies have experienced 

aeolian, mass wasting, and periglacial modification since their formation.  The relative 

youth of the gullies makes them particularly intriguing.  How these features with fluvial 

characteristics formed recently in a low pressure, low temperature environment that 

rarely permits the existence of liquid water remains a mystery.   

 

1.1.1. Proposed Formation Mechanisms 

Gully formation theories center on different erosional agents.  Several theories 

invoke liquid water, but the origin of this water varies.  Malin and Edgett (2000) 

proposed that the water originates from a shallow subsurface aquifer and seeps onto the 

surface.  Hartmann et al. (2003) suggested that the aquifer’s water is released due to local 

geothermal heating events.  Gaidos (2001) put forth the idea that water in a deep 

pressurized aquifer could be transported to the surface through dikes and sills.  Lee et al. 

(2001) and Christensen (2003) proposed that melting snow pack could generate run-off to 

form gullies.  Costard et al. (2002) suggested that melting near-surface ground ice could 

form the gullies.  Gilmore and Phillips (2002) suggested that aquicludes could transport 

melting ice to slope faces.  Mellon and Phillips (2001) and Knauth and Burt (2002) 

theorized that brines might form the gullies because of the ability of salts to depress the 

freezing point of a liquid.  Musselwhite et al. (2001) and Hoffman (2002) suggested that 

a carbon dioxide suspended flow could erode the gullies, but Stewart and Nimmo (2002) 
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and Urquhart and Gulick (2003) found that a sufficient carbon dioxide reservoir should 

not exist on present-day Mars and Stewart and Nimmo (2002) also noted that the 

expected morphology of CO2 gullies does not match what is observed.  Treiman (2003) 

proposed that dry aeolian material deposited on the lee side of slopes moves downslope 

and carves gullies, and Bart (2007) suggested that dry landslides could produce certain 

gullies.  Shinbrot et al. (2004) performed lab experiments using glass beads and tilted 

planes and concluded that dry granular materials could form gully morphologies similar 

to those observed on Mars.   

It is not required that all gullies form by the same mechanism, and it has been 

suggested (Heldmann et al. 2008b) that different classes of gullies, including slope 

gullies, dune gullies, central peak gullies, and isolated peak gullies, have unique 

formation mechanisms.  However, it is probable that the majority of gullies within each 

class form in the same way given their similarities in overall morphology.  While there is 

no consensus, the presence of suites of fluvial-like features often seen in gullies suggests 

that gully formation involves some amount of liquid water either from the surface or 

subsurface. 

 

1.1.2. Unresolved Debates 

 There are several outstanding debates about the Martian gullies.  The main 

questions are: 

1. Are gullies carved by wet or dry processes? 

2. If gullies are carved by water, what is the source of the water? 
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3. When and how often did gullies form? Are any gullies forming today? 

4. How do gully surroundings relate to their morphology? 

 

1.2. My Work 

This dissertation describes four projects that I have worked on as the lead 

scientist.  In each case, I was greatly assisted by the HiRISE Science Team and my co-

authors and collaborators (named within each chapter) who provided valuable input and 

expertise, especially in terms of brainstorming ideas, suggested methods, and study 

implications.  The bulk of my work uses HiRISE images (McEwen et al. 2007b) and 

HiRISE DEMs (Kirk et al. 2008).  This work would not have been possible without the 

hard work of all members of the HiRISE and MRO Teams. 

 Chapter 2 details a set of Interactive Data Language (IDL, http://ittvis.com/idl/) 

programs and Unix C-shell scripts that I wrote to coregister Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter 

(MOLA, Smith et al. 2001, Zuber et al. 1992) topography with high-resolution images 

from MOC, HiRISE, and the Context Camera (CTX, Malin et al. 2007) aboard MRO.   I 

used these scripts to calculate gully elevations and average slopes, but they can also be 

used for a variety of non-gully purposes.  This chapter has been accepted for publication 

in Computers and Geosciences (April 2009). 

 Chapter 3 describes one-dimensional kinematic and two-dimensional fluid-

dynamic modeling that I performed, following the methods of Pelletier et al. (2008), on 

two relatively fresh bright slope deposits associated with gullies (BGDs) in Hale Crater to 

assess whether their formation likely involved liquid water.  My kinematic modeling 
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shows that dry granular flows with multiple combinations of realistic flow parameters 

could travel to within the observed deposits’ boundaries.  My fluid-dynamic modeling 

shows that both water-rich and sediment-rich flows can reproduce the deposits’ location 

and morphology.  My results suggest that the BGDs are not definitive evidence that 

liquid water has reached the Martian surface in recent times.  This work addresses 

Unresolved Question 1 (Section 1.1.2) for a specific class of gullies, those with bright 

slope deposits.  This work has been submitted in revised form to Icarus (July 2009).   

 Chapter 4 describes work that I have done measuring gully apex slopes, the local 

gradient of the gully channel at the upslope extent of deposition, to assess whether 

individual gully debris aprons were likely emplaced by fluidized, possibly wet, or non-

fluidized dry flows.  I show that 72% of the gully fans measured are consistent with a 

fluidized emplacement.  I analyze the gullies’ relative ages and find that more degraded, 

i.e. older; gullies were more likely to be emplaced by a fluidized flow.  My results 

suggest that gullies formed from a flow with a time-limited fluidization mechanism, 

possibly liquid water, and that there is no evidence for water-rich flows occurring in 

gullies today.  This work addresses Unresolved Questions 1-3 (Section 1.1.2) because it 

investigates the probability of wet versus dry flows in gullies (Question 1), has 

implications for whether gullies are forming or only being modified today (Question 3), 

and places limitations on potential sources of liquid water (Question 2).  This work has 

been submitted for publication to Icarus (May 2009). 

 Chapter 5 deals with my education research project on alternative conceptions 

about water on Mars held by middle school science teachers.  Previous research has 
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shown that middle school science teachers often have alternative conceptions similar to 

those their students hold (Calik and Ayas 2005, Schoon 1995) and that students often 

have alternative conceptions about topics related to water on Mars including earth science 

(Bisard et al. 1994, Schoon 1992) and phase changes (Stavy and Stachel 1985), 

especially of water (Andersson 1990, Bar 1989, Osborne and Cosgrove 1983).  I 

surveyed middle school science teachers in Arizona and California because state 

standards dictate that earth science and phase changes are taught in middle school.  I find 

that every participant has at least one alternative conception about water on Mars and that 

others have up to twelve.  I suggest topics for space science educators to focus on in order 

to improve understanding of water on Mars and, ultimately, science literacy in America.  

This work has been submitted for publication to the Journal of Geoscience Education 

(May 2009). 
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2. COREGISTRATION OF MARS ORBITER LASER ALTIMETER (MOLA) 

TOPOGRAPHY WITH HIGH-RESOLUTION MARS IMAGES 

The work in this chapter comes from a paper of the same name accepted for 

publication in Computers and Geosciences: 

Kolb, K.J., Okubo, C. Coregistration of Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA)  

topography with high-resolution Mars images, accepted for publication 

Computers and Geosciences April 2009. 

 

Abstract  

Spacecraft continue to send back extraordinary amounts of data from Mars 

leaving scientists with the considerable task of analyzing an ever-increasing wealth of 

information.  There are abundant uses for coregistered topography and images, but 

coregistering various datasets can be time-consuming and labor-intensive.  We have 

developed a set of C-shell Unix scripts and Interactive Data Language (IDL) programs 

that overlay individual Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter topography footprints on high-

resolution Mars images including those from the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC), the High 

Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE), and the Context Camera (CTX).  

After all programs are installed, initial file customizations are made, and raw data are 

obtained, a user enters only three commands to overlay color-coded, scaled, and labeled 

topographic data on a high-resolution image.  The codes have a variety of options 

including incremental labeling, zooming in on the topography, and shifting large-scale 

features to align with topography.  They can be used as a group or individually.  Our 
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codes minimize human interaction in the coregistration process and produce usable, 

effective products.   

 

2.1. Introduction 

One of the biggest challenges for planetary scientists is their inability to see and 

touch the planets and bodies they investigate.  Combining topography with high-

resolution images helps scientists visualize other planets and have a better understanding 

of the spatial relationships between observed features.   Recent years have seen a flurry of 

activity in spacecraft involved in Mars exploration.  A variety of datasets exist that are 

useful for generating high-resolution images with topography visibly superposed.  

Coregistered topography and imagery yield a new dataset that has many applications. 

High-resolution topography of small regions on the planet is possible through 

production of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) from stereo images acquired by the Mars 

Orbiter Camera (MOC, Malin and Edgett 2001) on the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS, 

Albee et al. 1998), the High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC, Neukum et al. 2004) on 

Mars Express (MEX, Schmidt et al. 1999), the High Resolution Imaging Science 

Experiment (HiRISE, Kirk et al. 2008, McEwen et al. 2007b) on the Mars 

Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO, Zurek and Smrekar 2007), and the Context Camera 

(CTX, Malin et al. 2007) on MRO.  DEM production is complex and requires many 

hours of human effort, so it is useful to have automated tools for combining topography 

with images.   
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The most extensive global dataset of Martian topography is from the Mars Orbiter 

Laser Altimeter (MOLA, Smith et al. 2001, Zuber et al. 1992), which operated aboard 

MGS.  The most accurate topography and imagery coregistration is obtained using 

MOLA data acquired simultaneously with a MOC image to eliminate ground-pointing 

errors.  However, since the MOLA oscillator failed in 2001, simultaneous data are not 

available for many of the MOC images, as well as all images from other spacecraft.   

Several previous studies have manipulated MOLA topographic data for a variety 

of purposes.  A very common use of MOLA data is coregistration with images; however, 

many of the studies that coregister MOLA and images do not include details about the 

coregistration process.  For example, Sakimoto et al. (1999) use individual MOLA tracks, 

a geologic map, and Viking MDIM photomosaics to explore the topography of the 

Medusa Fossae Formation.  Fenton and Herkenhoff (2000) study the polar layered 

deposits by overlaying MOLA tracks onto Viking Orbiter (Snyder 1977) MDIM (Mars 

Digital Image Mosaic) images (Carr et al. 1972) and manually shifting the images to 

align with the MOLA data using unidentified software.  Golombek et al. (2001) 

investigate wrinkle ridge origins using MOLA and Viking MDIMs with features shifted 

to line up with the MOLA data.  Ivanov and Head (2001) look at contacts between 

outflow channels and the Chryse Basin using a geologic map, Viking MDIMs, Viking 

Orbiter images, and interpolated MOLA data.  Byrne and Murray (2002) performed a 

stratigraphic analysis of the north polar cap using MOC images acquired simultaneously 

with MOLA data and a MOLA DEM produced by fitting a continuous curvature surface 

to MOLA data.  Anderson et al. (2003) analyze Mars Exploration Rover landing sites for 
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safety using simultaneously acquired MOC and MOLA data and internally developed 

software to align the data.  Glaze et al. (2003) and Hiesinger et al. (2007) determine lava 

flow rheologies using profiles of lava flows determined from MOLA tracks with HRSC 

images and Viking MDIM images, respectively.  Heldmann and Mellon (2004) and 

Heldmann et al. (2007) use MOLA data interpolated with a bilinear interpolation 

combined with simultaneously acquired MOC images to study gullies. Beyer and 

McEwen (2005) study layers in Coprates and Capri Chasmata using MOC images and 

individual MOLA tracks.  Dickson et al. (2007) use interpolated MOLA data and 

individual tracks registered with MOC images in GIS (Geographic Information Systems) 

software to study gullies.  Most of these studies lack all but the barest details about the 

software and methods employed in the coregistration process. 

Coregistering MOLA with images has multiple applications.  Topographic data 

aligned properly with images can be used to measure crater depths, valley depths, cliff 

heights, and flow thicknesses.  Such data are also useful for tracing relatively small-scale 

(tens of meters thick) layers across long distances.  It is invaluable for landing site 

selection and for any study that needs to understand how surface features relate to 

topography.  

 We have created a series of C-shell Unix scripts and Interactive Data Language 

(IDL, http://ittvis.com/idl/) programs, collectively referred to as “codes” in this 

document, to automatically extract MOLA topographic data, process high-resolution 

Mars images, import both datasets into the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT, 

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/) software, and overlay color-coded and labeled spot 
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elevations on top of the images (Fig. 2.1).  Figure 2.2 summarizes the order of the 

procedures.  The codes allow shifting of the image relative to the topographic data to 

correspond to large-scale features and produce the best coregistration possible.  They 

require typing only three commands at an X-window prompt after all raw data are 

obtained.  This work is not meant to represent the only way to overlay topographic data 

on high-resolution images, but rather an example of how it can be done with maximum 

automation to produce effective products.  In addition to using the codes collectively, 

each can be used individually for various purposes including extracting MOLA data, 

processing images, and manipulating data tables. 

 In this paper, we describe a methodology to coregister MOLA topographic data 

with high-resolution images of Mars.  Our method minimizes the amount of human 

interaction required in the process.  Our goal is to provide a public tool to coregister these 

datasets so that scientists can spend more time analyzing data for scientific purposes.  

Section 2.2 introduces the datasets used.  Section 2.3 describes steps that must be taken 

before running the codes, including software to install, files to download, and file 

customizations to make.  Section 2.4 details how to obtain raw data, a process that is 

useful whether or not coregistered topography is desired.  Section 2.5 describes the 

capabilities of the mocplusmola, hiriseplusmola, and ctxplusmola (referred to collectively 

as the imageplusmola codes) codes responsible for overlaying the topography on the 

images.  Appendix A compiles the command line syntax used to run the codes described 

in this document.  Appendix B contains the codes I wrote for the coregistration process.  
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Figure 2.1.  Sample output of hiriseplusmola script.   A. HiRISE image.  B. HiRISE 
image with color-coded, scaled MOLA topographic data.  C. HiRISE image with labeled 
MOLA data.  HiRISE image PSP_001552_1410, centered at 38.87 °S, 195.91 °E, 
original scale 0.501 m/pixel, displayed at 2 m/pixel. 
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Figure 2.2. Flowchart representing the order of procedures. Solid boxes correspond to 
required steps, while dashed boxes contain optional steps.  Solid arrows correspond to a 
required next step in the series, while dashed arrows connect to an optional next step.  
Procedures are color-coded by camera.  Black boxes and arrows represent procedures for 
all three cameras. 
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Figure 2.2. (cont.)   
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2.2. Data 

All data used in this study are available through the Planetary Data System (PDS, 

http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/, McMahon 1996) archives.   

 

2.2.1. Topographic Data 

MOLA Precision Experiment Data Records (PEDRs, Smith et al. 2001) are used 

in this study.  The PEDRs contain individual MOLA tracks that have been pre-processed 

but not interpolated to a continuous surface digital terrain model.  MOLA footprints have 

a diameter of ~168 m at a nominal 400 km spacecraft altitude with an along-track spacing 

of ~300 m (Neumann et al. 2001).  Between-track spacing varies depending on latitude, 

being greatest at the equator.  MOLA tracks are typically oriented approximately north-

south because of the near-polar, 92.5-degree inclined, 118 minute (Albee et al. 1998) 

orbit of MGS.  The codes obtain the MOLA PEDRs from the PDS or a local database and 

extract the data using PEDR2TAB (Software by G. Neumann) for a specified latitude and 

longitude range. The codes apply the crossover correction developed by Neumann et al. 

(2001), who performed a least-squares fit to the MOLA data globally to minimize errors 

between data acquired in different orbits to create the most accurate dataset possible.  

With the crossover correction applied, MOLA data have an RMS error of 1.8 m and 

horizontal placement errors of about 100 m (Neumann et al. 2001).  The scripts do not 

account for errors in the registration of MOLA tracks.  Identifying large-scale features in 

the images and shifting the image accordingly to align with the topography minimizes 

registration errors as much as possible.  Users will need to be observant of vertically 
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offset tracks when interpreting the data.  Although MOLA data are sparse compared to 

image coverage, taken together the datasets are valuable for investigating small-scale 

(tens to hundreds of meters) topography and average slope values.  Unlike some previous 

studies that have combined topographic data and images, we choose not to interpolate the 

MOLA data because of the uncertainties and potential smoothing artifacts that 

interpolation routines can introduce. 

 

2.2.2. Imagery Data 

This work uses MOC, HiRISE, and CTX images.  MOC images have scales of 

~1.5-5 m/pixel with a ~3 km swath width, while CTX images are typically 5-6 m/pixel 

with a ~30 km swath width.  HiRISE images with a ~6 km swath width cover less ground 

than CTX images at a much finer scale, as fine as 25 cm/pixel.  The images are processed 

using the Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS3, 

http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/) developed by the Astrogeology Team at the United 

States Geological Survey in Flagstaff, Arizona (Anderson et al. 2004).   

 

2.3. One Time Setup and Customizations 

2.3.1. Software and Hardware 

2.3.1.1. Software Requirements 

 The codes make use of one commercial (IDL) and several free software packages 

listed in Table 2.1 along with where each can be found.  GMT is a set of programs that 

map and display datasets.  ISIS3 is image processing software.  IDL is a commercial 
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programming language.  We have not yet tested our scripts with GDL 

(http://gnudatalanguage.sourceforge.net/), a free version of IDL.  PEDR2TAB (Software 

by G. Neumann) extracts MOLA data and outputs it into a tabular format.   JP2_to_PDS 

converts HiRISE .JP2 files into the standard PDS format .IMG files.  It is part of the 

PDS_JP2 software package (http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/tools/pds_jp2.php), and it 

incorporates the Kakadu, idaeim, PIRL++, GDAL, and uuid++ libraries.  The binary 

installation includes these libraries (B. Castalia, personal communication, June 2008).  

IDL, although a commercial package, is used because of its superb computational 

capabilities.  The syntax in the IDL programs serves as an example and can be translated 

into another programming language if desired.  A postscript viewer is required to view 

the final output.  GV, listed in Table 2.1, is a free postscript viewer that works with X-

terminal windows. 

To compile PEDR2TAB independently, the file pedr2tab.f for Windows and 

Linux machines provided at the website listed in Table 2.1 needs to be compiled (G. 

Neumann, personal communication, August 2007) with a FORTRAN compiler such as 

gfortran (see Table 2.1).  The source code can be compiled on any operating system as 

long as the appropriate pedr2tab.f file is retrieved from the PDS.  For Macintosh 

computers, the Apple Developer Tools must be installed for gfortran to work. 

Prompt> gfortran pedr2tab.f –o pedr2tab 
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2.3.1.2. Hardware 

The codes have been run successfully on three machines.  The first is a Macintosh 

OS X (darwin i396 m32) Version 10.4.11 with a 2 x 2.66 GHz Dual-Core Intel Xeon 

processor.  The second is a Unix machine (Solaris sunos sparc m64) with a 1.0GHz 

UltraSPARC III processor.  The third is an out-of-network Macintosh machine with OS 

X Version 10.5.4 and a 1.67 GHz PowerPC 4 processor.  The shell used for all machines 

is tcsh.  The Intel Macintosh is little-endian, and the Unix machine and PowerPC 

Macintosh are big-endian. The “endianness” refers to the byte order that a particular 

computer processor uses.  Table 2.2 lists sample run times for the scripts on different 

operating systems; actual processing times will vary based on image size. 

 

2.3.2. Files and Customizations Needed 

A list of the files required to run the codes used here and the customizations 

needed in each of these files are described in AA_README_SETUP.pdf (Appendix C).  

The files need to be customized for individual machines and users.  The codes themselves 

have comments labeled “CUSTOMIZE” to easily locate where changes need to be made. 

 In addition to customizing the codes for a particular machine, two lines must be 

added to the user’s C-shell login file (.cshrc) or the .login file.  The syntax of the new 

lines is as follows: 

set GMT_GRIDDIR <working directory> 

setenv PATH “<GMT location>:<PDS_JP2 location>:${PATH}” 
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Here, <GMT location> and <PDS_JP2 location> are the directories that contain the GMT 

and PDS_JP2 executables, respectively. This directory is specified when installing GMT.  

The <working directory>, i.e. the directory where the codes are stored and run from, must 

include the full path.  These two lines should go at the end of the user’s .cshrc file. 

  

2.4. Obtaining and Formatting the Data 

This section outlines how to obtain MOLA data and images and get them into 

usable formats.  The MOLA PEDRs are either extracted from a local database (Section 

2.4.1.1.1.) or downloaded from the PDS (Section 2.4.1.1.2.) then extracted.  Images are 

manually retrieved from websites described below then processed and formatted as 

needed for input into ISIS3 and GMT.  The codes assume that all data, programs, and 

scripts are in the same working directory.  All data are processed in east longitude and 

planetocentric latitude (Seidelmann et al. 2000), as is the convention for MOLA data 

(Smith et al. 1998).  The document AA_README_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf (Appendix D) 

contains instructions for obtaining and formatting the data.  Figure 2.2 and Table 2.3 

summarize the procedures and instruction files to follow, respectively. 
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Table 2.1. Software Required 
Program Website 

gfortrana http://gcc.gnu.org/fortran/  
GMT http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/ 
GV http://www.gnu.org/software/gv/ 
IDL http://rsinc.com/idl/ 
ISIS3 http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/ 
JP2_to_PDS http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/tools/pds_jp2.php  
PEDR2TABb http://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/mgs/molasoftware.html 

a Only needed if compiling PEDR2TAB 
b Software by Gregory Neumann 

 

 

Table 2.2. Sample Run Times for the Codes on Different Operating Systems 
Script Intel Macintosh Unix PowerPc Macintosh 

findmola 20-30 min. 20-30 min. 20-30 min. 
formatimage 
    formatctx 
    formathirise 
    formatmoc 

 
3 min. 
5 min. 
1 min. 

 
12 min. 
5 min. 
3 min. 

 
25 min. 
30 min. 
5 min. 

imageplusmola 
    ctxplusmola 
    hiriseplusmola 
    mocplusmola 

 
1 min. 
2 min. 
1 min. 

 
3 min. 
15 min. 
3 min. 

 
5 min. 

10 min. 
20 min. 

 

 

Table 2.3. Direction File to Follow 
Order File Name File Purpose 

1 AA_README_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf customize files for your machine 
2a AA_README_MOLAFROMPDS.pdf ftp MOLA from the PDS 
3 AA_README_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf format data and overlay 

topography on images 
a optional 
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2.4.1. Topography 

2.4.1.1. Obtaining the MOLA PEDRs 

The MOLA PEDRs must be extracted once per study area.  It is best to obtain 

MOLA data that extends beyond an image of interest to avoid repeating the process 

because of spacecraft positional uncertainty or coordinate system differences, since 

obtaining the data can be a lengthy process (up to ~1-2 hours depending on the speed of 

the internet connection).   

 

2.4.1.1.1. MOLA Database Stored Locally 

 If the MOLA PEDR database is stored locally, then the file molapedrs.txt, which 

has a listing of the location of all the PEDRs including their directory structure, needs to 

be created.  If the PEDRs are stored in subdirectories of the directory “data,” then this file 

can be created with: 

Prompt> ls /data/ap01xxx/* > molapedrs.txt 

Prompt> ls /data/ap10xxx/* >> molapedrs.txt 

These commands are repeated for all of the MOLA directories.  The first command only 

has one “>;” all following commands have two in order to append the file names onto the 

end of the file.   

 

2.4.1.1.2. MOLA Database Not Stored Locally 

 The document AA_README_MOLAFROMPDS.pdf (Appendix E) contains 

instructions to obtain PEDRs from the PDS if the MOLA database is not stored locally.  
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This process increases the time required to obtain MOLA data because the MOLA tracks 

of interest must be identified manually using a separate resource such as PIGWAD, the 

Planetary Interactive G.I.S.-on-the-Web Analyzable Database 

(http://webgis.wr.usgs.gov/pigwad/maps/mars.htm).   

 

2.4.1.2. Formatting the MOLA PEDRs (findmola) 

 To extract the PEDRs, the findmola script is run.  Note that the latitude and 

Prompt> ./findmola roi minlat maxlat minlon maxlon 

longitude range should extend slightly beyond the region of interest because of 

coordinate or spacecraft pointing uncertainties.  findmola runs PEDR2TAB (Software by 

G. Neumann).  Individual MOLA shots in the region of interest are extracted and 

compiled into a single file, roi_rawmolaall.tab, which contains east longitude in decimal 

degrees, planetocentric latitude in decimal degrees, elevation in meters, MOLA range in 

meters, local Mars radius in meters, and two flags. 

 

2.4.2. Imagery 

The official site for all NASA spacecraft data releases is at the PDS.  The images 

are obtained from the web then processed with the formatmoc, formathirise, or formatctx 

(referred to collectively as formatimage scripts) script as appropriate.  ISIS3 must be 

started before processing the images.  These scripts produce map-projected processed 

ISIS3 .cub files (obsid.cub, where “obsid” is the observation ID) and .raw files 

(obsid.cub.raw) needed for GMT ingestion.  The .raw files need to be under 1 Gb for 
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grdraster to run.  This is a limitation of GMT compiled in 32-bit mode.  Compiling GMT 

in 64-bit mode will increase the maximum file size that grdraster can handle; the scripts 

have only been tested in 32-bit mode.  If a .raw file is too big, the image can be cropped 

before re-running the appropriate formatimage script or reduced in resolution by editing 

the appropriate formatimage script.  An entire large image can be processed in chunks by 

cropping it accordingly.  The formatimage scripts are set for little-endian processors (e.g., 

Intel Macintosh) or big-endian processors (e.g., Solaris and PowerPC Macintosh) by 

default, but include commented out options for the other endianness.  In general, many of 

the scripts and codes have print (or echo) and remove statements that can be commented 

or uncommented out as desired.   

The coordinate system used is planetocentric latitude and 360-domain east 

longitude.  The map projections chosen are equirectangular for MOC and HiRISE images 

and simple cylindrical for CTX images.  These projections distort at the poles, so the map 

projection in the ISIS3 .map files needs to be altered appropriately according to the ISIS3 

manual (http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/Application/index.html#Map_Projection) for 

polar images. 

Note that if the endianness of a machine does not match that designated in the 

codes, the images will not be processed correctly.  If the image appears garbled, swap the 

endianness, i.e. select the other option in the formatimage, cropim, and imageplusmola 

scripts as listed in AA_README_SETUP.pdf (Appendix C).  The endianness of the 

codes needs to correspond to that of the machine the images were formatted on.  
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2.4.2.1. MOC Images 

2.4.2.1.1. Obtaining MOC Images from the Web 

MOC images are permanently located at the PDS (http://pds-

imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/Missions/MGS_mission.html) and are currently also at Arizona 

State University (ASU, http://global-data.mars.asu.edu/moc/).  The easily navigated latter 

site provides links to download the unprocessed standard PDS products (Caplinger 1999), 

.IMQ (or .imq) files, from the PDS.  The ISIS3 Team provides a tutorial with directions 

for obtaining MOC images and details about how the images were processed 

(http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/IsisWorkshop/Lessons/WorkingWithMOC/).  This 

tutorial is essentially an outline of formatmoc; these instructions do not need to be 

followed explicitly.  The default setting of formatmoc assumes that the user is using 

unprocessed .imq files obtained from the PDS.  The center planetocentric latitude and 

east longitude, required input to formatmoc, should be obtained from the image’s 

webpage before running formatmoc.  Note that the PDS provides planetographic latitudes 

and east longitudes, while ASU provides planetocentric latitudes and east longitudes. 

 

2.4.2.1.2. Formatting MOC Images (formatmoc) 

 The script formatmoc incorporates the tutorial’s instructions and processes an 

image through the map projection stage (Level 2).  There is an option, currently 

commented out, in formatmoc to use .IMQ files from ASU.   formatmoc requires that the 

center planetocentric latitude and east longitude of the image to be input for map 

projection purposes.  It has only been tested for MOC-NA (narrow angle) images.  It does 
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not incorporate any automatic image resolution reduction because the relatively small 

ground coverage and lower resolution does not usually create file sizes that are too large 

for grdraster to process.   

Prompt> ./formatmoc obsid clat clon 

 

2.4.2.2. HiRISE Images 

2.4.2.2.1. Obtaining HiRISE Images from the Web 

HiRISE images are in JPEG2000 (.JP2, http://www.jpeg.org/jpeg2000/) format.  

They have detached metadata (.LBL) files, and recent releases also contain embedded 

GeoTIFF (http://www.remotesensing.org/geotiff/spec/geotiffhome.html) headers, which 

contain spacecraft and geometry data.  Processing of the HiRISE data done prior to 

release is detailed at the PDS and on the HiRISE website. 

HiRISE images in JP2 format can be downloaded from the HiRISE website 

(http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu).  The full resolution map-projected RED .JP2 files and the 

grayscale label descriptions (.LBL files) are required.  When obtaining HiRISE data from 

the PDS, the RDR, Reduced Data Record, products are required for this study.  RDRs are 

processed and map-projected, while the individual CCDs (Experimental Data Records) 

are not.  The RDR’s .LBL file must also be obtained.  The codes are set up to work with 

RED RDR products only. 
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2.4.2.2.2. Formatting HiRISE Images (formathirise) 

 The formathirise script formats a RED HiRISE RDR product for ISIS3 and GMT.  

A HiRISE .JP2 file and accompanying .LBL file are needed.  The ground sample distance 

of HiRISE images is automatically reduced to 2 m/pixel to reduce the file sizes involved.  

The resolution can be altered within formathirise by changing the “resolution” parameter 

of the maptemplate ISIS3 command.   

Prompt> ./formathirise obsid 

 

2.4.2.3. CTX Images 

2.4.2.3.1. Obtaining CTX Images from the Web 

CTX .IMG images can be obtained from the PDS.  Note that the coordinates for 

CTX images on the PDS are in planetocentric latitude and west longitudes, which are 

converted to east longitudes by subtracting the west longitudes from 360. 

 

2.4.2.3.2. Formatting CTX Images (formatctx) 

The script formatctx processes the .IMG files using the file 

CTX_process_all.script.txt written by the ISIS team  

(http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/IsisSupport/viewtopic.php?t=1393&highlight=ctx).  

CTX_process_all.script.txt processes all .IMG and .cub files in the current directory, 

whether or not they are CTX files, so other files should be moved to another directory 

before running formatctx.  CTX images are reduced to a resolution of 20 m/pixel.  As 
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with HiRISE images, the resolution of the CTX image can be altered within formatctx by 

changing the “resolution” parameter of the maptemplate ISIS3 command.   

Prompt> ./formatctx obsid 

 

2.4.2.4. Cropping an Image 

 To use only a portion of an image, it must be cropped before running an 

imageplusmola script.  ISIS3’s qview is used to determine the sample (column) and line 

(row) range of the rectangular region to crop. 

 Prompt> qview & 

The samples and lines are displayed in the lower right corner of qview.  ISIS3’s crop 

command crops the image. 

 Prompt> crop & 

Note that the crop program does not update the image’s label.  This must be done in order 

for the map projection information to be correct and for the imageplusmola scripts to 

work.  The script cropim does this. 

 Prompt> ./cropim obsid 

cropim updates the image’s label and produces a cropped .raw file.  The cropped .cub and 

.raw files need to have the same syntax as the uncropped files, i.e. obsid.cub and 

obsid.cub.raw.  The imageplusmola scripts can now be run as described below. 
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2.5. Coregistration of Topographic Data and Images 

 The imageplusmola scripts produce postscript files of the image and the image 

with overlaid locations, and optionally labeled elevation values, of the MOLA 

topographic data (Fig. 2.1).  The scripts color-code the MOLA data according to the 

elevation range present and scale the size of a MOLA footprint (168 m, Neumann et al. 

2001) relative to the actual scale of the image (Figs. 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4).  Note that the 

diameter of the footprint is only approximate as it varies by spacecraft altitude and 

uncertainty in the spacecraft orbit (Neumann et al. 2001).  Scale bars are output and the 

MOLA points are labeled with their elevation values.  The MOLA data are map-projected 

with the same projection as the image for best coregistration.  The imageplusmola scripts 

have only been tested on non-polar regions; the “-J” options in GMT commands in the 

scripts must be edited for polar regions per the GMT manual.  The projection of the GMT 

commands must match that specified in the ISIS3 .map files used by the formatimage 

scripts. 
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Figure 2.3. MOC Image coregistered with MOLA topographic data.  MOC image 
M1102194, centered at 12.53 °S, 13.29 °E, 2.84 m/pixel. 
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Figure 2.4. CTX Image coregistered with MOLA topographic data.  CTX image 
P01_001553_2232_XN_43N202W, centered at 43.29 °N, 158.08 °E, original scale 5.93 
m/pixel, displayed at 20 m/pixel. 
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The scripts include an option to shift the underlying image relative to the MOLA 

data.  This should be done to match the MOLA data as well as possible with large-scale 

topography inferred from the image (Fig. 2.5).  The shifting is done in terms of 

centimeters that the plotted MOLA data needs to be displaced as displayed in the image.  

The detailed instructions (Appendix D) include common errors that can occur 

when running the GMT command grdraster, used to import the obsid.cub.raw files into 

GMT.  Appendix B includes a sample grdraster.info, provided with the GMT software, 

adapted to include example proper syntax for each of the camera’s images. If an error 

occurs while running an imageplusmola script, rmroiint should be run to remove the 

intermediate files created and the final line in  

 Prompt> ./rmroiint roi obsid 

grdraster.info must be deleted.  grdraster will not work if grdraster.info contains 

duplicate lines.  rmroiint should not be run while shifting or re-scaling the MOLA data 

relative to the image (ctxplusmola only).  It should be run if using ctxplusmola’s cut 

option.  
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Figure 2.5.  HiRISE image coregistered with MOLA topographic data: Before and after 
shifting.  Left image is before shifting where the elevations of the slope, across the center 
of the scene, are labeled as mostly flat (purple).  Right image is after shifting where the 
image has been shifted downwards to better align the datasets.  HiRISE image 
PSP_002179_1330, centered at 46.86 °S, 4.30 °E, original scale 0.254 m/pixel, displayed 
at 2 m/pixel. 
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2.5.1. Commands to Run the Scripts 

Prompt> ./hiriseplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 

Prompt> ./mocplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 

Prompt> ./ctxplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift zoom minlat maxlat minlon maxlon 

cut 

 

2.5.2. ctxplusmola-only Options 

 In addition to the features contained in hiriseplusmola and mocplusmola, 

ctxplusmola includes additional functions due to the relatively large ground coverage of 

CTX images.  Since CTX images cover a large areal extent, they frequently have a large 

amount of MOLA tracks that cover the same area often making it impossible to read the 

labels of the elevations.  To ameliorate this, there are two options, zoom and cut, that 

have been added to ctxplusmola.  Alternatively, cropping the CTX image to focus on a 

particular region of interest can be done (see Section 2.4.2.4).  Zoom and cut are provided 

so that ctxplusmola can be re-run repeatedly to focus on particular areas without cropping 

different portions of the image each time.  Zoom and cut cannot be used simultaneously.   

 

2.5.2.1. Zoom 

 The zoom option focuses in on a specified latitude and longitude range and 

displays only the color-coded and labeled MOLA (Fig. 2.6).  There are two MOLA 

stretches provided, one that matches the scaling of the original image 

(obsid_zoommola(txt).ps) and one that is stretched based on the range of elevations in the 
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zoomed region of interest (obsid_zoommola(txt)C.ps).  Scale bars are updated in all files.  

Two stretches are included in order to match the color and determine the elevation of a 

MOLA footprint in the zoomed file to the original file and to enhance the contrast of the 

elevations in the specified region.  rmroiint should not be run before running ctxplusmola 

to zoom the MOLA because the zoom option does not overwrite the original files.   

 

2.5.2.2. Cut 

 The cut option uses cutllt.pro to label every set number (“cut”) of values.  For 

example, calling ctxplusmola with cut=10 will label every tenth MOLA point (Fig. 2.7).  

If cut is set to zero or one, every point will be labeled.  Cut is helpful for viewing fewer 

elevation labels over an entire CTX image.   
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Figure 2.6. CTX Image coregistered with MOLA topographic data: Zoomed MOLA.  
MOLA displayed is from 42.6-42.8 °N and 157.7-157.8 °E.  Left shows MOLA color-
coded with the same scheme as the full image.  Right shows MOLA color-coded with a 
stretch based on the MOLA in this region only.   
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Figure 2.7. CTX Image coregistered with MOLA topographic data: Every tenth data 
point labeled.  CTX image P01_001553_2232_XN_43N202W, centered at 43.29 °N, 
158.08 °E, original scale 5.93 m/pixel, displayed at 20 m/pixel. 
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2.5.3. File Cleanup and Dealing with Errors 

After running the imageplusmola scripts, the rmroiall script can be run to remove 

extraneous files.  It can be edited as needed by the user.   

 Prompt> ./rmroiall roi obsid 

It is recommended that all files for a given ROI be stored in individual directories.  All 

files can be removed interactively, if all the “-f” options are deleted on all lines in 

rmroiall and rmroiint.  Both of these removal scripts are currently partially commented 

out so that a user can select which files to delete.   rmroiall lists the files that are most 

frequently obtained or generated.  rmroiint lists files created by GMT commands and IDL 

batch scripts generated by imageplusmola; these files must be deleted between each 

iteration of imageplusmola if an error occurs for a given ROI. 

 

2.6. Summary 

Coregistering topography and images is typically a time-intensive process, but the 

codes we describe in detail above provide the community with a mostly automatic, 

publicly available method to coregister MOLA topography with MOC, HiRISE, and 

CTX images.  Most of the required software is freeware.  We feel that our scripts will 

contribute to Mars science for both new and experienced programmers.  An 

inexperienced programmer can make only basic personalizations to the codes and then 

run them to produce coregistered topography and images.  More experienced 

programmers can adapt the codes for their own purposes as desired.  Also, GMT contains 

many more useful programs than have been incorporated here, which could be included 
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in the future.  In general, after the initial setup (program installation and file 

customization), a user will only need to obtain data for a study region and run three 

scripts (findmola, formatimage, and imageplusmola) to produce postscript files with 

color-coded, map-projected, and labeled topography overlaid on high-resolution Mars 

images (see Fig. 2.2 and Table 2.3).  In addition to manipulating Mars data, GMT can 

also handle terrestrial elevation data and georeferenced images.  As such, the scripts we 

describe in this work could be modified to work with terrestrial data.  Many studies can 

benefit from coregistered topography and images, including, but not limited to, 

determining average slope values, correlating layers across distances, modeling flows, 

and calculating depths and heights of features.  
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3. MODELING THE FORMATION OF BRIGHT SLOPE DEPOSITS ASSOCIATED 

WITH GULLIES IN HALE CRATER 

The work in this chapter comes from a submitted paper: 

Kolb, K.J., Pelletier, J.D., McEwen, A.S., Modeling the formation of bright slope  

deposits associated with gullies in Hale Crater, Mars: Implications for recent  

liquid water, submitted in revised form to Icarus July 2009. 

Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5.1, and 3.6.1 consist of work from my master’s thesis (Kolb 2008) 

and are left in for continuity of the paper; they are not part of my dissertation work. 

 

Abstract 

 Our study investigates possible formation mechanisms of the very recent bright 

slope deposits associated with gullies (BGDs) observed on Mars in order to assess if 

liquid water was required.  We use two models in our assessment: a one-dimensional 

(1D) kinematic model to model dry granular flows and a two-dimensional (2D) fluid-

dynamic model, FLO-2D (O’Brien et al. 1993, FLO Engineering), to model water-rich 

and sediment-rich flows.  Our modeling utilizes a high resolution topographic model 

generated from a pair of images acquired by the High Resolution Imaging Science 

Experiment (HiRISE) aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.  For the 1D kinematic 

modeling of dry granular flows, we examine a range of particle sizes, flow thicknesses, 

initial velocities, flow densities, and upslope initiation points to examine how these 

parameters affect the flow run-out distances of the center of mass of a flow.  Our 1D 

modeling results show that multiple combinations of realistic parameters could produce 
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dry granular flows that travel to within the observed deposits’ boundaries.  We run the 2D 

fluid dynamic model, FLO-2D, to model both water-rich and sediment-rich flows.  We 

vary the inflow volume, inflow location, discharge rate, water-loss rate (water-rich 

models only), and simulation time and examine the resulting maximum flow depths and 

velocities.  Our 2D modeling results show that both sediment-rich and water-rich flows 

could produce the observed bright deposits such that there is no need to invoke a large 

quantity of water to explain the formation of the BGDs.  Our modeling suggests that the 

BGDs are not evidence of recent liquid water on the surface of Mars. 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Although Mars appears dry and barren today, there is abundant evidence that it 

was wetter in its past.  The discovery of the Martian gullies (Malin and Edgett 2000) by 

the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC, Malin and Edgett 2001) aboard the Mars Global 

Surveyor (MGS, Albee et al. 1998) raised the possibility that liquid water was present on 

the Martian surface in geologically recent times, within the past 20 years to 1 Ma (Malin 

and Edgett 2000).  It was initially proposed that the gullies formed by groundwater 

seepage from a subsurface aquifer because of their similarities to terrestrial seepage 

gullies (Malin and Edgett 2000).  Since this original proposal, gully formation has been 

frequently debated, with no single theory capable of explaining all of the observed 

characteristics.  The High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) (McEwen et 

al. 2007b) camera aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO, Zurek and Smrekar 

2007) has revealed unprecedented details of gullies down to a pixel scale of 25 cm/pixel, 
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providing new clues about gully formation (McEwen et al. 2007a, Gulick and McEwen 

2007, Gulick et al. 2007, Gulick and the HiRISE Team 2008). 

 

3.1.1. Gully Characteristics 

Malin and Edgett (2000) defined a Martian gully to be a small-scale feature with 

an alcove, channel, and debris apron.  Often Martian gullies are much larger than 

terrestrial gullies and are evolved landforms with multiple channels on their floors, such 

that they might be better termed ravines or gulches (Wilson 1900).  Material is thought to 

have been removed from the alcove, transported through the channel, and deposited in a 

fan at the base of the slope.  Gullies are found on mid-latitude slopes, including mesas, 

troughs, and crater walls.  They are also found in polar pits, on crater central peaks, on 

isolated mounds, and on dunes.  Gullies are occasionally found in equatorial regions as 

well.  Gullies have a wide range of morphologies, ranging from narrow, shallow channels 

to wide, deeply incised and developed channel systems.  Their source regions can be 

short and wide, long and narrow, or barely resolvable (Malin and Edgett 2000).  Many 

gullies have characteristics reminiscent of terrestrial fluvial features, including terraces, 

point bars, braided channels, and sinuous channels (Gulick and McEwen 2007).  Gullies 

often contain overlapping and crosscutting channels and debris aprons, which implies that 

multiple flow episodes in a given channel system are common. Alcoves are thought to 

expand through undermining and collapse.  Boulders are often concentrated in gully 

channels, which is suggestive of a flow that preferentially transports smaller particles 

(McEwen et al. 2007a).   
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The gullies are relatively young; they are extremely sparsely cratered and their 

debris aprons are superposed on other young features such as dunes and polygonal 

ground. The gullies are not all pristine; many gullies have experienced aeolian, mass 

wasting, and periglacial modification since their formation.  The relative youth of the 

gullies makes them particularly intriguing.  How these features with potential fluvial 

characteristics formed recently in a low pressure, low temperature environment that 

rarely (Hecht 2002) permits the existence of liquid water remains a mystery.   

 

3.1.2. An Overview of Gully Erosional Agents 

Gully formation theories center around different erosional agents.  Several 

theories invoke liquid water, but the origin of this water varies.  Malin and Edgett (2000) 

proposed that the water originates from a shallow subsurface aquifer and seeps onto the 

surface.  Hartmann et al. (2003) suggested that the aquifer’s water is released due to local 

geothermal heating events.  Gaidos (2001) put forth the idea that water in a deep 

pressurized aquifer could be transported to the surface through the aqueous equivalents of 

dikes and sills.  Lee et al. (2001) and Christensen (2003) proposed that melting snow 

pack could generate run-off to form gullies.  Costard et al. (2002) suggested that melting 

near-surface ground ice could form the gullies.  Gilmore and Phillips (2002) suggested 

that aquicludes could transport melting ice to slope faces.  Mellon and Phillips (2001) and 

Knauth and Burt (2002) theorized that brines might form the gullies because of the ability 

of salts to depress the freezing point of a liquid.   
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Carbon dioxide and dry granular material have also been invoked as gully 

erosional agents.  Musselwhite et al. (2001) and Hoffman (2002) suggested that a carbon 

dioxide suspended flow could erode the gullies, but Stewart and Nimmo (2002) and 

Urquhart and Gulick (2003) found that a sufficient carbon dioxide reservoir should not 

exist on present-day Mars and Stewart and Nimmo (2002) also noted that the expected 

morphology of CO2 gullies does not match what is observed.  Treiman (2003) proposed 

that dry aeolian material deposited on the lee side of slopes moves downslope and carves 

gullies, and Bart (2007) suggested that dry landslides could produce certain gullies.   

Each proposed erosional agent and related formation hypotheses involving the 

proposed agents has certain strengths and weaknesses (see Treiman 2003, Heldmann and 

Mellon 2004, and Heldmann et al. 2007 for reviews).  It is not required that all gullies 

form by the same mechanism, and it has been suggested (Heldmann et al. 2008b) that 

different classes of gullies have unique formation mechanisms.  However, it is probable 

that the majority of gullies within each class form in the same way given their overall 

similarities in morphology.  For this study, we focus on a particular class of gullies, those 

with recent bright deposits. 

 

3.1.3. Bright Gully Deposits 

 Malin et al. (2006) reported the discovery of newly formed, relatively bright, 

deposits in two Martian gullies and proposed that the new deposits were evidence that 

liquid water reaches or forms on the surface of Mars today in sufficient quantities to 

cause a flow.  These two new bright slope deposits associated with gullies (BGDs) 
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formed in pre-existing channels (Malin et al. 2006) and thus represent gully activity 

(McEwen et al. 2007a) instead of gully formation.  Gully “activity” refers to a flow that 

occurs within a gully, while gully “formation” refers to a flow that creates or carves a 

gully.  Since the BGDs were not observed to carve new channels, they were not 

necessarily emplaced by the same mechanism that drives gully formation.  The new 

deposits both occur in well-preserved craters with steep walls and depth-to-diameter 

ratios typical of their original form (McEwen et al. 2007a, Kolb et al. 2007).  The 

underlying gullies are very narrow, shallow, and pristine.  The gullies with the new 

BGDs are among the most pristine in their setting, which might suggest that their host 

walls are the most recent sites of gully activity.  There are some bright deposits 

associated with gullies that have noticeable modification in the form of bright aeolian 

ripples (Fig. 3.1); these are not currently thought to be related to the recent, unmodified 

BGDs. 

Several interpretations have been offered for why the deposits are bright.  Malin 

et al. (2006) proposed that the deposits might contain ice, frost, fine-grained materials, or 

precipitates and that the brightness of an ice or frost deposit could be maintained if ice is 

replenished from within the deposit or another source.  Williams et al. (2007) evaluated 

the scenario of a water-rich deposit existing at the observed new BGD locations.  They 

modeled the lifetime of an ice-rich deposit at the locations of the new BGDs and found 

that a thin ice-rich deposit would completely sublimate in less than two Martian years, a 

shorter time than the deposits have been observed to exist.  HiRISE re-imaged the BGDs 

multiple times and did not detect any significant changes in shape as would be expected 
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Figure 3.1. A relatively old bright deposit associated with a gully.  Left shows the entire 
gully and bright deposit.  Right shows a closer view of the deposit.  Aeolian and possible 
periglacial (Mellon 1997) modification can be seen.  HiRISE image PSP_001846_2390, 
equirectangular projection centered at 57.8 °N, 82.4 °E, 0.312 m/pixel, in Utopia Planitia.  
North in this, and all following images, is up unless otherwise indicated. 
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if they were composed of water ice. The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer 

for Mars (CRISM, Murchie et al. 2007), the multi-wavelength spectrometer aboard 

MRO, has not detected any ice or hydrated minerals in the deposits (McEwen et al. 

2007a, Barnouin-Jha et al. 2008).   Hydrated minerals might be expected if liquid water 

transported the material; however, their existence would not be diagnostic of a water-rich 

flow because a wet or dry flow could have transported pre-existing hydrated or 

unhydrated minerals from steep upper slopes.  Heldmann et al. (2008a) proposed that the 

deposits are remnant mudflows that transported fine grains.  Given the lack of evidence 

for ice or evaporites, it is most likely that the deposits are bright because they contain 

fine-grained materials or because inherently bright materials were transported by the flow 

(McEwen et al. 2007a, Pelletier et al. 2008).  It is important to note that the new deposits 

are located in relatively dark regions compared to Mars globally, which has an average 

albedo of ~0.20.  Williams et al. (2007) estimated the albedos of the deposits to be 0.15 

and 0.20 and the surrounding terrains to be 0.13 and 0.189 for the Terra Sirenum and 

Centauri Montes deposits, respectively.  The bright gully deposits would appear dark if 

they formed in a relatively bright region of Mars. 

 

3.1.4. Previous Related Work 

Previous studies (Lanza and Gilmore 2006, Dickson et al. 2007, and Parsons et al. 

2008) examined the average slopes on which gullies are located and incorrectly stated 

that, if the average slope is below the angle of repose (~26.4-32.78°, determined 

experimentally by Pouliquen 1999), then a completely dry formation mechanism is ruled 
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out.  This assumption neglects the fact that the upslope regions of concave slopes are 

steeper than the average slope and potentially steeper than the angle of repose.  

Heldmann and Mellon (2004) looked at the average slopes of the walls adjacent to gully 

alcoves using interpolated Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA, aboard MGS, Zuber et 

al. 1992) topography data and found the average slopes to be typically less than the angle 

of repose.  They claimed that the calculated slopes rule out mass wasting as the dominant 

mechanism that forms gully alcoves but noted that post-gully modification within 

steepened alcoves could occur by mass wasting.  Average source region slopes are not 

necessarily representative of actual source regions due to the extended nature of the 

alcoves, which can extend up to ~1.5 km (Heldmann and Mellon 2004).  The average 

slopes in the above-mentioned works were derived using MOLA topography that has an 

along-track spacing of ~300 m and a footprint size of ~168 m (Neumann et al. 2001). 

Slopes derived from MOLA data represent minimum average slopes.  The actual 

elevation differences between two points are likely more extreme than MOLA accounts 

for because the large footprint averages elevations over an extended region.  Also, 

MOLA data often are not located at the exact tops and bottoms of the slopes of interest, 

such that a slope’s elevation extremes are unknown.  Given that gully channels are 

observed down to the limit of resolution (less than 1 m), there is a large scale difference 

between MOLA footprints and the features of interest.  High-resolution topography is 

needed to best model and understand gullies and their formation mechanisms. 

Pelletier et al. (2008) used high-resolution topography to model possible 

formation mechanisms of the Centauri Montes BGD.  They created a 1m/post digital 
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elevation model (DEM, Kirk et al. 2008) of the Centauri Montes BGD from a HiRISE 

stereo pair and used one-dimensional kinematic modeling and two-dimensional fluid-

dynamic modeling to assess the formation of the Centauri Montes BGD.  Their modeling 

indicated that a completely dry flow could explain the location and morphology of the 

deposit.  Given the difficulty of producing liquid water on the Martian surface today 

(Mellon and Phillips 2001), Pelletier et al. (2008) concluded that the Centauri Montes 

deposit was likely emplaced by a dry granular flow.  Pelletier et al. (2008) pointed out the 

important distinction between the angle of static friction (~26.4-32.76˚, determined 

experimentally by Pouliquen 1999), commonly called the angle of repose (Nicholson 

1838, McClung and Schaerer 2006, p. 87), and the angle of kinetic friction (20.7-22.9˚, 

determined experimentally by Pouliquen 1999), below which all dry, non-fluidized flows 

will decelerate.  The distinction is that a flow on a slope with an angle between the 

kinetic and static friction angles will not spontaneously start but will continue to flow if 

already moving with sufficient momentum.  This shows that, as long as an upslope region 

is steeper than the angle of repose for the slope’s material, then a dry granular flow could 

flow on a shallower slope without depositing until the slope gradient is approximately the 

angle of kinetic friction. 

 

3.1.5. Current Study 

Our study extends the work of Pelletier et al. (2008) to two BGDs located in Hale 

Crater (Fig. 3.2).  Hale Crater has a large number of gullies and multiple BGDs (Fig. 3.3), 

hereafter identified based upon their designation in Fig. 3.3.  No high-resolution images 
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were acquired with HiRISE or MOC before the bright deposits in Hale formed, but the 

deposits have no resolvable modification and therefore are presumably young.  While 

most of the Hale gullies contain characteristics that may be interpreted as fluvial, this 

study focuses only on the formation of the BGDs.  An analysis of slopes hosting BGDs 

(Kolb et al. 2007) suggests that the Hale BGDs are among the best candidates to require 

liquid water for their formation.  This statement is based on the idea that, if the average 

slope is lower, then the upslope region might be shallower than the angle of repose.  We 

use a high-resolution topographic model created from a stereo pair of HiRISE images to 

examine the slope environment where the BGDs formed and to model their formation 

using one-dimensional kinematic modeling and two-dimensional fluid-dynamic 

modeling.  The overarching goal of this project is to test the hypothesis that significant 

quantities of liquid water reached the surface of Mars in today’s climate by modeling the 

formation of the BGDs to determine if liquid water is necessary for their formation. 

The remainder of this document is organized as follows.  Section 3.2 describes the 

data we used.  Section 3.3 details how we selected our study region.  Section 3.4 contains 

observations of the Hale BGDs.  Section 3.5 includes methods and results from an 

analysis of HiRISE color images of the BGDs.  Section 3.6 includes model details, 

modeling methods, and results for our 1D kinematic modeling of dry granular flows.  

Section 3.7 includes model details, modeling methods, and results for our 2D fluid 

dynamic modeling of water-rich and sediment-rich flows.  Section 3.8 contains a 

discussion of our results and possible implications.  Section 3.9 summarizes our work and 

conclusions. 
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Figure 3.2. Hale Crater, Mars.  The rectangle shows the approximate area of the BGDs 
(Fig. 3.3) and the DEM (Fig. 3.4).  The BGDs are concentrated near and in the DEM’s 
boundaries.  Hale Crater is 125 km x 150 km and centered near 35.8 °S, 323.5 °E.  
THEMIS Day IR mosaic, 256 pixels per degree. 
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Figure 3.3. Bright deposits associated with gullies in Hale Crater. The boxes mark the 
locations of the lettered insets. A. BGD1. Left and right mark the upslope branches. B. 
BGD2. C. BGD3. Middle and right mark two of the upslope branches. D. BGD4. The 
possible source alcoves of the bright flow are noted. See text for reasoning.   HiRISE 
image PSP_002932_1445, equirectangular projection centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 
0.255 m/pixel.   
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3.2. Data 

3.2.1. Imagery 

 This study used MOC, HiRISE, and Context Camera (CTX, aboard MRO, Malin 

et al. 2007) images acquired at visible wavelengths.  MOC images have pixel scales of 

~1.5-6 m/pixel, while CTX images are typically 5-6 m/pixel.  HiRISE images have a 

smaller field of view than CTX images at a pixel scale as fine as 25 cm/pixel.  The bulk 

of the analysis in this study comes from HiRISE images PSP_002932_1445 and 

PSP_003209_1445 (Table 3.1).  The HiRISE images were processed using the Integrated 

Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS3) developed by the Astrogeology Team at 

the United States Geological Survey in Flagstaff, Arizona (Anderson et al. 2004).  The 

CTX images were used to survey Hale Crater for gullies and BGDs because full crater 

coverage was available.  MOC and CTX images were used in conjunction with HiRISE 

images for multitemporal analyses of the BGDs to look for changes in shape and tone.  

 

Table 3.1. HiRISE Images Used to Produce the Digital Elevation Model 
Parameter PSP_002932_1445 PSP_003209_1445 

Center latitude 35.16 °S 35.13 °S 
Center longitude 324.68 °E 324.69 °E 

Ls 199.19° 212.19° 
Emission angle 4.65° 20.390° 
Incidence angle 58.49° 56.65° 

Pixel scale (RED CCDs) 0.255 m/pixel 0.271 m/pixel 
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3.2.2. Topography 

 The two types of elevation data used in this study are MOLA Precision 

Experiment Data Records (PEDRs, Smith et al. 1998) and a high-resolution topographic 

model developed from the HiRISE stereo pair described in Table 3.1.   

MOLA, which operated from 1997 through 2001, has footprints with a diameter 

of ~168 m and an along-track spacing of ~300 m (Neumann et al. 2001).  Between-track 

spacing varies depending on latitude, being greater at the equator, and the location of the 

spacecraft.  The MOLA PEDRs were obtained from the Planetary Data System (PDS, 

McMahon 1996) and extracted using PEDR2TAB (Software by G. Neumann) applying 

the crossover correction developed by Neumann et al. (2001).  With the crossover 

correction applied, MOLA points have vertical errors less than 1 m and horizontal 

placement errors of ~100 m (Neumann et al. 2001).   

 The DEM used in this study (Fig. 3.4) was produced by Oded Aharonson’s group 

at Caltech using SOCET-SET’s (http://www.socetgxp.com/) area-based automatic image 

matching package and preprocessing methods developed by Kirk et al. (2008).  The 

DEM is 1 m/post and has an overall estimated vertical precision of ~0.19 m although it 

contains larger matching errors in certain locations without manual editting.  Manual 

corrections of the DEM were necessary to minimize errors produced by the automated 

processing. 
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Figure 3.4. Hale Crater digital elevation model: perspective view.  HiRISE image 
PSP_002932_1445 (Fig. 3.3) overlaid on the DEM.  The vertical exaggeration is five 
times, and the vertical scale ranges from -1170 to 1130 m. The DEM is 1 m/post.  Since 
BGD4 is located at the edge of PSP_002932_1445 (Fig. 3.3), it is cut off and not 
included in the DEM. 
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3.3. Site Selection 

 HiRISE has observed several BGDs in addition to the ones discussed in Malin et 

al. 2006 (McEwen et al. 2007a, Kolb et al. 2007).  Table 3.2 lists characteristics of the 

BGDs studied by McEwen et al. (2007a) and Kolb et al. (2007).  In most of these cases, 

there are no high resolution images that show these gullies before the formation of the 

bright deposits, but the deposits appear identical to the two known examples that formed 

in the past decade and have no resolvable modification down to HiRISE scales (~25 

cm/pixel).  The BGDs are located downslope of steep slopes in well-preserved craters 

with the exception of a pair in Noachis Terra located below steep slopes within a ring 

trough (Gulick and McEwen 2007).  In every case, there are obvious bright layers 

upslope that are a likely source of the transported material.  HiRISE images show the 

deposits overtopping obstacles downslope (Fig. 3.5), which is not suggestive of a water-

rich flow.  The bright deposits are extremely thin, below the resolution of HiRISE DEMs 

with vertical precisions of ~16 cm and ~19 cm for the Centauri Montes and Hale DEMs, 

respectively (Kirk et al. 2008).  The deposits are elongated and consist of digitate lobes 

(Malin et al. 2006). 
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Figure 3.5.  A BGD’s relationship to obstacles.  This is the Terra Sirenum BGD described 
by Malin et al. (2006). The arrow shows where the flow overtops grooves at its distal 
end.  Inset is a full resolution view of the distal end.  HiRISE image PSP_003596_1435, 
equirectangular projection centered at 36.35 °S, 198.31 °E, 0.253 m/pixel. 
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Table 3.2. BGD Locations and Slopes on Mars 
Location Lat (°N) Lon (°E) Average 

Slope (°) 
Slope 

Method 
Notes 

Centauri Montes -38.4 96.8 22 D 1 
E Hale BGD2 -35.2 324.7 20-35 M 2 
E Hale BGD3 -35.2 324.7 18 M 3 
Noachis Terra -46.9 4.3 27-35 M 1 
NW Argyre -43.0 309.5 24 M 3 

Terra Cimmeria A -41.6 150.6 20 S 1 
Terra Cimmeria B -35.7 129.4 26 M 3 
Terra Sirenum A -36.2 198.3 29 S 1 
Terra Sirenum B -37.7 229.0 28 M 1 
Utopia Planitia 31.9 102.4 23 M 4 

Slope methods: D= DEM, M= MOLA, S= shadow 
Notes: [1] Entire slope, [2] Upslope region, [3] Source region, [4] Nearby slope 

 

 

Hale Crater was chosen based on an analysis of average slope angles of host 

slopes of BGDs on Mars summarized in Table 3.2.  The average slopes were determined 

by overlaying MOLA points on top of HiRISE images with a method developed by Kolb 

and Okubo (Coregistration of Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) Topography with 

High-Resolution Mars Images, accepted for publication in Computers and Geosciences 

April 2009) or using shadow lengths measured in the down-Sun direction, where 

available.  There has not yet been a systematic global search for BGDs, so there is a 

possible selection bias in this analysis.  BGDs were distinguished from typical gully 

debris aprons based on distinct albedo differences from their surroundings.  The BGDs 

occur near the end of a gully channel and sometimes along the sides of channels, 

indicating that the flow level was higher than the local channel depth or that dust lofted 

by the flow extended beyond the channel.  Identification of BGDs is limited by image 

coverage, quality, and resolution.  The BGDs of interest are presently only those without 
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any resolvable modification, leading to the assumption that they formed recently.  

Overall, the BGDs are located on steep average slopes, close to the angle of repose, with 

the actual deposits lying on shallower portions downslope.  The BGDs in Hale Crater are 

likely among the best candidates for liquid water given their relatively low average 

slopes, which is why we select them for our study and produced a DEM at this location.   

 

3.4. Observations 

3.4.1. Hale Crater 

Hale Crater (Fig. 3.2) is a large 125 x 150 km impact crater located in the 

southern hemisphere of Mars.  Hale Crater is interpreted as late Hesperian / early 

Amazonian (Cabrol et al. 2001) but might be younger (Tornabene et al. 2008).  It is 

possibly the most pristine crater of its size based on crater counts and morphological 

features interpreted as primary, including ponded and pitted material (Tornabene et al. 

2008).  Hale Crater contains a large number of gullies on multiple slope orientations, 

which is fairly rare on Mars.  There are also gullies on its central peak and on both sides 

of part of its rim (Dickson and Head 2005, Dickson et al. 2007).    
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3.4.2. Hale Crater BGDs 

Hale Crater has four bright slope deposits associated with gullies, BGDs, on its 

northeast rim (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3).  Near the BGDs, the upper rim of Hale consists of 

eroding outcrops that are breaking into boulders (Fig. 3.6).  A large concentration of 

boulders is seen in Fig. 3.6 to clog the middle branch of BGD3’s alcove.  Several of the 

BGD channels have a high concentration of boulders relative to surrounding terrain.  

Most of the boulders found in the gullies are probably the result of post-gully formation 

mass wasting.  Some of the boulders in the left branch of BGD1 (Figs. 3.3A and 3.7) 

have bright material on them suggesting that they were present for the bright flow but 

preferentially left behind as the flow transported finer particles. 

The BGDs formed on top of pre-existing gully debris aprons and therefore are not 

the only flows to occur in their channels.  BGD1, BGD2, and BGD3 lie on top of debris 

aprons, but BGD4 stops midslope. The BGDs start midslope even though the gully 

channels extend most of the slope’s length.  The BGDs follow the underlying channels 

and in some locations appear to have overtopped the channels, depositing bright material 

along the channel banks (Fig. 3.8). 

The underlying channel systems are rather complex and well developed.  Several 

of the channels contain features interpreted as fluvial including bars, braided channels, 

streamlined islands, and terraces (McEwen et al. 2007a, Gulick et al. 2007).  Unlike other 

gullies with BGDs on Mars (Kolb et al. 2007), the Hale Crater gullies with bright 

deposits do not appear to be the most pristine in their setting.  Fine channels are 
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Figure 3.6. Upslope portion of BGD3. Rocks can be seen on the slope and within the 
alcove.  Note the steep layers located above the alcove and that the middle branch of the 
alcove has an especially large number of boulders in it. HiRISE image 
PSP_002932_1445, equirectangular projection centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 
m/pixel. 
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Figure 3.7. The juncture of BGD1’s two branches. Note that the boulders in the left 
branch have bright material on them, which suggests that the flow once covered them or 
that they are part of a deteriorating bright layer.  It is also possible that the boulders are 
bright due to illumination effects.  Inset shows the boulders at full resolution.  HiRISE 
image PSP_002932_1445, equirectangular projection centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 
0.255 m/pixel. 
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Figure 3.8. Shadow measurements where flow overtopped banks. A. BGD1 (Fig. 3.3A). 
B. BGD3 (Fig. 3.3C). Shadows were measured, where available, where the flow appears 
to have overtopped the channel and deposited along the banks. The numbers and arrows 
indicate where shadows were measured.  HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445, 
equirectangular projection centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel.   
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also visible in several of the other gullies on Hale Crater’s northeast rim (HiRISE image 

PSP_002932_1445), west rim (HiRISE image PSP_006822_1440), and northeast rim 

exterior (HiRISE image PSP_005833_1455).  The gullies on the north rim (HiRISE 

images PSP_004976_1450 and PSP_005688_1450) are dust-covered, muted, and contain 

polygonal fractures on their channels walls, indicating that they are more modified and 

presumably older.  The gullies with BGDs may be among the most pristine in Hale 

Crater, but their age cannot be distinguished from the gullies on the west rim (HiRISE 

image PSP_006822_1440).  Also unlike other gullies with BGDs around Mars, these 

gullies are not narrow and shallow and have abundant evidence of multiple flows (Kolb 

et al. 2007).  Although the host gullies of the BGDs have abundant potentially fluvial 

characteristics and were possibly formed by fluvial processes, the formation of the BGDs 

themselves is not necessarily fluvial. 

The deposits are not as continuous as those in the Centauri Montes and Terra 

Sirenum (Malin et al. 2006), which suggests that some modification might have occurred.  

There is no unambiguous modification at HiRISE scales.  The deposits do not exhibit a 

constant tone throughout, with tone variations similar to those seen within the Centauri 

Montes deposit.  Variations in tone might be due to the amount or thickness of bright 

material present or sub-resolution roughness.  The BGDs stand out in false color images 

as being distinct from their surroundings and other debris aprons (Fig. 3.9), which 

suggests that they differ in particle size and/or composition.   
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Figure 3.9. Bright gully deposits in color. The BGDs stand out compared to their 
surroundings, which suggests a difference in materials and/or particle sizes.  A. BGD1 
(Fig. 3.3A).  B. BGD4 (Fig. 3.3D).  HiRISE image PSP_003209_1445, equirectangular 
projection centered at 35.13 °S, 324.69 °E, 0.542 m/pixel. 
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A survey of existing high-resolution imagery using MOC, HiRISE, and CTX 

images showed no convincing changes over time in the shape of the deposits.  Given the 

different spacecraft orbits, seasonal illumination effects, varying atmospheric conditions, 

ground coverage, camera abilities, and camera resolutions, subtle changes in tone cannot 

be ruled out.     

 

3.4.3. Individual Deposits 

 BGD1 (Fig. 3.3A) has two main channel branches in its alcove, hereafter known 

as BGD1L (left branch) and BGD1R (right branch).  Both branches have resolvable 

channels on their bottoms and bright material along the channel walls.  There is an 

outcrop containing bright layers to the north side of the left branch.  The right branch 

does not have any bright layers upslope, but there is an abundance of bright material near 

the upslope end of the channel.  The right channel does not continue to the juncture of the 

branches (Fig. 3.7), so the left branch appears to be fresher.  The fine channel in the left 

alcove branch is easily traced to the branch juncture but beyond that it is difficult to 

determine which of the many channels on the gully floor is the most recent.  The most 

continuous part of the bright deposit starts near a potential bar, although bright material 

was deposited on top of streamlined features on the channel floor upslope of here.  The 

flow appears to have deposited bright material on the channel walls and margins in 

downslope locations where it overtopped the channel (Fig. 3.8A).  Alternatively, it is 

possible that settling dust is responsible for the bright material on the margins. 
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 The channel of BGD2 (Fig. 3.3B) can be traced upslope to an outcrop that does 

not have bright layers.  Bright material is abundant where the gully becomes more incised 

and a fine channel is first seen.  Mid-channel regions have multiple terraces and a 

streamlined island.  There is no distinct fine channel on the channel floor; it is possible 

that it is below resolution limits (<~0.75 m) or has been infilled by aeolian deposits.  The 

channel walls are dusted with bright material in a discontinuous manner.  The actual 

deposit starts near a series of terraces located near the base of the slope (Fig. 3.10).  

BGD2 is the least distinct of those studied. 

 BGD3 (Fig. 3.3C) has three branches in its alcove.  Only the middle and right 

branches, hereafter BGD3M (middle) and BGD3R (right), have traceable channels.  

There is an eroding outcrop containing bright layers upslope of the alcove (Fig. 3.6).  The 

middle branch has bright material lining its south wall and a remnant rockfall, rock slide 

or avalanche clogging it near the outcrop.  The channels in the two branches cannot be 

distinguished from each other in terms of age.  The main channel contains streamlined 

islands, terraces, and multiple channels.  The bright deposit starts approximately 

midslope and has a diffuse end.  It appears to overtop a terrace at its start (Fig. 3.11). 

 BGD4 (Fig. 3.3D) is located at the south edge of the scene imaged by HiRISE.  

Its alcove contains numerous channels.  The deposit traces back up to the left side of the 

alcove where fine channels are seen as well as bright material (Fig. 3.3D).  BGD4 is the 

only BGD studied that stops midslope and does not follow the pre-existing channel’s 

path.  The fact that BGD4 does not follow the pre-existing channel is indicative of a flow 
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Figure 3.10. Terraces associated with BGD2. Figure 3.3B shows all of BGD2.  The bright 
deposit starts near where the multiple terraces are observed. HiRISE image 
PSP_002932_1445, equirectangular projection centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 
m/pixel. 
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Figure 3.11. The upslope edge of BGD3. Figure 3.3C shows all of BGD3.  Note that the 
flow overlaps the terrace. HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445, equirectangular projection 
centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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with a higher velocity and/or lower density than the flows that carved the underlying 

channel, which supports our belief that the BGDs did not form the same way that gullies 

globally did.  There are terraces and multiple channels on the gully floor.  The deposit 

starts where the two main groups of channels in the alcove meet downslope.  BGD4 is the 

most continuous of the BGDs observed in this study. 

 

3.5. Color Image Analysis 

3.5.1. Color Measurements 

 Using the HiRISE images described in Table 3.1, we performed a quantitative 

color analysis to seek evidence that the composition of the BGDs was markedly different 

from other surrounding material and bright material upslope. HiRISE has near-infrared 

(IR), red (R), and blue-green (BG) bands.  The color swath of HiRISE images covers 

approximately 1.2 km at the center of the scene imaged.  HiRISE images formatted for 

release to the PDS were imported into ISIS3.  We used ISIS3’s qview to view and extract 

data from the false color images. Qview displays pixel information and I/F values for 

each of the bands simultaneously.  We measured the bright deposits, dusty surrounding 

areas, bright layers upslope, bright material upslope, and bright material along the 

channel walls, as available.  We made four measurements within each feature, and then 

averaged the four values for each band.  We ratioed the bands to each other to minimize 

illumination effects. 
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3.5.2. Quantitative Color Analysis Results 

The locations of the color measurements are listed in Table 3.3 and shown in Fig. 

3.12.  The color analysis of HiRISE image PSP_003209_1445 does not reveal any visibly 

significant differences between dusty areas, the bright deposits, bright layers, and bright 

material upslope (Fig. 3.12).  There is not much variability between the ratios of the 

various bright materials.  The composition of bright materials upslope of BGDs appears 

comparable to the composition of the downslope BGDs.  In Fig. 3.12, the points for a 

given band ratio move down the image from left to right.  It appears that there might be a 

slight general decrease in scene color variation in the BG band moving down the image.   

 
Table 3.3. Regions Measured in Color 

ID Description 
B1 Diffuse end of BGD1 
B2 Bright material on BGD2’s wall 
B3 Diffuse end of BGD3 
B4 Near the end of BGD3 
B5 Start of BGD3 
B6 Middle branch in BGD3’s alcove 
B7 Layers above BGD3 
B8 Bright material on gully wall near BGD4 
B9 BGD4 

B10 Alcove above BGD4 (left branch) 
D1 General wall dusty 
D2 Dusty region near BGD1 
D3 Dusty debris apron underlying BGD1 
D4 Dusty region near BGD4 
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Figure 3.12. Color analyses results.  Left: labels show approximate location of 
measurements. Underlying image is HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445, equirectangular 
projection centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel.  Right: ratios between all 
combinations of the three available HiRISE color bands, near-infrared (IR), red (R), and 
blue-green (BG) are plotted.  Note that the y-axis scale is not the same for each ratio.  
The labels along the x-axis refer to the group of data points above each, and the numbers 
correspond to the identifier of each region displayed in the left panel and described in 
Table 3.3 for the Hale Crater measurements.  Measurements in Hale Crater were made on 
the color bands of HiRISE image PSP_003209_1445, equirectangular projection centered 
at 35.13 °S, 324.69 °E, 0.542 m/pixel, at the locations marked in the left panel.  For the 
Mawrth Vallis measurements, the numbers correspond to colored arrows marking 
spectroscopically distinct layers from Wray et al.’s Fig. 3 (2008).  Measurements were 
taken on HiRISE image PSP_004052_2045, equirectangular projection centered at 24.31 
°N, 340.68 °E, color scale 0.573 m/pixel.   
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In order to test the reliability of the color analysis at distinguishing differences 

using the ratio method, we repeated our methods described in Section 3.5.1 for HiRISE 

image PSP_004052_2045 in Mawrth Vallis, a Noachian outflow channel shown to have 

large compositional variations (Wray et al. 2008).  Wray et al. (2008) reported that there 

are six layers of distinct composition in the northern wall of the four kilometer crater 

featured in this image.  We measured color I/F values within each of these 

spectroscopically distinct layers, as indicated by the colored arrows in Wray et al. (2008, 

see their Fig. 3), and found that a larger variation in color ratios is present (Fig. 3.12) 

when compared to the BGD ratios.  This confirms our findings that there is little 

difference between the compositions of bright material in the bright gully deposits and 

bright material elsewhere in the scene.   

 

3.6. 1D Kinematic Modeling of Dry Granular Flows 

3.6.1. Elevation Profile Extraction 

We extracted channel elevation profiles from the DEM using RiverTools 

(http://www.rivertools.com/, RIVIX, LLC), a GIS application that has the capability to 

extract flow grids from high-resolution topography.  Prior to elevation extraction, we pre-

processed the DEM using a 3x3 low pass filter twice to minimize high frequency noise. 

The DEM has errors near BGD2 and cuts off BGD4, so only BGD1 and BGD3 profiles 

were extracted for modeling.  For BGD1 and BGD3, we generated D8 flow grids then 

extracted elevation profiles using the channel profile tool.  We extracted elevation 

profiles for two branches of each BGD, left (BGD1L) and right (BGD1R) for BGD1 (Fig. 
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3.3A) and middle (BGD3M) and right (BGD3R) for BGD3 (Fig. 3.3C).  We also 

extracted elevation profiles starting upslope of the gully alcoves on dusty slopes and in 

bouldery outcrops, as available, to examine the possibility of flows initiating in these 

locations.  Figure 3.13 shows the upslope initiation point of all extracted elevation 

profiles. 

When RiverTools produces a flow grid, it applies hydrological corrections so that 

a flow will always move downslope, which can create artificial steps in elevation 

profiles.  The artifacts are likely enhanced for an imperfect DEM and over regions where 

rough small-scale topography occurs.  The BGD3 profiles did not have many visible 

steps, but the BGD1 profiles had a large number of visible steps.  In a DEM with small-

scale errors, slope determination at the smallest scale is very problematic.  Artificial steps 

have a major impact on the modeling because they can cause the flow to stop near the 

initiation points (i.e. before the flow has acquired sufficient momentum to flow through 

small, artificial steps in the DEM).  In order to minimize the effect of small-scale errors 

in the DEM, we fit second order polynomials (poly2) to the extracted profiles.  We think 

that this aggressive level of smoothing is necessary given uncertainties in the DEM; 

however, we also retain the originally extracted, “raw,” elevation profiles.  Smoothing 

erases some of the inherent roughness of the terrain, whether real or artificially induced 

during the DEM or flow grid production process, and it also reduces the effects of the 

artificial steps induced by RiverTools. 
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Figure 3.13.  Upslope initiation points of extracted elevation profiles for BGD1 and 
BGD3.  Top panel shows BGD1; bottom panel shows BGD3.  The “poly” profiles are 
second order polynomial fits to the corresponding “raw” elevation profiles.  HiRISE 
image PSP_002932_1445, equirectangular projection centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 
0.255 m/pixel. 
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3.6.2. 1D Kinematic Model Description 

We used the one-dimensional state-dependent kinematic model created by 

Pelletier et al. (2008) to model the run-out distance of dry granular flows along the 

elevation profiles extracted from RiverTools.  We chose to implement the model in IDL 

(Interactive Data Language) in order to efficiently run a larger number of parameter 

combinations than Pelletier et al. (2008).  Supplementary file “kinematics.pro” contains 

our kinematic model code.  The kinematic model uses Newton’s law of motion for the 

center of mass of a dry granular flow.  Kinematic modeling focuses on the motion of the 

center of mass of a flow along a given path rather than the flow’s size or initiation 

mechanism.  In our kinematic model, the center of mass of the flow is accelerated by 

gravity and retarded by friction.  

We now present the equations used in our model and describe how the model is 

implemented.  In the following equations, numerical subscripts denote the value of a 

variable at a specific location along the elevation profile, with zero representing the 

upslope point of the profile.  Table 3.4 compiles the symbols used in the equations and 

their units.  Our kinematic model uses a coefficient of friction from Jop et al. (2006, see 

Eq. 3.1) developed for a dense granular flow over a rough surface.  In Eq. 3.1, I0 is an 

empirical dimensionless constant derived by Jop et al. (2005, see their Appendix A)  

(3.1) )]1)//(()tan[(tantan 02 +!+=
iSSi
II"""µ  

based on experiments of dry granular flows.  Equation 3.2 shows the inertial number, 

which is a ratio of a macroscopic deformation timescale (1/!& ) and an inertial 
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timescale((d2ρsolid/P)0.5), where P is the overburden pressure, as defined by Jop et al. 

(2006).  The inertial number incorporates how particle size affects intergranular contacts  

(3.2) )/( ghdI bulksolidii !!"&=  

and collisions.  Equation 3.3 is the mean shear rate measured at the center of the flow  

 (3.3) hv
ii
/2=!&  

(h/2).  For each model run, we set the initial values of the mean shear rate and inertial 

number at 0 s-1 and 0.001, respectively.  The initial conditions correspond to flow 

parameters at the upslope location where we start the flow.  At each position along the 

elevation profile, our model calculates the velocity (Eq. 3.4), mean shear rate (Eq. 3.3), 

intertial number (Eq. 3.2), coefficient of friction (Eq. 3.1), local slope (Eq. 3.5), and 

acceleration (Eq. 3.6).  For  

 (3.4) 1111 /)( !!!! !+=
iiiiii
vxxavv   

 (3.5) )/()(tan 11

1

iiiii
xxzz !!= ++

!"  

 (3.6) )cos(sin
iiii

ga !µ! "=  

models with an initial velocity of 0 m/s, we use Eq. 3.7 at the first profile location only to  

(3.7) 0100101 )/()(2 vaaxxav ++!=  

avoid dividing by zero.  We calculate the viscosity (Eq. 3.8) at each position and compute  

(3.8) ibulkii vgh 2/
2!µ" =  

an event-averaged viscosity for each model.We calculate one yield stress (Eq. 3.9) for  

(3.9) ghbulkSY !"# )(tan=    
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each set of input parameters.  Model output includes the run-out distance of the flow, an 

event-averaged viscosity, and a yield stress appropriate for the flow. We define the run-

out distance of the flow to be the along-slope distance the center of mass travels before 

coming to rest. 

 

 
Table 3.4. Symbols Used in Formulas 

Symbol Parameter Value or Units 
a  Acceleration m s-2 
θS Angle of kinetic friction ° 
θ2 Angle of respose ° 
ρbulk Bulk flow density kg m-3 

µ Coefficient of friction -- 
I0 Constant in coefficient of friction equation 0.279 
K Constant in Manning equation 5.32 
ρsolid Density of solid material kg m-3 

z Elevation m 
h Flow thickness m 
g Gravity on Mars 3.71 m s-2 
x Horizontal position m 
I Inertial number -- 

! 

"  Local slope angle ° 
n Manning roughness s m-1/3 
!&  Mean shear rate s-1 
d Particle diameter m 
r Size of typical bed roughness element m 
v  Velocity m s-1 
η Viscosity Pa•s 
τY Yield stress Pa 
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3.6.3. 1D Modeling Strategy 

The main purpose of the kinematic modeling is to determine if a dry granular flow 

with zero initial velocity and reasonable parameters could flow along extracted elevation 

profiles and travel to where the bright deposits are observed.  We considered a model to 

be “good” if it predicted that the center of mass of the flow would travel to within the 

observed deposits’ boundaries. 

We ran models for different particle size, flow thickness, initial velocity, and bulk 

flow density combinations for flows at different initiation points. Since we are testing 

whether or not a dry granular flow could possibly form the BGDs, our selected flow 

initiation points are located near the upslope extent of each elevation profile where the 

steepest slopes occur.  Particle sizes ranged from 0.01 mm (dust) to 10 mm (gravel) and 

flow thicknesses ranged from 0.25 m to 3 m.  The particle sizes were chosen to cover a 

range of particle sizes seen on Mars as the finer-grained components at landing sites 

(Moore and Jakosky 1989, Golombek et al. 1999, Squyres et al. 2004a, Squyres et al. 

2004b).  There are locations where the flow appears to have overtopped the channel (Fig. 

3.8); shadow measurements, verified by the DEM, were used to determine the channel 

depth as a proxy for flow thickness at these locations. The flow thicknesses were chosen 

to center around these depths (~1-2 m).  These flow thicknesses likely represent 

maximum flow thicknesses since it is possible that the bright material along the channel 

edges is from lofted dust (see Section 3.8.3).  The initial velocities ranged from 0 to 100 

m/s.  This range was chosen to include the most conservative case, v0 = 0 m/s, and to see 

how extreme of an initial velocity might be required for a dry granular flow to occur on a 
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given elevation profile.  Flow densities spanned 500 to 2500 kg/m3, which corresponds to 

a concentration by volume of solid particles with density 2700 kg/m3 of ~20-90 %.  Table 

3.5 lists the specific values of the parameters used in our modeling.  We ran every 

possible combination of these values such that 10,080 models were run for each elevation 

profile.  

 

Table 3.5.  Input Parameters for 1D Kinematic Model 
Parameter Symbol Units Values 

Particle size d mm 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.50, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0 
Flow thickness h m 0.25, 0.50, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 
Initial velocity v0 m/s 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 
Flow density ρ kg/m3 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 

1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900, 2000, 2100, 
2200, 2300, 2400, 2500 

 

 

3.6.4. Results: 1D Kinematic Modeling of Dry Granular Flows 

Based on the predicted flow run-out distances, our 1D kinematic modeling results 

suggest that dry granular flows could have formed the Hale BGDs.  We define the run-

out distance to be the distance at which the modeled center of mass of the flow has zero 

velocity, i.e. where deposition is predicted.  For both BGDs, we found that varying the 

input parameters had similar effects on the run-out distance of the flows.  Varying only 

the particle size, flows with finer particles traveled farther.  Our modeling did not account 

for cohesion between fine particles, which could cause them to clump together to create 

larger particle sizes.  Varying the flow thickness and bulk flow density had very minimal 
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effects on the run-out distance.  Increasing the initial flow velocity produced flows that 

traveled farther.  

Model details and results for the good models and all models run are included in 

the supplementary files 1Dkinematic_goodmodelresults.tar.gz and 

1Dkinematic_allmodelresults.tar.gz, respectively.  Sample results are displayed in Fig. 

3.14, which shows velocity versus flowpath distance plots compared to the observed start 

and end of the BGDs (marked by the vertical lines) for a 1 m thick flow with 0.5 mm 

particles, a bulk flow density of 1300 kg/m3, and an initial velocity of 0 m/s.  The BGD1 

results are for poly2 elevation profiles originating at the top of the respective alcove 

branches, while the BGD3 results are for raw elevation profiles originating within 

bouldery regions upslope of the alcove branches (Fig. 3.13). 

 

3.6.4.1. BGD1 

 We ran our kinematic model for ten BGD1 elevation profiles (see Fig. 3.13 for 

initiation locations), four for BGD1L and six for BGD1R (see Fig. 3.3A).  Of the BGD1L 

profiles, one started at the top of the alcove, “1Lraw,” one started on a dusty slope 

upslope of the alcove, “1LrawtopA,” and the other two were poly2 fits to these profiles, 

“1Lpoly” and “1LpolytopA,” respectively.  The BGD1R profiles had similar starting 

locations and nomenclature and are referred to as “1Rraw,” “1Rpoly,” “1RrawtopA,” 

“1RpolytopA,” “1RrawtopB,” and “1RpolytopB.”  

 The most conservative set of models we ran had v0 = 0 m/s.  None of the good 

models for the raw elevation profiles had v0 = 0 m/s; the minimum initial velocity 
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Figure 3.14.  Velocity versus flowpath distance output for 1D kinematic models with a 
particle size (d) of 0.5 mm, a flow thickness (h) of 1 m, a bulk flow density (ρ) of 1300 
kg/m3, and an initial velocity (v0) of 0 m/s.  The BGD1 profiles are poly2 profiles starting 
at the top of the respective alcove branches (1Lpoly and 1Rpoly, see Fig. 3.13).  The 
BGD3 profiles are raw elevation profiles starting within the bouldery outcrop upslope of 
the alcoves (3MrawtopA and 3RrawtopA, see Fig. 3.13).  The vertical lines mark the 
observed start and end of each deposit. 
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 Table 3.6.  Summary of Good Models Produced for BGD1 Elevation Profiles 
Profile v0 (m/s) # Models d (mm) h(m) r (kg/m3) v0 (m/s) 
1Lraw 0 m/s 

> 0 m/s 
0 

277 
 

0.05-10 
 

0.25-3 
 

500-2500 
 

30-40 
1Lpoly 0 m/s 

> 0 m/s 
586 
2409 

0.01-10 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-40 

1LrawtopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

0 
282 

 
0.05-10 

 
0.25-3 

 
500-2500 

 
30-50 

1LpolytopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

429 
1069 

0.01-2 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-40 

1Rraw 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

0 
345 

 
0.01-10 

 
0.25-3 

 
500-2500 

 
30-50 

1Rpoly 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

504 
1473 

0.01-5 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

1RrawtopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

0 
530 

 
0.01-10 

 
0.25-3 

 
500-2500 

 
30-60 

1RpolytopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

402 
1286 

0.01-2 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

1RrawtopB 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

0 
404 

 
0.01-10 

 
0.25-3 

 
500-2500 

 
30-60 

1RpolytopB 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

163 
387 

0.01-2 
0.05-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

v0: initial velocity, d: particle size, h: flow thickness, ρ: bulk flow density 
 

 

required to generate a flow to within the deposits’ boundaries was 30 m/s for the BGD1L 

and 40 m/s for the BGD1R raw elevation profiles.  Table 3.6 lists the number of good 

models and the parameters they spanned for models with v0 = 0 m/s and v0 > 0 m/s for 

BGD1.   
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3.6.4.2. BGD3 

 We ran our kinematic model for twelve BGD3 elevation profiles (see Fig. 3.13), 

six each in BGD3M and BGD3R (see Fig. 3.3C).  Each branch of BGD3 had one profile 

starting at the top of the alcove, “3Xraw,” two profiles starting upslope of the alcoves 

within the bouldery outcrops, “3XrawtopA” and “3XrawtopB,” and three profiles that 

were poly2 fits of the former three.   

 Most of the elevation profiles, raw and poly2, originating within the bouldery 

outcrops and slopes above BGD3 had good models with v0 = 0 m/s.  Of the elevation 

profiles originating within individual alcove branches, 3Mraw had a few good models 

with v0 = 0 m/s, while good models for 3Mpoly, 3Rraw, and 3R poly required initial 

velocities of 20 m/s, 5 m/s, and 10 m/s, respectively.  Table 3.7 lists the number of good 

models and the parameters they spanned for models with v0 = 0 m/s and v0 > 0 m/s for 

BGD3. 

 

  

Table 5 
appox. 
here 
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Table 3.7.  Summary of Good Models Produced for BGD3 Elevation Profiles 
Profile v0 (m/s) # Models d (mm) h(m) ρ (kg/m3) v0 (m/s) 
3Mraw 0 m/s 

> 0 m/s 
6 

2483 
0.5-10 
0.01-10 

0.25-2 
0.25-3 

900-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

3Mpoly 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

0 
1441 

 
0.01-10 

 
0.25-3 

 
500-2500 

 
20-50 

3MrawtopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

661 
2625 

0.01-10 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

3MpolytopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

296 
2365 

0.01-1 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

3MrawtopB 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

715 
2254 

0.01-10 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

3MpolytopB 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

484 
1388 

0.05-10 
0.05-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-40 

3Rraw 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

0 
1957 

 
0.01-10 

 
0.25-3 

 
500-2500 

 
5-50 

3Rpoly 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

0 
1703 

 
0.01-10 

 
0.25-3 

 
500-2500 

 
10-50 

3RrawtopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

536 
1416 

0.01-10 
0.05-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-40 

3RpolytopA 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

467 
1380 

0.05-10 
0.05-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-40 

3RrawtopB 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

661 
2662 

0.01-10 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

3RpolytopB 0 m/s 
> 0 m/s 

606 
2540 

0.01-10 
0.01-10 

0.25-3 
0.25-3 

500-2500 
500-2500 

0 
5-50 

v0: initial velocity, d: particle size, h: flow thickness, ρ: bulk flow density 
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3.7. 2D Fluid Dynamic Modeling of Water-rich and Sediment-rich Flows 

3.7.1. 2D Fluid Dynamic Model Description 

 We performed two-dimensional flow modeling using the commerical software 

package FLO-2D (O’Brien et al. 1993, Flo Engineering 2006) and modeled two end 

members of flow, water-rich and sediment-rich flow, following Pelletier et al.’s (2008) 

modeling of the Centauri Montes BGD.  FLO-2D is a finite difference code that solves 

the dynamic wave momentum and continuity equations.  It calculates the flow 

distribution as a function of space and time using depth-averaged velocities and a 

Newton-Raphson iteration method.  It is frequently used in terrestrial unconfined alluvial 

fan modeling (FLO Engineering 2006, e.g. O’Brien et al. 1993, Lin et al. 2005, Mikos et 

al. 2006 and references within, Supharatid 2006, Pirulli and Sorbino 2008).  FLO-2D is 

primarily for fluvial applications, but it is capable of incorporating a Bingham rheology 

to simulate debris flows.  FLO-2D produces maximum flow depth, flow velocity, and 

flow distribution plots and a bulk water loss rate (water-rich models only).  

 FLO-2D has five basic assumptions: steady flow for the duration of the time step, 

hydrostatic pressure distribution, steady flow resistance equation, sufficiently uniform 

cross section shape and hydraulic roughness of the channel, and single values of grid 

element elevation and roughness (O’Brien et al. 1993).  FLO-2D routes a flood 

hydrograph over an input surface.  It incorporates fluid drag using a Manning’s roughness 

for water-rich models and using a viscosity and yield stress (a Bingham rheology) for 

sediment-rich models.  It is not capable of computing viscosity as a function of velocity, 

which is a limitation of the code.  It is hardwired for Earth’s gravity.  Our models are run 
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on a static bed and do not include sediment transport.  We chose not to implement 

sediment transport because our input DEM is post-flow topography.  We used FLO-2D to 

investigate whether or not water-rich and/or sediment-rich flows could produce the 

location and mophology of the bright deposits.   

 

3.7.1.1. Sediment-rich Flow Models 

The sediment-rich flow models invoke the Bingham rheology capabilities of 

FLO-2D.  They require a specified viscosity, yield stress, inflow volume, inflow 

hydrograph, Manning’s n, simulation time, sediment concentration, and specific gravity.  

We input a viscosity and yield stress appropriate for a completely dry flow, but FLO-2D 

is actually modeling what a debris flow with the input viscosity and yield stress would do 

over the given topography.  We use a specific gravity of 2.7, corresponding to a density 

of 2700 kg/m3, for the solid particles in the flow.  

For each BGD, we surveyed our good 1D kinematic models for all elevation 

profiles to determine estimates for an appropriate event-averaged viscosity (Eq. 3.8) and 

yield stress (Eq. 3.9) for input into FLO-2D.  We first examined our results for good 

models with an initial velocity of 0 m/s to represent the most conservative case.  We then 

looked at a subset of those models which had bulk densities ranging from 1200-1500 

kg/m3 to represent a flow with ~50% solid particles of density 2700 kg/m3.   

For BGD1L, as noted above, we found that only the poly2 profiles produced good 

models with v0 = 0 m/s.  Of the models with a bulk density between 1200 and 1500 

kg/m3, we found that models for the two BGD1L poly2 elevation profiles with a 1 m 
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thick flow and a 0.5 mm particle size fell into the good category.  These models had 

event-averaged viscosities ranging from 51 to 91 Pa•s, with an average of 70 Pa•s and a 

standard deviation of 15 Pa•s.  For BGD3R, we found good models with v0 = 0 m/s, a 1 

m thick flow, 0.5 mm particles, and a bulk flow density in the desired range for all 

BGD3R elevation profiles except 3Rraw and 3R poly.  These models for the BGD3R had 

event-averaged viscosities ranging from 46 Pa•s to 133 Pa•s with an average of 80 Pa•s 

and a standard deviation of 29 Pa•s.  We selected a viscosity of ~100 Pa•s to represent an 

overestimate of the average viscosity for flows in BGD1L and BGD3R.  The viscosity 

does not need a gravity correction because both the acceleration and viscous drag terms 

are directly proportional to gravity (Pelletier et al. 2008).  We used a single value (event-

averaged) of viscosity because of FLO-2D’s inability to compute the viscosity as a 

function of velocity. 

We calculated a yield stress (Eq. 3.9) of ~1860 Pa for a density of ~1350 kg/m3 

and a flow thickness of 1 m.  For this estimate,  θS and g in Eq. 3.9 are constants and the 

density could span 1200-1500 kg/m3 corresponding to a flow thickness of ~1 ± 0.1m.  

The input yield stress for both BGDs was ~5000 Pa, when accounting for the difference 

in gravity between Mars and Earth.  We multiplied the yield stress obtained from Eq. 3.9, 

1860 Pa, by the gravitational ratio gE/gM because of the linear dependence of yield stress 

on gravity (Eq. 3.9).  

In order to get an approximate total flow volume for our initial model runs, we 

measured the surface area of the deposits using ISIS3’s qview.  We determined the 

approximate surface area of BGD1 to be 3850 m2 and of BGD3 to be 9425 m2.  The 
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thickness of both deposits is below the expected vertical resolution of the DEM, 0.19 m, 

since the deposits are not resolvable in the DEM.  For a 10 cm thick deposit, the deposits 

would contain approximately 385 m3 and 940 m3 of bright material, respectively.  Since 

the deposits are not continuous and the flow likely contained non-bright material as well, 

we ran our initial models with volumes of ~500-1000 m3 for BGD1L and ~900-1200 m3 

for BGD3R.  Based on the modeling output, we later expanded the inflow volumes to 

span 300-4500 m3 for BGD1L and 300-7200 m3 for BGD3R. 

 FLO-2D requires an input Manning’s n to represent bed roughness; physically, 

Manning’s n is only relevant for fluid flows.  We ran models with a range of Manning’s n 

values, from 0.001 to 0.1 (Fig. 3.15) to investigate an appropriate Manning’s n to use for 

the remainder of our modeling.  The bulk of our sediment-rich models use a terrestrial 

Manning’s n value of 0.07 because n values of 0.07 and lower produced visibly identical 

output with all other input parameters equal.  We decided to err on the cautious side and 

use the largest of the values, 0.07, that produced similar output for the remainder of our 

sediment-rich models.  This value corresponds to a Manning’s n of 0.0431 on Mars, 

which is within the range suggested by Wilson et al. (2004) for Martian outflow 

channels.  
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Figure 3.15. Output from BGD1L Sediment-rich Models with Varying Manning’s n.  All 
models have an inflow volume of 2400 m3, a discharge volume of 50 m3, discharge 
events spaced 0.01 hours apart, and start at the top of the slope. A. Maximum flow depth 
output for model with a Manning’s n of 0.02 and a simulation time of 0.19 hours.  B. 
Maximum flow depth output for a model with a Manning’s n of 0.07 and a simulation 
time of 0.80 hours.  C. Maximum flow depth output for a model with a Manning’s n of 
0.10 and a simulation time of 1 hour.  D. Maximum flow velocity output for model with a 
Manning’s n of 0.02 and a simulation time of 0.30 hours.  E. Maximum flow velocity 
output for a model with a Manning’s n of 0.07 and a simulation time of 1 hour.  C. 
Maximum flow velocity output for a model with a Manning’s n of 0.10 and a simulation 
time of 1 hour.  Note: in this and subsequent figures, the velocity plots are shown for the 
maximum simulation time run in order to prevent data from not being displayed during 
time capture mode. 
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3.7.1.2. Water-rich Flow Models 

 The water-rich flow models require a specified inflow volume, inflow 

hydrograph, Manning’s n, and simulation time.  The density of the fluid is not an input 

parameter, so we could not model brines.  Wilson et al. (2004) determined Manning’s n 

values for outflow channels on Mars based on rock size distributions from the Viking 

Landers and Mars Pathfinder.  Equation 3.10 is the Manning roughness equation used by 

Wilson et al. (2004).  Here, n is   

(3.10) 
12/16/1 !!

= Kgrn  

the Manning roughness, r is the typical size of a roughness element in the bed in meters, 

g is gravity in m s-2, and K is a dimensionless constant.  The best estimate that Wilson et 

al. (2004) found for n on Mars is 0.0545 s m-1/3, and the authors state that 0.04 – 0.08 s m-

1/3 is probably a reasonable range.  Since FLO-2D is hardwired for Earth’s gravity, we 

correct these values to be applicable under Earth’s gravity by multiplying the values by 

1.63, the square root of the ratio of Earth’s gravity to Mars’ gravity, which also includes 

the dependency of the flow’s acceleration (Eq. 3.6) on gravity (Pelletier et al. 2008).  The 

minimum, average, and maximum Manning’s n values determined by Wilson et al. 

(2004) correspond to terrestrial values of 0.065, 0.089, and 0.13, respectively.  The bulk 

of our water-rich models used an n of 0.089, but we also ran models for BGD1L with 

0.065 and 0.130.  We investigated the effects of varying Manning’s n for water-rich (Fig. 

3.16) flows and found that, as expected, the flows reached the location of the observed 

deposit faster for lower roughness values.  Decreasing the Manning’s n value increased 

the run-out distance of the flow and produced a less-confined flow with more overflow.  
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Figure 3.16. Output from BGD1L Water-rich Models with Varying Manning’s n.  All 
models have an inflow volume of 1200 m3, a discharge volume of 30 m3, discharge 
events spaced 0.01 hours apart, a water loss rate of 105 mm hr-1, and start at the top of the 
slope.  A. Maximum flow depth output for a model with a Manning’s n of 0.065 and a 
simulation time of 0.14 hours. B. Maximum flow depth output for a model with a 
Manning’s n of 0.089 and a simulation time of 0.16 hours. C. Maximum flow depth 
output for a model with a Manning’s n of 0.130 and a simulation time of 0.17 hours.  
Note that if all models ran for 0.2 hours, then the model displayed in A would run-out the 
farthest and produce the most overflow. D. Maximum flow velocity output for model 
with a Manning’s n of 0.065 and a simulation time of 0.20 hours. E. Maximum flow 
velocity output for model with a Manning’s n of 0.089 and a simulation time of 0.20 
hours. F. Maximum flow velocity output for model with a Manning’s n of 0.130 and a 
simulation time of 0.20 hours. 
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FLO-2D includes the option of incorporating a water loss rate. FLO-2D 

incorporates water loss as an evaporation term.  We utilize it as a bulk water loss rate that 

includes multiple mechanisms, such as freezing, evaporation, and possibly infiltration; 

we do not examine the effects of each mechanism separately.  Water loss rates can be 

adjusted to match the observed run-out distance of the flow.  We use four order of 

magnitude water loss rates 103 mm hr-1, 104 mm hr-1, 105 mm hr-1, and 106 mm hr-1.  

These values are constrained by values found in the literature based on experiments and 

modeling.  Laboratory experiments measuring evaporation rates of pure water (Sears and 

Moore 2005, Moore and Sears 2006) and brines (Sears and Chittenden 2005) under 

Martian conditions found water evaporation rates of ~1 mm hr-1.  Given that evaporation 

is the minimal water loss process occurring, we used 1 mm hr-1 as our minimum water 

loss rate.  Modeling of bulk water loss in a gully flow (Heldmann et al. 2005) and water 

loss in a BGD-forming flow (Pelletier et al. 2008) predicted total water loss rates of ~2 x 

104 mm hr-1 and ~3 x 103 mm hr-1, respectively.  We initially ran our models with a value 

in the middle of the range, 103 mm hr-1, to examine the output.  Since none of the models 

predicted a reasonable run-out distance, even with short simulation times, we decided not 

to run models with water loss rates less than 103 mm hr-1.  A water loss rate of 106 mm hr-

1 overpredicted the water loss for all models, so we did not run models with larger water 

loss rates. 

 We chose inflow volumes similar to those of the sediment-rich models extended 

upwards to at least the value of ~2500 m3 per flow event suggested by Malin and Edgett 
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(2000) for a single gully forming event.  For BGD1L, inflow volumes ranged from 600-

3000 m3 and for BGD3R they ranged from 525 m3-5100 m3.  

 

3.7.2. 2D Modeling Strategy 

Supplementary file “HaleBGD_FLO2DModelResults.xls” includes the 

combinations of input parameters we ran and a brief description of how well the 

predicted flow distribution matched the observed deposits’ location and morphology.  

The input parameters for our models are based on spacecraft data, laboratory 

experiments, and our 1D kinematic modeling.  Since the main goal of our project is to 

investigate the possibility that liquid water was involved in the formation of the Hale 

Crater BGDs, we pick the shallowest branches, BGD1L and BGD3R, of each BGD to 

model, with the most extensive modeling done on BGD1L because it is the shallowest 

branch overall.  Our original DEM is 1 m/post, but we reduced its resolution to 4 m/post 

for the modeling to minimize computational times.  

FLO-2D requires an inflow hydrograph that specifies where the flow originates as 

well as the inflow discharge and timing of the inflow.  For both end members we varied 

the total flow volume, inflow location, inflow discharge, and simulation time.  All inflow 

was released over an across slope distance of ~17 m (diagonally across 3 grid cells).  We 

chose to release the flow in three grid cells to avoid slow computation times.  Since we 

were not interested in the flow initiation, but rather the overall flow distribution, this 

should not affect our results.  For BGD1L only, we investigated the effects of starting the 

flow at three locations along the slope, at the top of the slope, ~50 m downslope, and ~80 
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m downslope, to investigate how sensitive the model output was to flow initiation point.  

For BGD3R, all model runs start at the top of the slope.  

 For each of the BGDs, our general modeling strategy was as follows.  We started 

with a grid of elevation points and a specified Manning’s n (surface roughness) value.  

We ran models with the same flow initiation location for a variety of inflow volumes.  

After finding an appropriate range of inflow volumes, we then varied the inflow 

discharge and simulation time.  For the water-rich models, we also varied the water loss 

rate. We only ran order of magnitude water loss rates, so we terminated the water-rich 

models when the flow reached the location of the BGD or at the end of the simulation 

time.  We stopped each simulation when the flow appeared to stop moving or when 

drastic overflow was occurring.  We compared the output maximum depth flow 

distribution to the observed deposits’ locations and morphologies.  Our criterion for a 

good model was based on visual comparison to the actual BGD deposits, notably the 

extent of the deposits and evidence for overbank flows.   

 

3.7.3. Results: 2D Fluid Dynamic Modeling of Water-rich and Sediment-rich Flows 

3.7.3.1. BGD1L: Extensive Modeling 

3.7.3.1.1. General Trends 

The most extensive modeling was done on the left branch (BGD1L) of BGD1.  

We explored the general trends of what happens when input variables are varied.  We did 

this explicitly for the BGD1L sediment-rich models but found that our water-rich models 

and the BGD3R models followed the same trends.  The time between discharge events 
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and volume discharged per time step relate to the discharge rate of the flow.  When the 

time between discharge events was increased, the run-out distance of the flow increased, 

the flow was less confined, and more overflow occurred; the flow’s velocity was not 

affected.  When the volume discharged per time step increased, overflow increased near 

the top of the channel, the flow became concentrated at the top of the channel, the run-out 

distance of the flow decreased, the range of velocities in the channel increased, and the 

velocity within the channel increased.  When the total flow volume increased, the run-out 

distance of the flow increased and more overflow occurred; the velocity of the flow was 

not affected.  In general, longer simulation times allowed the flow to travel farther, 

except for the water-rich models that incorporated water loss.  The water-rich flows 

typically flowed the same distance as long as the simulation time was greater than a 

minimum value. 

 We also investigated starting sediment-rich (Fig. 3.17) and water-rich (Fig. 3.18) 

flows at three different locations within BGD1L’s alcove.  For the water-rich models, the 

flow with the furthest downslope initiation point ran out the farthest and had the most 

overflow.  The maximum velocity in different portions of the channel was similar for all 

three initiation points, but the flow with the furthest downslope initiation point had the 

overall slowest velocity.  For the sediment-rich flows, the output was visibly similar, 

which suggests that a sediment-rich flow originating anywhere within the left branch of 

BGD1 could flow out to the location of the observed deposit.  Typical channel velocities 

were very similar regardless of the upslope initiation point. 
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Figure 3.17. Maximum Flow Depth Output of BGD1L Sediment-rich Models with 
Varying Upslope Initiation Points.  Models have an inflow volume of 2400 m3, a 
discharge volume of 50 m3, discharge events spaced 0.01 hours apart, and a Manning’s n 
of 0.065.  A. Model starting at the top of the slope with a simulation time of 0.65 hours.  
B. Model starting ~50 m downslope with a simulation time of 0.40 hours.  C. Model 
starting ~80 m downslope with a simulation time of 0.38 hours. 
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Figure 3.18. Output from BGD1L Water-rich Models with Varying Upslope Initiation 
Points.  All models have an inflow volume of 1200 m3, a discharge volume of 30 m3, 
discharge events spaced 0.01 hours apart, a water loss rate of 105 mm hr-1, and a 
Manning’s n of 0.089.  A. Maximum flow depth output for model starting at the top of 
the slope with a simulation time of 0.16 hours. B. Maximum flow depth output for model 
starting ~50 m down from the top of the slope with a simulation time of 0.14 hours. C. 
Maximum flow depth output for model starting ~80 m down from the top of the slope 
with a simulation time of 0.14 hours. D. Maximum flow velocity output for model 
starting at the top of the slope with a simulation time of 0.20 hours. E. Maximum flow 
velocity output for model starting ~50 m down from the top of the slope with a 
simulation time of 0.20 hours.  F. Maximum flow velocity output for model starting ~80 
m down from the top of the slope with a simulation time of 0.20 hours.   
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3.7.3.1.2. Best-Fitting Models 

We define a “best-fit” model to be one whose predicted flow distribution most 

closely matches that observed in HiRISE images.  We determined the best-fitting models 

by qualitatively examining the model output.  We paid particular attention to the 

predicted flow distribution at the flow’s downslope end and to regions where overflow 

was predicted by the models versus where it was observed in the HiRISE images.  The 

best-fitting sediment-rich and water-rich models for BGD1L are shown in Fig. 3.19.  

After running sediment-rich models with inflow volumes ranging from 300 – 

4500 m3 starting at the top of the slope, we determined that models with an inflow 

volume of 2400 m3 produced output that most closely matched the observed flow 

distribution in HiRISE images.  We modeled flows with this total volume and a range of 

time between discharge events and discharge volumes.  The best sediment-rich model 

(Fig. 3.19) has a total volume of 2400 m3, a simulation time of 0.9 hours, and a discharge 

volume of 12 m3 released every 0.01 hours.  This model had typical channel velocities of 

~2-3 m s-1 and typical overflow velocities of < 0.4 m s-1.  In general, the flow slows down 

after rounding the prominent bend.  Several of the locations where the best-fit model 

predicts overflow (Fig. 3.20) correspond with locations in the HiRISE image where 

bright material lines channel walls or appears to have overtopped the channel.   

 For the water-rich models, we examined how water loss rates of 103, 104, 105, and 

106 mm hr-1 affected the distribution and morphology of flows with volumes of 600 m3, 

1200 m3, and 2400 m3 and discharge volumes of 25 m3, 30 m3, and 100 m3, respectively.  

All of the water-rich models for BGD1L had a time between discharge events of 0.01 
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hours.  We investigated how the simulation time affected the model predictions using a 

1200 m3 flow with simulation times of 0.15, 0.20, and 0.50 hours with a water loss rate of 

106 mm hr-1.  For all three simulations, the predicted flow distributions and velocities are 

identical and the flow does not flow beyond the downslope end of the bend. Typical 

channel velocities are ~8-10 m s-1, and typical overflow velocities are ~1-2 m s-1.  For an 

inflow volume of 600 m3
, the 104 mm hr-1 water loss rate model with a simulation time of 

0.16 hours was the best fit (Fig. 3.19B).  The best fits with inflow volumes of 1200 m3 

and 2400 m3 had a water loss rate of 105 mm hr-1 and simulation times of 0.16 hours and 

0.07 hours, respectively (Fig. 3.21).  

 The best-fit model for BGD1L is for a sediment-rich flow with a volume of 2400 

m3.  When this model is compared to the best-fit water-rich model with a volume of 600 

m3 (Fig. 3.19), which predicted the least amount of overflow of the best-fit water-rich 

models, the output looks fairly similar except that the water-rich model has more 

extensive overflow in some regions not seen in the best-fit sediment-rich model or in 

HiRISE images.  Overall, based on the predicted flow distribution, the best-fit sediment-

rich model output matches the observed distribution of BGD1 better than the best-fit 

water-rich model. 
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Figure 3.19.  Best-fit model output for BGD1L. The sediment-rich model has an inflow 
volume of 2400 m3, a discharge volume of 12 m3, discharge events spaced 0.01 hours 
apart, and a Manning’s n of 0.07.  The water-rich model has an inflow volume of 600 m3, 
a discharge volume of 25 m3, discharge events spaced 0.01 hours apart, a water loss rate 
of 104 mm hr-1, and a Manning’s n of 0.089.  Both models start at the top of the slope. 
Corresponding features in A, B, and C line up vertically.  A.  Maximum flow depth 
output from the best-fit sediment-rich model with a simulation time of 0.9 hours.  B. 
Maximum flow depth output from the best-fit water-rich model with a simulation time of 
0.16 hours.  C. HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445 of BGD1. D. Maximum velocity 
output from the best-fit sediment-rich model with a simulation time of 1 hour.  E. 
Maximum velocity output at simulation time 0.20 hours from the best-fit water-rich 
model.  Note: in this and subsequent figures, the velocity plots are shown for the 
maximum simulation time run in order to prevent data from not being displayed during 
time capture mode. 
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Figure 3.20. Overflow regions of BGD1.  The top shows the best-fit sediment-rich model 
output from Fig. 3.16A.  The bottom shows HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445.  
Overflow regions OF1, OF2, OF3, and OF4 (described in the text) are highlighted in both 
images.  Prominent features are also marked in both images to provide a sense of 
location. 
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Figure 3.21.  Model Output of Other Best-fit Water-rich Models for BGD1L.  Models 
start at the top of the slope and have a water loss rate of 105 mm hr-1 with a Manning’s n 
of 0.089.  A. Maximum flow depth for model with inflow volume of 1200 m3 and 
simulation time of 0.16 hours.  B. Maximum flow depth for model with inflow volume of 
2400 m3 and simulation time of 0.07 hours.  C. Maximum flow velocity for model shown 
in A at a simulation time of 0.2 hours.  D. Maximum flow velocity for model shown in B 
at a simulation time of 0.07 hours. 
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3.7.3.2. BGD3R 

The best-fit sediment-rich and water-rich models are shown in Fig. 3.22.  Our 

modeling for BGD3R was not as extensive as that for BGD1L since BGD3R is a steeper 

channel and therefore a dry formation mechanism would be more likely to occur.  We 

explored a range of flow volumes for sediment-rich models in an attempt to constrain the 

potential inflow volume.   

 We ran sediment-rich models for BGD3R with volumes ranging from 300 m3 to 

7200 m3, simulation times up to 1.5 hours, a Manning’s n of 0.07, and discharge volumes 

of 40 m3 or 50 m3.  The time between discharge events varied from 0.001 to 0.01 hours. 

Overall, the modeled flows typically were confined to the channel with no large overflow 

regions.  The flows are predicted to have overflow paralleling the channel, which is 

observed in the HiRISE images as bright material lining the channel walls (Fig. 3.23).  

Many of the sediment-rich flow models produced two distinct flow lobes downslope.   

 Models with volumes of 900 m3 and greater that are less than or equal to 5400 m3 

predict appropriate run-out distances and morphologies.  Volumes larger than 5400 m3 

produce a spurious side flow (Fig. 3.24) near the upslope start of the deposit.  Volumes 

smaller than 900 m3 did not contain enough material to produce a wide enough deposit (a 

few to ten meters versus the observed ~50 meters) even with long simulation times.  Our 

results suggest that a sediment-rich flow with a volume 900 m3 to 5400 m3 could have 

formed the BGD3 deposit.  For illustration purposes, we selected the best-fit model with 

an intermediate inflow volume of 3200 m3 a discharge volume of 40 m3, discharge events 

0.0025 hours apart, and a simulation time of 1.05 hours (Fig. 3.22). We are confident that 
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adjusting the discharge rate for the remaining volumes ranging from 900 m3 to 5400 m3 

would produce similar results.  We note that the larger the inflow volume, the more a 

model tends to predict thicker distal deposits than are actually observed.  It is possible 

that further manipulation of the input parameters could allow for larger inflow volumes to 

produce acceptable results; however, doing so would not necessarily add to the evidence 

that a sediment-rich flow could produce the observed deposit in BGD3.  

 We ran water-rich models for BGD3R with inflow volumes 525-5100 m3, 

discharge volumes of 25-100 m3, and water loss rates of 103, 104, 105, and 106 mm hr-1 

with simulation times up to 0.20 hours.  The best-fitting water-rich models for BGD3R 

had inflow volumes ranging from 525 m3 (minimum modeled) to 1650 m3; volumes of 

1800 m3 and larger produced a spurious side flow independent of the other model input 

parameters.  We select the best-fit water-rich model for BGD3R to be the one with an 

inflow volume of 900 m3 (Fig. 3.22), a water loss rate of 105 mm hr-1, a discharge volume 

of 50 m3 released 0.01 hours apart, and a simulation time of 0.05 hours.  Other 

combinations of parameters produce similar results, but we select this as our best-fit 

water-rich model because it represents an intermediate inflow volume from the 

acceptable range.   

 Overall, the best-fit model for BGD3R is a sediment-rich model based on 

overflow patterns; all of the water-rich models produce more overflow than is seen in the 

sediment-rich models, even the model with the smallest volume (525 m3).   
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Figure 3.22.  Best-fit model output for BGD3R.  The best-fit sediment-rich model has an 
inflow volume of 3200 m3, a discharge volume of 40 m3, discharge events spaced 0.0025 
hours apart, and a Manning’s n of 0.07.  The best-fit water-rich model has an inflow 
volume of 900 m3, a discharge volume of 50 m3, discharge events spaced 0.01 hours 
apart, a water loss rate of 105 mm hr-1, and a Manning’s n of 0.089. Corresponding 
features in A, B, and C line up vertically.  A.  Maximum flow depth output from the best-
fit sediment-rich model with a simulation time of 1.05 hours.  B. Maximum flow depth 
output from the best-fit water-rich model with a simulation time of 0.05 hours.  C. 
HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445 of BGD3. D. Maximum velocity output from the best-
fit sediment-rich model at a simulation time of 1.5 hours.  E. Maximum velocity output 
from the best-fit water-rich model at a simulation time of 0.05 hours. 
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Figure 3.23. Overflow regions of BGD3.  The top shows the best-fit sediment-rich model 
output from Fig. 3.18A.  The bottom shows HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445.  
Overflow regions OF1 and OF2 (described in the text) are highlighted in both images.  
Prominent features are also marked in both images to provide a sense of location.  The 
two lobes predicted by the models and seen in the HiRISE images are also highlighted. 
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Figure 3.24. Output from a Sediment-rich Model for BGD3R with a Large Inflow 
Volume.  The model has an inflow volume of 5700 m3, a Manning’s n of 0.07, a 
discharge volume of 50 m3, and discharge events spaced 0.002 hours apart.  A. Maximum 
flow depth at a simulation time of 0.30 hours.  B. Maximum flow velocity at a simulation 
time of 1.0 hour. Note the spurious side flow that is now seen in the model. 
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3.8. Discussion 

3.8.1. 1D Kinematic Modeling 

 Our 1D kinematic modeling (Tables 3.6 and 3.7, see supplementary file 

1Dkinematic_goodmodelsresults.tar.gz) demonstrates that the center of mass of a dry 

granular flow with a range of realistic flow parameters and initiation points could travel 

about as far as the flows that transported bright material.  The range of conditions used is 

important because it emphasizes that a unique set of circumstances is not required.  The 

location of the exact start and end of the deposits is subjective and likely contains a small 

amount of error, estimated to be ~10 m, due to possible measurement inaccuracies.  It is 

also possible that non-modeled parameters could also reproduce the observed run-out 

distances. 

The modeling uses one particle size for each flow.  If the bulk of the flows were 

not bright, fine-grained material, then a coarser particle size would be appropriate to 

represent the average particle size, which would not exclude the bright material from 

being fine-grained.  Also, bright particles cemented together would be coarser. In general, 

finer-grained flows and flows with a positive initial velocity traveled farther, which was 

expected based on the dependency of friction on particle size (Eqs. 3.1-3) and the 

dependence of velocity on the initial velocity (Eqs. 3.4 and 3.7).  

The range of acceptable flow initiation points in the 1D modeling shows that there 

are multiple locations upslope where a dry granular flow could originate and flow to 

within the boundaries where the bright deposits are observed.  Although at least one 

elevation profile for each BGD branch did not have a good model with v0 = 0 m/s, we 
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still found 2084 good models with v0 = 0 m/s (2.0% of the 100,800 possible) for BGD1 

and 4432 good models with v0 = 0 m/s (3.7% of the 120,960 possible) for BGD3.  

Including the good models with v0 > 0 m/s shows that the elevation profiles produced 

9.857 (9.8% of those possible) and 30,324 (25.1% of those possible) good models for 

BGD1 and BGD3, respectively.  These percentages are probably underestimates for the 

actual number of models that might be good because the total possible models include 

those for the elevation profiles containing a large number of artificial steps from 

RiverTools and DEM errors.   

A summary of our good BGD1 model results with v0 = 0 m/s (Table 3.6) suggests 

that a flow with any value of flow thickness (0.25- 3 m) and bulk flow density (500-2500 

kg/m3) but that only particle sizes ranging from 0.1-2 mm worked on multiple elevation 

profiles.  A similar summary of our good BGD3 model results with v0 = 0 m/s (Table 3.7) 

suggests that a flow with 0.5-1 mm particles, a flow thickness of 0.25-2 m, and a bulk 

flow density of 900-2500 kg/m3 worked on multiple elevation profiles.  These ranges are 

limited by the six good models on 3Mraw and expand to flows with 0.05-1 mm particles, 

a flow thickness of 0.25-3, and a bulk flow density of 500-2500 kg/m3 when 3Mraw is 

excluded.  Note that these ranges do not necessarily include every possible combination 

of the parameters.  Based on the results summary, our modeling predicts flow particles 

sand sized or finer, which would be consistent with fine-grained flows or sand sized 

agglomerates of fine-grained particles. 
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3.8.2. 2D Fluid Dynamic Modeling 

The results from the 2D flow modeling suggest that sediment-rich and water-rich 

flows could reproduce the bright deposits’ locations and morphology for both BGD1L 

and BGD3R.  Although we can not point to a distinct difference in deposit morphology 

between our sediment-rich and water-rich models like Pelletier et al. (2008) did for the 

Centauri Montes BGD, we note that sediment-rich flows fit the observed deposits’ 

locations and morphologies as least as well as do the water-rich flow models such that 

there is no need to invoke a large volume of water to explain the BGDs’ formation.  

Overall, the best-fit sediment-rich flow models predict less overflow than do the water-

rich models.  Given the difficulty of producing liquid water on the Martian surface under 

present-day pressure and temperature conditions (Mellon and Phillips 2001) and taking 

our 1D and 2D modeling results together, our results suggest that dry granular flows 

formed the observed BGDs in Hale Crater.   

 

3.8.2.1. Model Morphological Predictions Compared to the Observed Deposits 

3.8.2.1.1. Flow Distribution 

The models predicted flow distributions that closely matched the observed 

distributions (Figs. 3.19 and 3.22) of the BGDs.  It is important to note that our modeling 

is done necessarily on post-flow topography, which might add uncertainties to the flow 

distribution.  Additionally, the scale of the DEM grid used in the flow modeling is 4 

m/post and actual features are sometimes smaller that this, such that it is reasonable that 

regions of overflow might be predicted where none are seen in HiRISE images.  
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However, the main regions where the models predict overflow are actually expected 

based on the HiRISE images.  The main regions where overflow is predicted (Fig. 3.20) 

for BGD1L are near the upslope initiation point (OF1), near the juncture of the left and 

bright branches (OF2), to the right of the bar (south of the channel) (OF3), and near 

where the channel curves just upslope of the bar (OF4).  Both water-rich and sediment-

rich models predict a large amount of overflow at OF3 (Fig. 3.20), and HiRISE images 

show bright material located on the channel walls at this location.  The water-rich models 

predict more overflow at OF1, OF2, and OF4 than the sediment-rich models do.  A short 

linear depression can be seen at OF4 (Fig. 3.20) where the water-rich models predict 

overflow where no bright deposit is observed.  This suggests that a fluid flow following 

the topography would occur where one is not seen and that a more viscous flow might be 

more likely.  Where OF2 is located, some bright material is seen lining the gully walls.  

In the HiRISE images of OF2 (Fig. 3.20) there is some bright material seen on the north 

channel wall of the right branch.  HiRISE images (Fig. 3.20) also show bright material 

lining most of the left branch of BGD1, corresponding to OF1. 

The channel of BGD3R is straighter and narrower than that of BGD1L and 

minimal overflow is predicted by the sediment-rich and water-rich models along the 

channel banks unless the inflow volume is larger than 5400 m3 or 1800 m3 for the 

sediment-rich and water-rich models, respectively, at which point a spurious flow 

emanates from the channel about halfway down the slope.  Both water-rich and sediment-

rich models predict a wide flow near the upslope initiation point (Fig. 3.23, OF1).  No 

bright material is observed here in HiRISE images (Fig. 3.23), but since the channel is 
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barely defined upslope (Fig. 3.23), it is reasonable that a flow would spread out before 

focusing in the channel downslope.  Slightly upslope of the main deposit, bright material 

is seen lining the channel walls (Fig. 3.23) where the best-fit model predicts overflow 

(Fig. 3.23, OF2).  Overall, there are no major differences in terms of overflow between 

the water-rich and sediment-rich models for BGD3R except that the sediment-rich 

models are slightly more confined.  Thus, even using a relatively low resolution DEM, 

water-rich and sediment-rich models do a fairly good job, with the sediment-rich models 

doing a slightly better job, of predicting regions of channel overflow where bright 

material is observed. 

 

3.7.2.1.2. Deposit Width 

For BGD1, the best sediment-rich and water-rich models (Fig. 3.19) produce 

fairly similar flow distributions.  At the best-fit simulation times, the water-rich and 

sediment-rich models predict deposits that are ~4-40 m and ~15-40 m wide, respectively, 

which are comparable to the observed deposit width of ~30 m.  However, if the best-fit 

water-rich model is allowed to continue to flow past the best-fit simulation time, then a 

deposit ~80 m wide is formed, which is almost three times as wide as observed.  The 

main difference here is that the water-rich model is dominated by topography, while the 

sediment-rich flow is not.  In reality, a water-rich flow might be acquiring sediment as it 

travels downslope, thus increasing the viscosity and possibly decreasing its dependence 

on topography. 
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 For BGD3R, both the best-fit water-rich and sediment-rich models produce a 

double-lobed deposit (Fig. 3.22), which matches what is observed (Fig. 3.23).  There is a 

fainter, more elongated lobe to the south of the main, brighter lobe (Fig. 3.23, Lobe 2).  It 

is possible that this gully was the site of multiple, recent bright flows, that the distribution 

of bright material within a single flow was not homogenous, or that wind has removed 

more of the bright material from the south lobe.  There is a ridge separating the two 

lobes; its presence probably accounts for the definite branching predicted by the models.  

The total width of the two lobes predicted by both the water-rich and sediment-rich 

models is ~60 m and ~40 m, respectively, which is close to the observed width (~50 m) 

of the entire deposit. 

 

3.7.2.1.3. Deposit Thickness 

The BGDs studied do not cast shadows or create topographic shading, which 

indicates that they are relatively thin.  The flow thickness of the water-rich models cannot 

be compared to the thickness of the deposits because the bulk of the flow is water, which 

would not produce a high-standing deposit unless it froze in place, and a water-rich 

deposit would not be observable today (Williams et al. 2007).  The best-fit sediment-rich 

model for BGD1L predicts a flow up to several meters thick at the distal end, which is 

thicker than observed unless the deposit has a tapered edge and does not cast a shadow.  

The best-fit sediment-rich model for BGD3R predicts a flow up to three meters thick at 

the distal end.  The thickest portion is in Lobe 2 (Fig. 3.23), with Lobe 1 predicted to be 

less than 2 meters thick.  It is possible that further adjustments of the model parameters 
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could increase the agreement between the model predicted thickness and the observed 

thickness of the deposit.  The BGDs in Hale Crater are very diffuse and are discontinuous 

in some locations, unlike the new deposits observed by MOC in the Centauri Montes and 

Terra Sirenum (Malin et al. 2006).  Although there are no wind ripples visible within the 

deposits, it is possible that aeolian modification of the Hale Crater BGDs has occurred 

since they formed.  Aeolian modification would be expected to reduce the height of the 

deposits as particles were swept away from the top.  This would alter the original material 

distribution, possibly comparable to that predicted by the models, to produce what we see 

in HiRISE images today. 

 

3.8.2.2. Implications From Model Flow Characteristics Predictions 

3.8.2.2.1. Flow Velocity 

The best-fit sediment-rich models have channel velocities of ~ 2-3 m s-1 for 

BGD1L and ~ 3-4 m s-1 for BGD3R.  Terrestrial debris flows, which, by definition, 

include water, have typical velocities of a few m s-1.  However, terrestrial debris flows are 

usually observable because they are slow moving on shallow slopes in large canyons.  A 

terrestrial debris flow on a steeper slope would necessarily travel faster.  Our 1D 

kinematic modeling with zero initial velocity, which includes bed friction and the gravity 

of Mars, predicts higher velocities, up to ~30 m s-1, than predicted by our 2D modeling.  

The discrepancy between the velocities predicted by our two types of modeling might 

result from overestimating the Manning’s n values for the 2D modeling; the 2D models 
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with a negligible Manning’s n value had velocities of ~12-14 m s-1, which are closer to 

those predicted by our kinematic modeling.  

 

3.8.2.2.2. Flow Volume 

 The inflow volumes of our best-fit water-rich and sediment-rich models for 

BGD1L are 600 m3 and 2400 m3, respectively.  The inflow volume for the best-fit water-

rich model is fairly close to the estimate for the sediment-rich model calculated based on 

the surface area of the deposit for a 10 cm thick deposit (385 m3), but smaller than that of 

2500 m3 found by Pelletier et al. (2008) for the Centauri Montes BGD.  Our value for the 

best-fit water-rich model is also less than that of ~2500 m3 suggested by Malin and 

Edgett (2000) for a single gully forming event.  The inflow volume for the best-fit 

sediment-rich model is more in line with the values from Pelletier et al. (2008) and Malin 

and Edgett (2000).  A volume of 2400 m3 is roughly an order of magnitude higher than 

we estimated based on measuring the surface area of the bright materials.  This suggests 

that a sediment-rich flow might have contained a significant proportion of neutral colored 

material in addition to the bright material.   

The inflow volumes of our best-fit water-rich and sediment-rich models span a 

range for BGD3R.  The best-fit range for the sediment-rich models, 900-5400 m3, 

includes the value for sediment-rich models approximated based on surface area 

measurements for a 10 cm thick deposit (940 m3).  The best-fit range for the water-rich 

models, 525 m3 to less than 1800 m3 does not include the volume, ~2500 m3, for an 

individual gully forming event suggested by Malin and Edgett (2000).  The differences in 
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volumes may result from differences in actual flow properties or a bias caused by the 

combinations of input parameters run.  Since we, Pelletier et al. (2008), and Malin and 

Edgett (2000) study different gully systems, it is reasonable that the flow volumes 

involved are different from each other.  It is interesting to note that they are a similar 

order of magnitude. 

   

3.8.2.2.3. Water Loss Rates 

Our best-fit water-rich models for BGD1L and BGD3R had water loss rates of 

104 and 105 mm hr-1, respectively.  Since neither BGD has resolvable modification, we 

presume that they formed geologically recently under similar climatic conditions.  It is 

reasonable to assume that the two BGDs should have similar water loss rates unless 

infiltration rates varied widely given their proximity in space and elevation.  Since our 

water loss rates are only order of magnitude values, it is possible that an intermediate 

value, such as ~5x104 mm hr-1, could be most reasonable for both BGDs.  As expected, 

all of our water-rich models for BGD1L and BGD3R required water loss rates higher 

than the minimum measured in laboratory experiments for evaporation alone under 

Martian conditions (~1 mm hr-1, Sears and Chittenden 2005, Sears and Moore 2005).  

Our best-fit water loss rates are higher than those modeled for the Centauri Montes BGD 

(Pelletier et al. 2008) and a hypothetical 10 m wide gully (Heldmann et al. 2005).  The 

Hale Crater BGDs’ channels are more-developed and wider than those modeled by 

Heldmann et al. (2005) and Pelletier et al. (2008), which might allow for more of the 

water’s surface to be in contact with the atmosphere and subject to evaporation, if the 
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channel is full.  The water loss rates for our best-fit models for BGD1L and BGD3R are 

slightly higher than those predicted by other modeling studies, but since we investigated 

only orders of magnitude of water loss, it is possible that all the values are reconcilable. 

 

3.8.3. Possible Dry Formation of BGDs 

Malin et al. (2006) rule out dry dust flows like those that form slope streaks 

because slope streaks have different shapes and form in areas heavily mantled with dust 

and because there are no other slope streaks anywhere in the settings of the BGDs.  

However, there is no reason that the same process that forms slope streaks needs to form 

the BGDs.  The upper rim of Hale Crater consists of eroding outcrops that are breaking 

into boulders (Fig. 3.6).  Since the slopes above the BGDs are steep enough for dry mass 

wasting, it is possible that falling boulders initiated dry granular flows that formed the 

BGDs as suggested by Pelletier et al. (2008).  This possibility is supported by the 

presence of boulders within the BGD channels as noted in Section 3.4.2.  Alternatively, 

dry material could also be released at the edge of a landslide or from seismic shaking 

from a nearby impact.  Treiman (2003) suggested that dry material deposited by winds 

might be available to form gullies; perhaps it could have also formed the BGDs. 

Hugenholtz (2008) suggested that a dry frosted granular flow could produce mass 

wasting in gullies if some event initiated a flow on slopes of 25-30°, near and within the 

angle of repose.  This mechanism could be responsible for the BGDs if they did not 

originate near the top of the slope; however, our 1D kinematic modeling suggests that no 

initial velocity is needed to trigger flows at multiple locations along the slope.  The 
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presence of frost in the flow would likely increase the number of realistic combinations 

of parameters that would produce a flow that travels to where the bright deposits are 

observed.  However, Hugenholtz (2008) did not address the ability of flows to retain 

vapor, which might limit its involvement in fluidizing flows.  

Pelletier et al. (2008) pointed out that dry granular flows typically deposit at ~21°, 

the angle of kinetic friction.  The visible upslope extents of the Hale BGDs occur at 

slopes of 10.4° and 14.8° for BGD1 and BGD3, respectively.  If the bright material is 

indeed fine-grained as we suspect, then it is possible that the actual flow contained larger 

grains, which would appear darker, which deposited out of the flow upslope, possibly 

near ~21°.  BGD1 and BGD3 both have darker material along their channel floors.  It is 

possible that this material was deposited after the BGD-forming flows or that it was part 

of the BGD-forming flows and deposited at steeper angles.  Since there are no high 

resolution images of the BGD locations before the BGDs formed, it is also possible that 

the deposits initially extended further upslope and have undergone subsequent wind 

erosion that moved the fine, bright material downslope.  Although deposition on a slope 

shallower than 21° does exclude a dry, non-fluidized formation mechanism, we cannot 

rule out a dry formation mechanism for the BGDs because we do not know that the flows 

that formed them contained only preferentially easier to detect bright material. 

If the BGD-forming flows did contain only bright material, then they might have 

formed by dry granular flows fluidized by gas, seismic shaking, a nearby impact, or 

something else.  The branching distal end morphology of the BGDs is similar to that of 

pyroclastic flows from Mount St. Helen’s on Earth (Fig. 3.25), which are fluidized by 
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volcanic gases.  If the BGDs formed by a fluidized flow similar to a pyroclastic flow 

(Denlinger 1987) or a snow avalanche (Sovilla and Bartelt 2002), then the presence of the 

bright material seen lining the channels of the BGDs (Fig. 3.8) could be explained by 

lofted dust that is typical of these types of flows.  It is interesting to note that bright flows 

on ungullied slopes (Fig. 3.26) have also been observed, which supports our suggestion 

that the BGDs may not be genetically related to the gullies. 

Heldmann et al. (2008a) suggested that mudflows, requiring liquid water, formed 

the bright deposits based on a rain-induced terrestrial analog in the Atacama Desert.  

They did not propose a source of the liquid water required distinct from those suggested 

for gullies.  They also did not comment on the different slope conditions at the two 

locations; the Atacama deposit appears to be on a shallow slope, while the BGDs are 

found below steep slopes.  If water was involved in the formation of the Hale Crater 

BGDs, then the bright deposits represent a location of current or very recent water.  

However, because of the steep nature of the slopes, there is no conclusive evidence that 

the bright deposits are formed by recently flowing surficial water (McEwen et al. 2007a, 

Pelletier et al. 2008), unlike the mudflow in the Atacama Desert, which was initiated by a 

rainstorm (Heldmann et al. 2008a).  Our 1D kinematic modeling shows that dry granular 

flows with zero initial velocity and a range of parameters could flow out approximately 

as far as the deposits are observed.  We are unable to rule out muddy flows, but given the 

difficulty of producing significant quantities of liquid water on the Martian surface today 

(Mellon and Phillips 2001) and the fact that the BGDs are observed at locations with 

steep, dusty upslope regions, the results of this study support the likelihood that the Hale 
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Crater BGDs, similar to the Centauri Montes BGD (Pelletier et al. 2008), were formed by 

dry granular flows.   

 

 
 
Figure 3.25. Pyroclastic flow from Mount St. Helen’s.  The flow occurred August 7, 
1980.  Flow direction is from the left of the scene.  Photo from: 
http://vulcan.wr.usgs.gov/Volcanoes/MSH/Images/pyroclastic_flows.html by Lyn 
Topinka.  Provided the by United States Geological Survey/Cascades Volcano 
Observatory.  Scale determined using Fig. 298 of Wilson and Head (1981). 
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Figure 3.26. Bright deposits without gullies. These bright deposits are located in Bahram 
Vallis.  Note that these deposits are modified and cover most of their host slopes, unlike 
the BGDs.  They are very thin deposits based on the fact that they do not cast shadows. 
HiRISE image PSP_003671_2010, equirectangular projection centered at 20.6 °N, 303 
°E, 0.282 m/pixel. 
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3.9. Summary and Conclusions 

The BGDs are probably bright due to the redeposition of pre-existing bright 

material, which consists of fine-grained particles (McEwen et al. 2007a).  Based on our 

color analysis, the materials comprising the bright deposits may not have a different 

composition from surrounding material but likely differ in grain size.  This is consistent 

with CRISM results (SOM McEwen et al. 2007a, Barnouin-Jha et al. 2008).  The 

existence of bright layers upslope and bright material lining the gully channel walls 

provides a source for the bright material.  Even though the BGDs start midslope, they 

could have been transported from the top of the slope with deposition beginning when the 

slope falls below the angle of kinetic friction, ~21°, or when the supply of a transporting 

fluid diminishes enough to start depositing transported sediment. Fine dust, which 

appears bright, could easily be deposited from the atmosphere, possibly forming 

agglomerates that are transported as or by a flow.  It is possible that the bright materials 

were bleached by water or contain evaporites, although CRISM has not yet detected the 

latter. The multitemporal image study did not find any significant changes in the 

deposits’ shapes, which reaffirms that the deposits are not likely composed of water ice 

or frost (Williams et al. 2007).  The fact that the Hale Crater BGDs have rather diffuse 

ends suggests that aeolian processes might have acted on them since or during their 

formation.  HiRISE image ESP_011819_1445, acquired approximately one Martian year 

after PSP_002932_1445 and PSP_3209_1445 at the same location, shows no visible 

changes in the deposits’ tone or shape.  Future HiRISE images at complementary seasons 

might allow for tone change detection.  
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The question about whether all the recent bright deposits were formed by wet or 

dry flows remains; however, these analyses suggest that pronouncement of definitive 

evidence of recent liquid water on Mars (Malin et al. 2006) was premature.  Given the 

lengthy nature of the DEM development and modeling processes, it is necessary to focus 

future efforts on the best candidate BGDs for liquid water involvement with the overall 

goal being to discover if formation of any of the recent BGDs cannot be explained by a 

sediment-rich, possibly dry granular, flow.  Our results suggest that the BGD-forming 

flows were likely dry flows initiated by a rockfall in steep, dusty regions upslope of the 

BGDs and consisting of fine-grained particles, possibly clumped together, as well as 

neutral material. 
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4. INVESTIGATING GULLY FLOW EMPLACEMENT 

MECHANISMS USING APEX SLOPES 

The work in this chapter comes from a submitted paper: 

Kolb, K.J., McEwen, A.S., Pelletier, J.D., Investigating gully flow emplacement  

mechanisms using apex slopes, submitted to Icarus May 2009. 

 

Abstract 

 The origin of the Martian gullies has been much debated since their discovery by 

the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC, Malin and Edgett 2000).  No proposed formation 

mechanism seems to explain all the observations.  Several previous studies have looked 

at slope gradients in and around gullies, but none have used Digital Elevation Models 

(DEMs) from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE, McEwen et al. 

2007b), which has a pixel scale down to 25 cm/pixel.  We use five 1m/post HiRISE 

DEMs to measure gully apex slopes, the local channel gradient at the upslope extent of 

the gully debris apron, which marks a shift from erosion to deposition.  The apex slope 

provides information about whether a flow was likely dry and non-fluidized (slopes ~21°) 

or fluidized (shallower slopes).  We find that 72% of the 75 gully fans studied were likely 

emplaced by fluidized flows.  Relatively old gullies are more likely to host fluidized 

flows than relatively fresh gullies.  This suggests a time and location dependent fluidizing 

agent, possibly liquid water produced in a different climate as previously proposed.  Our 

results suggest that there is no evidence requiring water-rich flows in gullies today.   
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4.1. Introduction 

There are several outstanding debates about the Martian gullies.  A gully, as 

defined by Malin and Edgett (2000), is a small-scale slope feature that has an alcove, 

channel, and debris apron.  Two of the key remaining unknowns include whether the 

gullies formed by wet or dry processes and if gullies are forming today.  Wet (Malin and 

Edgett 2000, Gaidos 2001, Lee et al. 2001, Mellon and Phillips 2001, Costard et al. 2002, 

Gilmore and Phillips 2002, Knauth and Burt 2002, Christensen 2003, Hartmann et al. 

2003, Heldmann and Mellon 2004, Heldmann et al. 2005, Balme et al. 2006, Dickson et 

al. 2007, Heldmann et al. 2007, Williams et al. 2009), gas-fluidized (Musselwhite et al. 

2001, Hoffman 2002, Ishii and Sasaki 2004, Cedillo-Flores and Durand-Manterola 2007, 

Hugenholtz 2008), and dry (Treiman 2003, Shinbrot et al. 2004, Bart 2007) flows have 

all been proposed to carve gullies.  One way to test whether a flow was wet or dry is to 

look at the channel gradient where deposition occurs.  Non-fluidized dry granular flows 

will tend to deposit at ~21°, the angle of kinetic friction, below which all dry granular 

flows decelerate (~20.7-22.9°, experimentally determined by Pouliquen 1999).  Debris 

flows (sediment-rich), fluidized by liquid water, can deposit on shallower slopes, down to 

~1.7-5.7° (Stock and Dietrich 2003).  Sedimentation from water flows may deposit on 

still shallower slopes.  The slope gradient at the visible upslope extent of a gully 

depositional fan, termed the “apex slope” (Fig. 4.1), can provide information about 

whether a fan was emplaced by a fluidized or a non-fluidized flow, which in turn 

provides insight about if wet or dry processes formed gullies and if gully formation is 

occurring today. 
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Figure 4.1. Sample apex slope measurement of a gully in Hale Crater.  Horizontal lines 
mark the assumed boundary between erosion and deposition. The fan apex marks the 
upslope extent of visible deposition. The apex slope would be measured near the asterisk.  
HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445, 0.255 m/pixel, equirectangular projection centered at 
35.16 °S, 324.68 °E.  North is up in this and all following images unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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4.1.1. Possible Fluidization Mechanisms 

Proposed fluidization mechanisms for gully flows or other Martian flows include 

liquid water (Malin and Edgett 2000) or brine flows (Mellon and Phillips 2001, Knauth 

and Burt 2002), carbon dioxide related flows (Musselwhite et al. 2001, Hoffman 2002, 

Ishii and Sasaki 2004, Cedillo-Flores and Durand-Manterola 2007, Hugenholtz 2008), 

acoustic fluidization (Melosh 1979), impact-induced seismicity (Cabrol and Grin 1991), 

and air shocks from incoming impactors (Burleigh et al. 2009). 

The most intriguing potential fluidizing agent is liquid water because of its 

relationship to life and potential use as a resource for future human exploration.  Today, 

liquid water on Mars has a very limited stability (Haberle et al. 2001), but there is 

abundant evidence that it was prevalent on Mars in the ancient past (e.g. Carr 1996).  

Haberle et al. (2001) found that locations on Mars where the pressure and temperature 

are suitable for liquid water today correlate poorly with the distribution of gullies, but 

Hecht (2002) found that transient melting of near-surface ice may occur in gullies and 

Heldmann et al. (2005) reported that gullies could be carved by liquid water, if available, 

today.  Potential sources of liquid water for gullies have been much debated and include a 

shallow subsurface aquifer (Malin and Edgett 2000), a deep aquifer (Gaidos 2001), 

melting snowpack (Lee et al. 2001, Christensen 2003), and melting near-surface ground 

ice (Costard et al. 2002).  Regardless of the source, if liquid water were available, it is 

likely that it could produce the observed gully morphologies on the basis of their 

similarities to terrestrial seepage landforms (Malin and Edgett 2000).  The presence of 

liquid water could be in either a water-rich or a sediment-rich flow (a debris flow). 
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 Carbon dioxide has received attention as a potential gully-carving agent because it 

is the most abundant molecule in the Martian atmosphere.  Several proposed theories 

involving CO2 depend on seasonal changes in temperature (Musselwhite et al. 2001, 

Hoffman 2002, Ishii and Sasaki 2004, Cedillo-Flores and Durand-Manterola 2007, 

Cedillo-Flores et al. 2008), suggesting that CO2 triggers a flow as winter deposits 

sublimate in the spring.  Stewart and Nimmo (2002) analyzed the potential for subsurface 

liquid CO2 involvement in gully-forming flows and found that no significant amount of 

CO2 or CO2 clathrate hydrate is expected to exist in the Martian crust and that the large 

volume of CO2 required for an individual flow would, contrary to observations, exclude 

multiple flows without unrealistic replenishment.  They also note that rapid 

decompression of liquid or solid CO2 upon reaching the surface would not produce a 

morphology characteristic of surface runoff.  Recently, Hugenholtz (2008) suggested that 

the BGDs might be formed similarly to terrestrial frosted granular flows, flows lubricated 

by the vaporization of CO2 frost which reduces inter-particle friction and allows flows to 

mobilize onto relatively shallow slopes.  Hugenholtz (2008) does not address the likely 

rapid rate of loss of vapor from a mobile flow.  

 Impacts and acoustic fluidization are dry processes proposed to fluidize flows on 

Mars.  Melosh (1979) described a process called acoustic fluidization whereby a transient 

acoustic wave field mobilizes dry flows onto shallow slopes.  It requires an initial fall of 

material down a steep slope in order to fluidize a flow (Melosh 1979).  Many gullies are 

found downslope of overhanging layers, which could provide source material for flows.  

Cabrol and Grin (1991) suggested that seismic waves from an impact could destabilize 
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and fluidize permafrost that could then carve channels on the surface. Burleigh et al. 

(2009) reported that a small, recently-formed crater cluster, whose largest member is ~22 

m in diameter, triggered ~64,000 small landslides nearby.  Their results suggested that 

the air blast of the impactor, and not the impact itself, generated the landslides.  It is 

possible that dry processes such as these are responsible for gully formation, but it is 

difficult to explain why features with the morphology of the mid-latitude slope gullies are 

not found globally if they did.  

 

4.1.2. Physics of Flow Deposition 

 In order to justify our use of apex slopes to assess gully flow emplacement type, 

we now discuss what causes deposition in three types of flows, water-rich, debris flows, 

and non-fluidized dry granular flows, in order to identify what the fan apex represents in 

each case.  We selected these types of flows to represent end members of possible flow 

types; we do not attempt to provide an inclusive list of all flows that might produce 

morphology similar to that observed. 

 Particles in water-rich flows deposit when the local velocity falls below the 

settling velocity of the particle, which depends on grain size such that larger particles 

deposit at higher velocities.  Velocity in an open-channel water-rich flow is commonly 

described by one of three flow resistance equations (Knighton 1998), the Chezy equation, 

the Manning equation, or the Darcy-Weisbach equation.  In all of these equations, flow 

velocity is proportional to the square root of the slope, which means that larger particles 

can deposit on steeper slopes.  For water-rich flows, the fan apex represents the location 
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where the largest particles started depositing.  Depending on the flow velocity and 

characteristics, this could happen at any slope gradient. 

 The physics of debris flows is particularly complicated because of the interactions 

between the solid and liquid components.  Deposition occurs when all kinetic energy is 

converted to irrecoverable forms, which occurs first at the coarse-grained front and 

margins of the flow (Iverson 1997).  Debris flows travel as a coherent body.  Once the 

front of the flow stops, the remainder can stop or overtop it, depending on the flow’s 

momentum.  For debris flows, the fan apex marks the location of the tail end of the flow, 

and it can occur at any slope gradient depending on the flow’s characteristics.  Thus, the 

apex slope may not be a meaningful discriminator to argue for or against a debris-flow 

origin.   

 Dry granular flows start decelerating upon reaching the angle of kinetic friction, 

~21°.   Okura et al. (2000) used a computer simulation model and laboratory experiments 

to study dry granular flows, and they found that dry granular flows are best described 

using a discrete particle model, i.e. where each particle is modeled individually rather 

than modeling the flow as a lumped mass.  Okura et al. (2000) demonstrated that 

particles retain their original order relative to the other particles.  When particles at the 

front of a dry granular flow start decelerating, particles behind them transfer kinetic 

energy allowing them to travel further.  When the particles at the back of a dry granular 

flow encounter the angle of kinetic friction, they decelerate then come to rest since there 

is no additional kinetic energy available.  For a dry granular flow, the fan apex represents 

the tail end of the flow, and it occurs at a slope of 21° or higher.  It can occur on slopes 
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steeper than 21° if particles in the flow do not have sufficient kinetic energy to remain in 

motion once the front end of the flow has reached the angle of kinetic friction.   

 

4.1.3. Current Study 

To investigate the emplacement of flows in ravines, valleys that contain one or 

more gullies, we measure the channel gradient just upslope of where depositional fans 

“initiate,” the apex slope.  Previous studies have looked at slopes in and around gullies 

using topographic data, including Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA, Zuber et al. 

1992) interpolated gridded topography data (Heldmann and Mellon 2004, Lanza and 

Gilmore 2006, Heldmann et al. 2007), individual MOLA topography tracks (Perron et al. 

2003, Dickson et al. 2007), and parallax measurements performed using HiRISE stereo 

image pairs (Howard et al. 2008, Kreslavsky 2008, Parsons et al. 2008a, Parsons et al. 

2008b).  These studies have looked at the average slopes within gully alcoves (Heldmann 

and Mellon 2004, Heldmann et al. 2007), the average slopes of walls hosting gullies 

(Perron et al. 2003, Lanza and Gilmore 2006, Dickson et al. 2007), the average slopes of 

gully channels and debris aprons (Howard et al. 2008), and piece-wise average slopes of 

gullies, including their alcoves, channels, and debris aprons (Kreslavsky 2008, Parsons et 

al. 2008a, Parsons et al. 2008b).  None of these previous studies that measure gully 

slopes have measured gully apex slopes or used HiRISE DEMs to study gullies.  HiRISE 

DEMs provide the highest resolution topographic data currently available for Mars, so we 

select them for our study.  
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We use five 1m/post Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) derived from High 

Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE, McEwen et al. 2007b) stereo image 

pairs produced using the method developed by Kirk et al. (2008).  The DEMs include 

gullies with a range of preservation states and multiple orientations.  We assume that the 

channels above the fan apices are erosional and that the apex slope is the steepest slope 

on which deposition has occurred, marking the transition from an erosional to a 

depositional regime.  Since the channel widths of the gullies studied appear 

approximately constant, we also assume that changes in channel width have negligible 

effects on whether a flow will deposit.   

Our work addresses the nature of flows within gullies.  Some of the flows might 

have been responsible for carving the gullies (gully formation), while others might only 

be post-gully modification (gully activity).  We do not distinguish between flows 

responsible for gully formation and gully activity in this study.  We measure apex slopes 

of gullies in five DEMs to determine the likelihood of a fluidized versus a non-fluidized 

dry emplacement mechanism for each gully and look for trends in location, orientation, 

and relative gully age versus apex slope to examine implications for possible 

emplacement mechanisms. 

 

4.2. Data 

Table 4.1 lists the HiRISE images, processed with the Integrated Software for 

Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS3, Anderson et al. 2004) used to make each DEM. The 

DEMs were created using the area-based automatic matching package of the commercial 
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stereo software SOCET SET (® BAE Systems). The vertical precision of the DEMs is 

expected to be ~20 cm (Kirk et al. 2008), but the quality of DEMs is limited by 

differences in illumination, signal-to-noise ratio, and amount of hand-editing performed.  

Hand-editing is necessary to correct locations where topography visibly differs from what 

is seen in images. 

Table 4.1. HiRISE Stereo Pairs used in DEM Production 
Region (ID) 

Lat (°S), Lon (°E) 
Observation ID Scale 

(cm/pixel) 
Centauri (C) 
38.4, 96.8 

PSP_001714_1415 
PSP_001846_1415 

25.4 
27.1 

Fresh (F) 
35.7, 129.4 

PSP_004060_1440 
PSP_005550_1440 

25.5 
26.6 

Hale (H) 
35.1, 324.7 

PSP_002932_1445 
PSP_003209_1445 

25.5 
27.1 

Kaiser (K) 
46.1, 18.8 

PSP_003418_1335 
PSP_003708_1335 

25.3 
27.8 

Newton (N) 
38.5, 202.9 

PSP_002620_1410 
PSP_002686_1410 

25.5 
25.9 

Further image information can be found at www.hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/<Observation_ID> 
 

 

4.3. DEM Locations 

Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of the DEMs throughout the southern 

hemisphere.  The DEMs are located in five craters of various degradation stages.  Figure 

4.3 shows one HiRISE image used to make each DEM and the regional location of each 

DEM.  The DEMs are hereafter referred to by their region and study ID as listed in Table 

4.1. 

The Centauri DEM is located on the north through southeast walls of Penticton 

Crater, a 9.2 km (Barlow 2000) crater in the Centauri Montes region.  The northeast rim 
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is heavily degraded, while the southeast rim is sharp and distinct.  The crater floor 

contains mounds of material; a large concentration of this material is adjacent to the 

degraded northeast wall, which is suggestive of movement of material off that wall onto 

the floor.  There are gullies on the north, northeast, and southeast walls.  The ravines on 

the north and northeast walls are degraded and cross-cut by fractures in some cases.  The 

gullies on the southeast wall are shallow and pristine in appearance.  A bright slope 

deposit is associated with one of the gullies (Malin et al. 2006, Pelletier et al. 2008). 

The “Fresh” DEM covers the east half of a ~7 km fresh crater with a distinct rim 

located on the floor of a larger crater.  The north rim is sculpted into large alcoves that 

each typically contain several individual gullies.  The floor of the crater contains pitted 

material suggested by Tornabene et al. (2007) to be indicative of collapse following the 

release of volatiles from impactites (mix of breccia and melt).  Such pitted material is 

commonly found in well-preserved craters (Tornabene et al. 2007).   Its crater retention 

age is ~1.25 Ma (Schon et al. 2009).  This crater has gullies on its north, northeast, and 

east walls.  Overall, the ravines themselves are mostly well-preserved on the north and 

northeast walls, while the individual gullies within the ravines exhibit different levels of 

degradation. 

The Hale DEM is located on the northeast rim of Hale Crater, which is 125 x 150 

km in diameter.  Hale Crater is interpreted as late Hesperian / early Amazonian (Cabrol et 

al. 2001) and might be the youngest of its size (Tornabene et al. 2008).  Hale Crater 

contains pitted and ponded material, also thought to be indicative of the release of 

volatiles from impactites (Tornabene et al. 2007).  Hale Crater has many terraces 
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Figure 4.2. South hemisphere distribution of DEMs. The background is a Viking Mars 
Digital Image Mosaic. The letters correspond to the DEM IDs in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.3. Location of DEMs. Caption on following page. 
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Figure 4.3. (cont.) Location of DEMs. The DEMs are labeled with their identifier as 
listed in Table 4.1.  The HiRISE images shown are the first listed for each DEM in Table 
4.1.  Image scale bars are 500 m.  The actual DEMs trends NW-SE because of the 
orientation of MRO’s orbit.  The background of the regional images is a THEMIS Day IR 
mosaic. 
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adjacent to its walls, a central peak, and a degraded south rim.  Overall, its features are 

well-preserved (Tornabene et al. 2008).  Hale Crater contains a large number of gullies.  

In the Hale DEM, gullies are found on almost every mound, terrace, and wall.  Most of 

the gullies are well-developed and have experienced multiple flow events evidenced by 

the presence of remnant channels on the debris aprons. 

 The Kaiser DEM is located along the north wall of a 13.6 km (Barlow 2000) 

crater superposed on the floor of Kaiser Crater.  The crater has lobate ejecta, interpreted 

as due to an impact occurring in ice-rich material (Carr et al. 1977, Boyce et al. 2007).  

The textured floor of the crater suggests that material, possibly ice-rich (Squyres 1979), 

has moved off the crater walls into the center.  The arcuate ridges located at the base of 

some of the gullies also suggest downslope movement (Berman et al. 2005).  Many of the 

gully alcoves are littered with a large concentration of boulders. 

 The Newton DEM is located on the northwest wall of a ~40 km (Barlow 2000) 

crater on the north rim of Newton Basin.  It is located in a degraded crater that is almost 

entirely superposed by a crater of similar size.  The pitted, dissected texture of the floor is 

reminiscent of material that once contained subsurface volatiles (Mustard et al. 2001).  

There is a visible slope break across the majority of the crater wall in the DEM; the gully 

channels above the slope break are less incised than those below. 
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4.4. Methods 

4.4.1. Gully Selection 

 We visually inspected one image per DEM (Table 4.1) to identify gullies where 

we could distinguish a distinct upslope extent of deposition.  We excluded degraded 

features with indistinct morphology or features where subsequent processes may have 

reduced the slopes.  The final gullies included in the study are identified in Fig. 4.4.  The 

numbers are not always sequential because some gullies initially selected were later 

removed due to nearby errors in the DEMs. 

 

4.4.2. Elevation Profile Extraction 

We processed the DEMs applying a 3x3 low pass filter twice to smooth out high 

frequency noise.  We then imported the DEMs into RiverTools 

(http://www.rivertools.com/, RIVIX, LLC 2005), a GIS application, and extracted flow 

grids.  We simultaneously displayed each DEM and its corresponding HiRISE images to 

match large-scale (~10 m) features in order to identify each gully of interest.  We used 

the channel profile tool to extract elevation profiles through gullies where we observed a 

distinct fan apex.  We excluded gullies that had obvious large errors in the DEMs or 

where the calculated channel veered noticeably from the actual channel location in 

HiRISE images. 
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Figure 4.4. Gullies analyzed.  The DEMs are labeled with their identifier as listed in 
Table 4.1.  In C, BGD marks the location of the bright slope deposit associated with a 
gully modeled by Pelletier et al. (2008).  In H, BGD1 and BGD3 mark the location of the 
BGDs modeled by Kolb et al. (2009 submitted to Icarus). In K, the horizontal black bars 
are data gaps. The HiRISE images shown are the first listed for each DEM in Table 4.1. 
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4.4.3. Apex Placement 

We located each gully’s fan apex (Fig. 4.1) in the DEM and recorded the 

corresponding location from which to extract the apex slope.  We tried to err on the side 

of measuring slightly upslope of the apparent fan apex to avoid measuring the slope of 

the debris apron itself.   

 

4.4.4. Elevation Profile Smoothing 

After extracting channel elevation profiles and determining the location of the 

apex slope, we smoothed the elevation profiles to minimize noise and errors in the DEM.  

During flow grid creation, RiverTools can introduce artificial steps that create extended 

regions of zero slope.  Noisier DEMs will have more steps.   We fit each elevation profile 

using a second-order polynomial (poly2) to use the most aggressive smoothing possible.   

 

4.4.5. Apex Slope Determination 

 To determine the apex slope value for each gully, we calculated point-to-point 

slopes from the smoothed (poly2 fit to data) and raw (original data extracted) elevation 

profiles at the location we recorded.  For the Centauri, “Fresh”, Kaiser, and Newton 

DEMs, we selected the maximum slope value of these two slopes to avoid favoring 

shallower slopes.  Due to a relatively large amount of noise in the Hale DEM, we used 

only slopes from the smoothed elevation profiles for the Hale Crater gullies. 

Possible sources of error include identification of apex location in HiRISE 

images, identification of apex in the DEM displayed in RiverTools, displacement of gully 
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channel profile in RiverTools compared to that observed in HiRISE image, and visual 

measurement of apex in RiverTools.  The HiRISE images used in this study (Table 4.1) 

are ~25 cm/pixel, which means that objects ~75 cm across can be resolved.  To avoid 

missing unresolvable particles that may have been deposited upslope of the visible apex, 

we chose apex slope locations that were ~10-20 m upslope of the visible extent of 

deposition, which should lead to an overestimate of the apex slopes.  When the 1m/post 

DEMs were displayed in RiverTools, features ~3 m in size were obvious.  We used 

features of at least this size to identify the apex locations.  To minimize the displacement 

between channels calculated by RiverTools and those observed in images, we only used 

channel profiles that did not veer noticeably off course.  The visual measurement of the 

apex in RiverTools is possibly the most significant contributor to the error in apex 

placement.  When taking our measurements, we recorded the sample and line of the apex 

slope location.  In theory, this pixel should have been on an extracted elevation profile, 

but, in reality, it was sometimes displaced by up to two pixels in the sample and/or line 

direction.  We estimate that this contributes ~3 m, the distance diagonally across two 

pixels, to the error in apex placement.  We estimate that there is a maximum error of ~10 

m in the determination of the along-slope apex placement. 

 After estimating the error in along-slope apex placement, we looked at the 

smoothed elevation profiles to quantify how this error affected the apex slope values.  For 

each gully whose apex slope was derived from a smoothed elevation profile, we 

calculated the derivative at the apex and the upslope and downslope distances at which 

the apex slope would increase and decrease, respectively, by 1º.  The distances ranged 
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from 9 to 929 m with an average of 89 m and a median of 47 m.  We estimate that the 

apex slopes we determined are accurate to within ~1º.  Overall, the apex slopes presented 

here are likely to be overestimates of the actual slopes. 

 

4.4.6. Orientation Determination 

We measured the orientation of each gully using Adobe ® Photoshop ® CS2.  We 

measured the angle between east and the approximate direction in which the gully 

trended such that a gully with an angle of 0° is facing west, 90° is facing south, etc.  We 

determined each gully’s orientation based on the general dominant direction in which the 

alcove, channel, and debris apron faced.  For gullies whose channels veered noticeably 

from the orientation of the alcove, we measured the orientation of the alcove since it is 

the purported source region.  The possible orientations were E, NE, N, NW, W, SW, S, 

and SE.  We checked our designation for each gully by doing a visual reality check using 

the HiRISE images. 

 

4.4.7. Qualitative Classification of Relative Gully Age 

 In order to classify the gullies based on their relative ages, we first reviewed each 

gully to note the form of its channel walls (sharp and distinct to modified and muted) and 

the presence of boulders, dunes or ripples, mass wasting, and polygonal fracturing within 

the channel or on the channel’s walls.  We then used our notes and first impressions to 

classify each gully as fresh, intermediate, or degraded.  After this procedure, we looked at 

every gully in succession, without the initial classification in view, to insure that the 
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classifications were representative of the relative ages when compared to the entire 

dataset.  The final classification scheme is listed in Table 4.2.  Sample prototypes for 

each class are shown in Fig. 4.5. 

 
Table 4.2. Relative Gully Age Classification Scheme 

Class Characteristics Modification (typically superposed)* 
1. Fresh Sharp, distinct walls Minimal (boulders, dunes) 
2. Intermediate Combination of sharp 

and muted walls 
Portions are modified, others are well-
preserved (boulders, dunes, mass wasting) 

3. Degraded Muted, indistinct walls Heavy modification (boulders, dunes, mass 
wasting, polygonal fractures) 

*not inclusive of all gullies in the class 
 

 

Note that this classification scheme is only relative and that there is a selection 

effect based on the gullies chosen for this study.  The most narrow gullies were below the 

resolution of the DEMs and thus unmeasurable.  We ignored very degraded features that 

we could not be certain were gullies, which might selectively exclude the older gullies.  

Also, even though the gullies span a range of visible degradation states, it is possible that 

comparing the gullies in this study to gullies globally might shift the classification 

scheme. 
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Figure 4.5. Gully classification scheme. The insets highlight portions of individual 
gullies’ channels, and the gully IDs refer to the labels in Fig. 4a.  A. Fresh (Gully 6).  B. 
Intermediate (Gully 1). C. Degraded (Gully 3).  HiRISE image PSP_001714_1415, 0.254 
m/pixel, equirectangular projection centered at 38.39 °S, 96.81 °E. 
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4.5. Results 

 We report results on trends in apex slope by location, gully orientation, and 

relative gully age. 

 

4.5.1. Apex Slope by Location 

 Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.6 display the apex slopes organized by DEM.  In Fig. 4.6 the 

vertical lines represent the minimum values of the angle of kinetic friction (dashed) and 

angle of repose (solid) as determined by Pouliquen (1999).  The different symbols 

correspond to the elevation profile (raw or poly2) that was used to determine the apex 

slope.  Flows depositing on slopes steeper than the angle of kinetic friction are consistent 

with non-fluidized dry flows.  Flows depositing on slopes shallower than the angle of 

kinetic friction are consistent with wet or otherwise fluidized flows.  These results show 

that a large number of gully debris aprons (54 out of 75, 72%) were likely emplaced by a 

fluidized flow.  There is no apparent correlation between apex slope and location, except 

that all gullies measured in Kaiser were likely emplaced by fluidized flows. 

 

4.5.2. Apex Slope by Orientation 

 This analysis was severely limited by the orientation distribution of the gullies 

(Fig. 4.7); all gullies in this study were predominantly south-/pole- facing.  As such, it 

was not possible to look for meaningful trends in the apex slopes by orientation. 
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Figure 4.6. Distribution of apex slopes by location. The location IDs are from Table 4.1. 
The dashed vertical line marks the lower limit of the angle of kinetic friction, and the 
solid vertical line marks the lower limit of the angle of repose (Pouliquen 1999). 
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Table 4.3. Gully Apex Slopes, Orientations, and Relative Ages 
DEM Gully Apex Slope (°) Source* Orientation Age Class 

C 1 15.9 Raw S 2 
C 2 21.2 Raw S 1 
C 3 17.0 Raw SW 3 
C 4 20.2 Raw SW 1 
C 5 19.8 Raw SW 3 
C 6 16.3 Raw SW 1 
C 7 12.2 Raw SW 3 
C 8 21.4 Raw SW 1 
C 9 21.1 Raw SW 1 
C BGD 21.0 ** NW 1 
F 1 23.6 Raw S 1 
F 4 16.6 Poly2 S 2 
F 5 22.9 Raw S 2 
F 7 19.8 Raw S 1 
F 8 23.3 Poly2 S 1 
F 10 16.7 Poly2 S 2 
F 12 18.5 Raw S 3 
F 18 20.7 Poly2 SW 2 
F 19 19.0 Raw SW 2 
F 21 20.0 Raw SW 2 
F 23 23.5 Raw S 3 
F 24 20.9 Raw S 3 
F 25 17.6 Raw SW 3 
F 26 20.4 Poly2 SW 2 
F 27 21.7 Raw SW 1 
F 28 25.9 Raw SW 3 
F 29 21.1 Raw SW 3 
F 30 26.4 Raw SW 2 
F 31 16.3 Poly2 W 3 
F 32 25.2 Raw W 2 
F 33 16.4 Raw W 2 
H 1 36.8 Poly2 S 3 
H 3 15.2 Poly2 SW 2 
H 4 21.0 Poly2 S 3 
H 5 17.1 Poly2 S 3 
H 6 19.1 Poly2 S 3 
H 7 10.2 Poly2 S 3 
H 8 11.3 Poly2 S 3 
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Table 4.3. Gully Apex Slopes, Orientations, and Relative Ages (cont.) 
DEM Gully Apex Slope (°) Source Orientation Age Class 

H 11 14.8 Poly2 S 3 
H 16 8.8 Poly2 SW 2 
H 17 11.2 Poly2 SW 2 
H 20 14.6 Poly2 S 3 
H 22 16.9 Poly2 S 3 
H 24 18.8 Poly2 S 3 
H 26 16.9 Poly2 S 1 
H 27 26.0 Poly2 S 3 
H 31 11.3 Poly2 SW 2 
H 34 7.6 Poly2 W 3 
H 38 14.6 Poly2 SW 3 
H 41 10.1 Poly2 SW 2 
H 43 11.2 Poly2 SW 3 
H 44 13.8 Poly2 SW 3 
H 45 8.7 Poly2 SW 3 
H 56 6.3 Poly2 SW 3 
H BGD1 10.4 Poly2 SW 2 
H BGD3 14.8 Poly2 SW 3 
K 1 9.6 Raw S 3 
K 2 14.7 Raw S 3 
K 3 10.0 Raw S 3 
K 4 11.3 Raw S 3 
K 5 9.7 Raw S 2 
K 6 14.1 Raw S 3 
K 7 11.2 Poly2 S 3 
K 8 12.1 Raw S 3 
K 9 11.0 Poly2 S 1 
K 10 7.5 Poly2 S 3 
K 11 12.5 Raw S 3 
N 1 12.5 Poly2 SE 2 
N 2 18.6 Poly2 SE 2 
N 3 21.6 Poly2 SE 3 
N 4 19.0 Poly2 SE 3 
N 5 22.7 Poly2 SE 3 
N 6 22.2 Poly2 SE 1 
N 7 18.2 Poly2 SE 3 
N 8 14.2 Poly2 SE 3 

*elevation profile used to measure apex slope ** Pelletier et al. 2008 
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Figure 4.7. Distribution of apex slopes by orientation.  The cardinal directions represent 
the direction that each gully faces.  For example, an S-facing gully is located on the N 
crater wall.  The solid blue line marks the minimum value of the angle of kinetic friction 
as determined by Pouliquen (1999).  Points on the interior of this line correspond to 
fluidized flows. 
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4.5.3. Apex Slope versus Relative Gully Age 

 Table 4.3 includes the relative age class (Table 4.2) assigned to each gully where 

1 is “fresh” and 3 is “degraded.”  Fig. 4.8 display relative gully ages and their apex slopes 

organized by age class.  Figure 4.9 shows the percent of gullies in each age class whose 

apex slopes suggest a wet or fluidized emplacement (“fluidized”) or a non-fluidized dry 

emplacement (“non-fluidized”).  Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of relative gully ages 

by location where the percentages are the percent of gullies within a specific location that 

fall within a designated age class.   

Figure 4.9 demonstrates that older, more modified gully channels are more likely 

to contain deposits emplaced by a fluidized flow, while fresher gully channels are more 

likely to contain deposits emplaced by a non-fluidized dry flow.  Figure 4.10 shows that 

the majority of the gullies in each setting are relatively old (Classes 2 and 3), with the 

exception of Centauri with 60% of its gullies being relatively young (Class 1). 
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Figure 4.8. Distribution of apex slopes by relative gully age.  The vertical lines mark the 
angle of kinetic friction (dashed) and angle of repose (solid) as determined by Pouliquen 
(1999).  Age increases in the vertical direction. 
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Figure 4.9. Percentage of gullies whose apex slope favors a fluidized or non-fluidized 
emplacement mechanism versus relative gully age class. N is the number of gullies in 
each age class.  Age increases in the horizontal direction. 
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Figure 4.10.  Percentage of gullies in a given location versus relative gully age class. N is 
the number of gullies in each location. 
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4.6. Discussion 

4.6.1. Rate of Gully Degradation 

It is possible that individual gullies degrade at different rates; however, it is likely 

that gullies in a single location would not be subjected to drastically different degradation 

processes on varying timescales.  Gully degradation appears to occur on timescales much 

longer than one Martian year.  To set this lower limit, we visually examined gullies in 

HiRISE images PSP_002932_1445 and ESP_011819_1445 acquired approximately one 

Martian year apart in Hale Crater.  We did not see any changes between the two images 

in the ~20 gullies that we examined; even boulders located on the ravine walls appeared 

to be in the same place.  It is possible that changes below the detection limit occurred; 

however, since we were interested in constraining the rate of visible degradation so 

obviously seen in other gullies, we suggest one Martian year as an extreme lower limit 

for the timescale of degradation.  In reality, degradation of gullies probably takes much 

longer than one Martian year. 

Of the five craters with gullies studied in this work, the “Fresh” crater is the best 

preserved.  All of its ravines have little modification, yet the gullies themselves range 

from fresh (well-preserved) to degraded (heavily modified) based on the relative age 

classification scheme developed in this study (Section 4.5.4.7).  Schon et al. (2009) 

estimate that the “Fresh” crater is ~1.25 My based on its crater retention age.  It is 

unknown how old individual gullies are, but since they are often superposed on 

geologically young features such as dunes and polygonal ground, it is possible that they 
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are much younger than this estimate such that gully degradation might occur on 101-105 

year timescales.   

 

4.6.2. Likelihood of Fluidized Flows 

Our apex slope measurements (Fig. 4.6) show that 72% of the 75 gullies studied 

are consistent with fluidized processes (i.e., fluidization by liquids or gases).  This value 

may actually represent a minimum value for the ravines sampled.  We identified and 

measured a specific location of deposition for each gully.  Most of the gullies (79%) were 

in ravines that contained remnant channels, evidence for repeated flows within the same 

ravine.  The presence of non-fluidized dry flows within a ravine does not preclude wet or 

fluidized flows from having also occurred there.  Older flows are superposed by 

subsequent flows, which prevented us from identifying the oldest in each ravine.  As 

such, we measured one of the more recent flows within each ravine, which the relative 

age results (Fig. 4.9) suggest are more likely to be consistent with non-fluidized dry 

processes.  One possible alternate explanation for older gullies having shallow apex 

slopes is that their channels have been infilled with aeolian or mass wasted material 

causing them to shallow with time.  Such infill has not been observed at HiRISE scales 

(~25 cm/pixel) and is thus not thought to significantly affect the apex slopes.   

An important caveat is that deposition on a slope steeper than ~21°, the angle of 

kinetic friction, does not exclude a wet or fluidized flow, but initial deposition on a 

shallower slope does exclude a non-fluidized dry emplacement.  We would expect dry 

flows to be more prevalent today if gully formation required a time-limited fluidizing 
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agent and no gully formation is occurring today, if ravines are experiencing ongoing 

modification in the form of dry mass wasting or other headward expansion of their 

alcoves, or if gully formation required water and less water is available today.   

 

4.6.3. Most Likely Fluidization Mechanism 

Relative age results show an age dependence on type of deposit emplacement, 

which excludes fluidization mechanisms that are seasonal, found globally, or expected to 

be relatively constant throughout time since the gullies formed.  Ours results suggest that 

flows fluidized by seasonally deposited carbon dioxide or water ice, acoustic fluidization, 

seismic shaking, and air blasts from impactors are unlikely to be largely responsible for 

forming gullies.  Also, if dry flows, acoustic fluidization, or seismic shaking were largely 

responsible for formation of typical mid-latitude slope gullies, then we would expect to 

see gullies globally around Mars wherever slopes and debris were available instead of 

being restricted to the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres.  Our relative age results also 

suggest a fluidization mechanism that was more dominant in the past.  A fluidizing agent 

that could have a time-limited source is liquid water as originally proposed by Malin and 

Edgett (2000).  If liquid water were the fluidizing agent, then the relative age results 

suggest a limited supply of water available to form gullies.  Such a supply of water could 

be a subsurface, perched aquifer or an atmospherically-emplaced snowpack or ground ice 

without a replenishment mechanism that operates today.  

Several people have proposed that ice (Costard et al. 2002) or ice-rich material 

(Jakosky and Carr 1985, Mustard et al. 2001, Lee et al. 2001, Christensen 2003, Head et 
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al. 2003, Mischna et al. 2003) was deposited in the mid-latitudes at a recent period of 

high obliquity or today (Levrard et al. 2004); it is possible that this ice-rich material 

provided a limited water supply to carve the gullies.  Modeling done by Costard et al. 

(2002) and Hecht (2002) found that water ice could melt in gullies at higher obliquity 

(Costard et al. 2002) or today (Hecht 2002), but modeling by Mellon and Phillips (2001) 

found that ice would not melt, even during a high obliquity period, unless it contained a 

significant salt content.  Recently, Williams et al. (2009) demonstrated that gullies could 

have formed by thin (<10 cm thick) snowpack melting at a high obliquity (θ ≥ 35°), a 

condition which occurred most recently ~600 ka (Laskar et al. 2004).  Our results support 

their idea that gullies were formed by liquid water in a past time. 

 

4.6.4. Gully Formation versus Activity 

Based on the relative age results, if gully flows are indeed more likely to be non-

fluidized than fluidized today, then it is likely that gully formation is not occurring today 

and that all flows in gullies are dry, post-gully modification that cause headward 

expansion.  Malin and Edgett (2000) suggested that alcoves extend by undermining and 

collapse of material upslope of gullies.  Based on HiRISE images of gully alcoves, 

Costard et al. (2007) proposed that dry avalanches initiated by CO2 defrosting contribute 

to the headward erosion of gully alcoves. 

 The recent bright gully deposits (Malin et al. 2006), or bright slope deposits 

associated with gullies (BGDs), represent a special class of gullies.  Since the two BGDs 

reported by Malin et al. (2006) formed in pre-existing channels, the BGDs are thought to 
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be evidence of gully activity instead of formation, which the current study suggests 

makes them more likely to be dry.  Our study contains three BGDs.  The apex slope of 

the fresh Centauri Montes deposit is located at a slope of ~21° (Pelletier et al. 2008), 

while the BGDs in Hale Crater, classified as intermediate (BGD1) and degraded (BGD3), 

have apex slopes of 10.37° and 14.79°, respectively.  Modeling of the two BGDs in Hale 

Crater done by Kolb et al. (Modeling the Formation of Bright Slope Deposits Associated 

with Gullies in Hale Crater, Mars: Implications for Recent Liquid Water, submitted in 

revised form to Icarus July 2009, hereafter Kolb et al. 2009 submitted) suggested that dry 

flows were capable of forming the Hale Crater BGDs, but that some fluidization was 

needed unless the bright deposits have eroded since their formation, supported by their 

degradation state as reported here, or the bright depositing flows contained larger, dark 

particles that deposited upslope of the bright material.  The take-away point is that, even 

though the Hale BGDs might have formed from fluidized flows, since the BGDs 

represent gully activity instead of formation; there is no reason that the likely-dry 

fluidization mechanism of the BGDs has to be the same fluidization mechanism 

responsible for other flows in gullies.  Figure 4.11, which shows a location where two 

bright slope deposits (BSDs) formed on a wall adjacent to gullies, supports this 

statement.  It is obvious that the BSDs deposited on a steeper slope than the gullies, 

which supports the suggestions of Kolb et al. (2009 submitted) that the BGDs do not 

form by the same mechanisms as gullies and that the BGDs may not be genetically 

related to gullies.   
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Figure 4.11.  Bright slope deposits and gullies on same wall.  HiRISE image 
ESP_012338_1425, 0.264 m/pixel, equirectangular projection centered at 37.20 °S, 
198.28 °E. 
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4.6.5. Study Implications 

 Our results indicate that the majority of the southern hemisphere gully fans 

studied were emplaced by a fluidized mechanism and that more degraded gullies are 

more likely to be emplaced by a fluidized mechanism than well preserved gullies.  As 

such, the relative age results do not provide evidence that requires water-rich flows in 

gullies today.  Since the relative age results provide evidence for a relationship between 

preservation state and emplacement type, a time-limited rather than a seasonal, constant, 

or global fluidizing mechanism is most likely.  A possible time-limited fluidization 

mechanism is liquid water from a subsurface aquifer or atmospherically-emplaced water 

ice or snow. 

 A relationship between location and apex slope could support a water source 

localized in space, i.e. a confined aquifer, if all gullies in one locale were wet or fluidized 

versus dry and non-fluidized.  However, since most ravines contain multiple gully flows 

and our results suggest that dry, non-fluidized processes are more likely to dominate 

ravines today, it is hard to interpret if the initial flows in each ravine were all fluidized.  A 

localized source of water might favor a subsurface origin because the latitudinal 

distribution of gullies is tight enough that an atmospherically emplaced supply of water 

might be less likely to be localized.  

 Our results suggest that gully formation required a time-limited fluidization 

mechanism, possibly liquid water, that gully formation is not occurring today, and that 

activity in gullies today is likely dry mass wasting. 
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5. INVESTIGATING ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS ABOUT WATER ON MARS 

HELD BY MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS 

The work in this chapter comes from a submitted paper: 

Kolb, K.J., Keller, J.M., Novodvorsky, I., Investigating alternative conceptions about  

water on Mars held by middle school science teachers, submitted to the Journal of 

Geoscience Education May 2009. 

 

Abstract 

The current Mars Exploration Strategy of the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) is to “Follow the Water” in hopes of finding past or present life. 

The purpose of our study is to identify alternative conceptions about water on Mars held 

by middle school science teachers in order to inform space science educators.  We use 

middle school science teachers in Arizona and California as the study population because 

earth science and phase changes are part of middle school education per state standards.  

The study assesses understanding of four main concepts: carbon dioxide versus water ice, 

recent versus ancient water, the phases of water, and how scientists know about water on 

Mars.   

 To identify teachers’ conceptions, we administered an anonymous online survey.  

The survey also collected non-identifying demographic information. Our data analysis 

suggests that the teachers surveyed do not know about or understand that water vapor 

exists on Mars, that evidence suggests that Mars was different in the past, and the 

continuity of Mars exploration.  Our results have implications for how space science 
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institutes could direct their education and public outreach efforts to middle school science 

teachers in order to be as effective as possible. 

 

5.1. Introduction 

5.1.1. NASA Mars Exploration and Education 

 The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) plays a large role in 

attracting future generations of scientists and engineers.  Their education and public 

outreach (EPO) efforts reach large numbers of citizens each year and aid in the national 

goal of improving science literacy.  Science literacy is defined by Libarkin (2001) as “1. 

The nature or processes of science; 2) Attitude towards science and learning science; 3) 

The connection between science and technology and society; 4) Science content 

knowledge; and 5) Critical thinking.”  NASA has three main education goals (National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2008): to strengthen NASA and the Nation’s 

future workforce; to attract and retain students in science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics (STEM) disciplines; and to engage Americans in NASA’s mission.  It is 

important for the public, especially the taxpayers, to understand what science is being 

done and why it is being done so that they can see how science is relevant and directly 

applicable to everyday life.   

NASA’s Mars Exploration Strategy is “Follow the Water,” with the hopes that 

documenting where water is and has been on Mars will eventually lead to the discovery 

of past or present life, if it existed or exists.  NASA’s current Mars Exploration Strategy 

necessarily couples directly with understanding water on Mars.  The phrase “water on 
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Mars” may be misinterpreted by non-scientists because of the different conditions that 

exist on Mars and Earth.  On Earth, water is abundant and commonly found as a solid 

(“ice”), a liquid (“water”), and a gas (“steam” or “vapor”).  On Mars, the present-day 

pressure and temperature are much lower than on Earth and only the solid and gas phases 

are commonly stable (Fig. 5.1).  Although the term “water” actually represents the 

molecule dihydrogen monoxide in all three of its phases, it often conjures an image of 

liquid H2O, even when applied to Mars.  To understand water on Mars, one needs to 

understand what determines phases of matter as well as conditions on Mars.  It is 

important that the public understand the concept of water on Mars to understand the goals 

and rationale of the Mars Exploration Program.  Understanding the concept of water on 

Mars is also important for understanding our solar system, planetary surfaces, evolution 

of planets, and the possibility of life outside of Earth. 
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Figure 5.1. Phase diagram of water.  The arrows on the left side correspond to the 
average surface pressures of Earth and Mars.  Surface temperatures on Mars range from -
113 °C to 37 °C with an average of -58 °C (Catling and Leovy 2007, p. 302).  Surface 
temperatures on Earth range from -89 °C to 58 °C (Bakich 2000, p. 56) with an average  
of 15 °C (http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/index.html). Phase diagram from 
http://images.encarta.msn.com/xrefmedia/aencmed/targets/illus/cha/T073590A.gif. 
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5.1.2. Relevant Previous Research 

Previous studies have found that pre-service and in-service middle school science 

teachers often have alternative conceptions (ACs) similar to those held by their present 

and future students (pre-service: Bisard et al., 1994; Calik and Ayas, 2005; Jasien and 

Oberem, 2002; Schoon, 1995; in-service: Jasien and Oberem, 2002; Lawrenz, 1986; 

Salloum and BouJaoude, 2008) and that students often have ACs about earth science 

(Bisard et al., 1994; Schoon, 1992) and phase changes (Jasien and Oberem, 2002), 

especially of water (Andersson, 1990; Bar, 1989; Osborne and Cosgrove, 1983; Stavy 

and Stachel, 1985).  Wandersee et al. (1994) published a meta-analysis of alternative 

conception research and stated (p. 199):  

“We believe there is now sufficient evidence to support the following research 
claims…” “Teachers, as well as students, may (and often do) hold alternative 
conceptions and harbor misunderstandings about current science. Because, at least 
in the past, elementary teachers took fewer and less challenging science courses 
than secondary teachers, the alternative conceptions that elementary teachers 
subscribe to are not substantially different from those of the population at large—
including their students.” 

 

DeBoer (2000) performed a historical study of scientific literacy, a term which he 

used to describe “a desired familiarity with science on the part of the general public.” 

DeBoer (2000) compiled statements about the purpose of science teaching.  One of the 

statements was that teaching and learning about science should have direct application to 

everyday life.  This statement explicitly stated that evaporation and condensation should 

be understood; these processes are related to understanding water on Mars.  Another 

statement claimed that science teaching should prepare students to understand reports and 

discussions of science that appear in the popular media, which is the avenue which most 
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space science institutes use for their education and public outreach efforts.  Schoon 

(1995) surveyed pre-service elementary (grades K-8) teachers to investigate what they 

attribute their ACs in earth and space science to and found that they attributed their ACs 

to their teachers, the media, folk lore, and thinking “logically.” 

While these are isolated studies, they point to a larger underlying issue- that 

elementary teachers are often not scientifically literate, which can lead to a propagation 

of alternative conceptions.  The current study aims to identify ACs about water on Mars 

in order to help space science educators and institutes focus their education and public 

outreach efforts. 

The rationale for this study is based on the idea that NASA’s Mars Exploration 

Strategy is “Follow the Water” and that people might not actually understand what this 

means with respect to Mars.  Previous research has shown that middle school teachers 

often share the alternative conceptions that their students have.  Middle school science 

teachers do not necessarily have a degree in science but are responsible for teaching the 

next generation of scientists, engineers, and mathematicians.  Space is a topic that 

fascinates many; it might be used more in classrooms to attract students to STEM 

(science, technology, engineering, and math) careers if teachers were more comfortable 

with topics related to space.  Incorporating space science into everyday classroom lessons 

could increase interest and attract the attention of students, thus enhancing their learning 

experience.  If space science institutes know how to target their EPO to particular 

audiences found throughout the country and do so, then this might help promote science 

and strengthen the future workforce of our country. 
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5.1.3. Current Study 

The goals of our study are to evaluate alternative conceptions about water on 

Mars held by middle school science teachers, to inform space science educators about 

alternative conceptions that exist, and to suggest areas for space science educators to 

focus their efforts in order to increase understanding about water on Mars among middle 

school science teachers.  Specifically, five research questions are of interest: 

1. Do middle school science teachers hold alternative conceptions about water on 

Mars? 

2. Where do respondents believe their conceptions originated? 

3. What media are teachers most likely to use in their classrooms? 

4. If alternative conceptions are found, which are the most prevalent? 

5. If alternative conceptions are found, is there any correlation between number of 

alternative conceptions and respondent characteristics? 

Appendix G contains the survey instructions, content and demographic questions, and 

post-survey information provided. 

This mixed-methods (Creswell, 2003, p. 208) study uses an online survey of ten 

content questions and twelve demographic questions to better understand the survey 

population.  The survey content questions address four topics relevant to understanding 

water on Mars: carbon dioxide versus water ice, recent versus ancient water, the phases 

of water, and how scientists know about water on Mars.  The survey was administered to 

middle school science teachers in Arizona and California because state standards dictate 

that phase changes and earth science are taught in middle school in these states.  The 
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study included a pilot survey to identify possible improvements for the main survey. 

Appendix H contains the site authorization form to conduct the pilot survey at the 

California Polytechnic State University. 

The following definitions are used throughout this study.  Water on Mars refers to 

all phases (solid, liquid, gas) of the molecule dihydrogen monoxide, which contains two 

hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom; its phase is dependent on the local temperature 

and pressure of the location.  Alternative Conceptions (ACs) are views and 

understandings that are different from those currently accepted by the expert community 

(scientists in this study) (Wandersee et al., 1994).  To hold an AC is to have a certain 

belief or understanding and to demonstrate that one has this certain belief or 

understanding by answering questions accordingly. 

 

5.2. Methods 

5.2.1. Sample 

5.2.1.1. Sample Selection 

 The target population of this study is middle school science teachers in America.  

Middle school science teachers in southern Arizona and California were chosen as the 

sample for this study because state standards in Arizona (Arizona Department of 

Education, 2005) and California (California State Board of Education, 1998) dictate that 

phase changes and earth science, topics related to water on Mars, are primarily taught in 

middle school in these states and because, as science teachers, they are instrumental in 

educating the next generation of scientists.   
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 The intended sample of this study was ~20 middle school science teachers in 

central California for the pilot study and ~20 middle school science teachers in southern 

Arizona for the main study. All of the participants were past or present middle school 

science teachers (grades 5-9), or their survey was not used.   

 

5.2.1.2. Sample Recruitment 

 The sample used for this study was non-random; it was a purposive and 

convenience sample.  Participants for the pilot survey were recruited at an astronomy 

workshop for middle school science teachers held at the California Polytechnic State 

University in late summer 2008.  The participants in the pilot study completed the online 

survey at the beginning of the workshop.  Participants for the main survey were recruited 

using emails sent by district personnel in eight school districts in southern Arizona, as 

well as from middle school science teachers who expressed interest in a Mars teacher 

workshop held at the University of Arizona in fall 2008.  The participants in the main 

survey completed the online survey at a time and place of their convenience.   

 

5.2.1.3. Sample Characteristics 

 The final sample consisted of 20 participants in the pilot survey and 26 

participants in the main survey.  Table 5.1 shows the breakdown of the demographics for 

the sample.  
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Table 5.1. Sample Demographics 
Demographic Response Pilot Main 

20-29 0 5 
30-39 1 5 
40-49 9 4 
50-59 4 8 
60+ 2 0 

Age 

N.R.1 4 4 
Female 11 22 
Male 9 4 

Gender 

N.R. 0 0 
B.A. 6 7 
B.S. 10 5 
M.A. 2 9 
M.S. 1 5 

Highest 
Degree 
Obtained 

N.R. 1 0 
Moved a lot 0 1 

West- Pacific 16 4 
West- Mountain 1 1 
West-Southwest 0 8 

Midwest 1 5 
Northeast 1 6 

Hometown 

N.R. 1 1 
No 6 10 
Yes 13 16 

Professional 
Development 
Attendance N.R. 1 0 

Currently:  No 3 4 
                 Yes 17 21 
                 N.R. 0 1 
Past:         No 4 4 
                 Yes 16 22 

Teach Earth or 
Space Science 
Lesson 

                 N.R. 0 0 
1 N.R. = No response 
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Table 5.1. Sample Demographics (cont.) 
Demographic Response Pilot Main 

Business 1 0 
Business & Education 1 0 

Education 0 8 
Liberal Arts 5 2 

Physical Education 2 0 
Physical Educ. & Science 0 1 

Science 7 10 
Science & Education 0 2 

Undergraduate 
Major 

N.R. 4 3 
0-4 3 11 
5-9 3 6 

10-14 4 3 
15-19 2 2 
20+ 1 2 

Years 
Teaching 
Middle School 
Science 

N.R. 7 2 
 

5.2.2. Survey Development 

 There was no pre-existing instrument designed to identify alternative conceptions 

about water on Mars, so we developed one.  The survey had ten science content questions 

(Appendix G. #1-10), twelve demographic questions (Appendix G. #11-22), and two 

informative questions (Appendix G. #23 and 24).  The informative questions inquire 

about types of EPO materials the participants would be likely to use in their classrooms.  

Since these questions provide information about the population and not their content 

knowledge, the informative questions will be grouped with the demographic questions for 

the remainder of this paper.  For the pilot survey, the content questions were followed by 

open-ended questions asking why a participant selected an answer and if anything was 

confusing.  The results from the pilot survey were used to modify the survey before it 

was administered to another group.   
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5.2.2.1. Content Questions 

 We chose to focus the science content questions on four topics relevant to water 

on Mars.  The four topics are listed here with their assigned code: 

 A. Carbon dioxide ice versus water ice 

 B. Recent versus ancient water 

 C. Phases of water 

 D. How scientists know about water on Mars 

We chose these four topics because they encompass key pieces of information needed to 

understand water on Mars.  We created ten questions that related to these topics with all 

topics, except for one, being assessed with multiple questions.  The topic “carbon dioxide 

ice versus water ice” did not easily lend itself to multiple questions and, thus, only one 

question addressed this topic.   

 

5.2.2.2. Demographic Questions 

Fourteen demographics questions were included to understand characteristics of 

the sample and to help control for extraneous variables that might affect the study results.  

The questions included standard demographics such as age, gender, highest degree 

obtained, and higher education majors.  We were also interested in what grades each 

respondent teaches or has taught science, how many years of experience each has had 

with teaching science, earth and space science professional development experience or 

lack thereof, and whether or not a respondent had ever taught an earth and space science 

lesson or course.  We asked about the geographical location where they spent the 
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majority of their childhood in order to assess if this had a large impact on participants’ 

responses and alternative conceptions, if present.   

 One extraneous variable that is not explicitly addressed is the school(s) in which 

the respondents teach or have taught.  Schools likely differ in available funding, 

encouragement or lack thereof to attend professional development, and access to 

technology.  Differences in school environments is a complex factor that is not addressed 

in this study. 

 

5.2.2.3. Validity and Reliability 

 In order to assess if the questions addressed the desired topics, we had an expert 

on water on Mars examine the content questions and identify the topics that she felt each 

question addressed.  Appendix G and Table 5.2 list the content questions and their topic 

code as determined by the principal investigator and their topic as described by the 

expert.  The topics initially assigned and the expert’s assignments are essentially identical 

with slight differences in wording and a few notable exceptions.  The expert thought that 

Question 1 related to phases of water today, so topic code “C” was added to it.  The 

expert did not think that Question 6 related to recent versus ancient water, so topic code 

“B” was removed from Question 6.  The expert thought that Questions 9 and 10 also 

addressed the habitability of Mars.  We agreed with this assessment, but for the purposes 

of this study, these questions were included as knowledge about spacecraft and a new 

topic code, which would be a subset of topic D, was not introduced.   
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Table 5.2. Content Question Topic Codes  
# Initial

Topic 
Code 

Expert’s 
Topic 
Codes 

Final 
Topic 
Code 

Question 

1 A AC AC Is there ice on Mars today? 
2 B B B Does current evidence suggest that it rains or has 

rained water on Mars, similarly to how it rains on 
Earth? 

3 B B B Which of the following water-related features do 
some scientists believe existed on Mars? 

4 C C C Scientists looking for water on Mars today expect 
to detect: 

5 D D D Scientists know about water on Mars by: 
6 BC C C Which of the following phases of water do 

scientists believe is commonly found on Mars 
today? 

7 B B B Which of the following phases of water do 
scientists believe was commonly found on Mars in 
the ancient past? 

8 CD CD CD Have spacecraft detected water on Mars? 
9 D DE1 D Is there evidence for past life on Mars? 

10 D DE D Is there evidence for current life on Mars? 
1E: new suggested topic code “Habitability” 

 

 In order to assess face validity, the physical appearance of the survey, we had 

three people look over the survey for formatting and ease-of-use issues and typos.  As 

discussed above, we had an expert perform a content validity check to ensure that the 

survey questions actually inquired about the desired topics.  To check for evidence of 

internal consistency, we looked through each participant’s responses to determine if they 

answered different questions on the same topic consistently. 

 In order to assess the reliability of the survey, we read through each completed 

survey twice and manually checked the inter-item reliability, i.e. if participants responded 

similarly to different questions on the same topic, in an attempt to detect if participants 
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were merely guessing or if their answers to different questions addressing the same topic 

correlated with each other.  Almost all of the participants’ surveys were internally 

consistent such that they responded to different questions on the same topic in a way that 

demonstrated that they were answering consistently.  While this does not necessarily 

make the survey reliable, it does suggest that participants were not guessing and were 

answering to the best of their ability.  We did not perform any quantitative checks on the 

reliability of the instrument because all questions offered a “select all that apply” option.  

This meant that there was no straightforward way to quantify reliability since answers 

could be partially correct instead of just right or wrong.  In order to assess the reliability 

of the instrument over time, we qualitatively compared the results between the pilot and 

main groups.  

 Threats to the internal validity of the survey included subject characteristics, 

regression, subject attitude, history, mortality, and instrumentation.  The largest threats 

were sample characteristics and history.  Since a non-random sample was used, the 

characteristics of the participants in the pilot and main studies will likely not be the same, 

and they will likely differ from the population of middle school science teachers in 

America.  We controlled subject characteristics by obtaining as much relevant 

information about each subject as possible without acquiring any identifying 

characteristics and trying to identify extraneous variables that might have affected the 

study’s results.  The Phoenix Lander’s Mission (May 25, 2008 – November 2, 2008) 

occurred during the course of this study and may affect the results if respondents to the 

main survey completed it with knowledge from the Phoenix Lander that did not exist 
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when the pilot survey was completed.  This creates a history threat to the internal validity 

of the survey.  We noted that this threat exists and considered it when we analyzed our 

data. 

 We also addressed the more minor possible threats to internal validity.  

Regression is a potential threat because the participants have not previously been 

measured in science aptitude, so there is no way of knowing if they would be particularly 

high- or low-scoring.  We could not control this threat, but, since we were interested in 

how a “typical” middle school science teacher would respond to the survey, regression 

towards the mean would actually be ideal.  Subject attitude is another potential threat 

since participants were largely recruited from astronomy and Mars teacher workshop 

participants.  It is possible that this introduced a bias in that they, for whatever reason, are 

expressing interest that may be atypical, in the subject matter.  We could not control this 

threat, but we acknowledge that it exists.  Also, one of the demographics questions asked 

about attendance at professional development workshops related to space science so that 

we could determine if such attendance affected the results.  Another threat to internal 

validity is instrumentation because no instrument is perfect.  To minimize this threat, we 

used an expert to confirm the topics of each question and qualitatively checked each 

participant’s response for internal consistency. 

 

5.2.3. Additional Survey Materials 

 All survey materials are found in Appendix G.  We provided participants with 

survey instructions.  After completion of the survey, participants received some space 
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science education links and a general overview of scientists’ current understanding about 

water on Mars as it relates to the survey questions. 

 

5.2.4. Survey Administration 

 We administered our survey using QuestionPro (Survey Analytics LLC, 2007), 

online survey software free to students doing research.  We selected the option to make 

the survey private so that only those who enter the survey through a link sent by the 

author could take it.  This prevented anyone outside the desired sample from taking the 

survey.  We also selected the option for participants to take the survey anonymously.  

Participants were able to stop the survey at any point, leave each question blank, or select 

“prefer not to answer” for all questions.  No identifying characteristics (name, address, 

school, etc.) were acquired.  

 We included a pilot study in order to assess the internal validity of the instrument, 

i.e. do participants answer different questions related to the same topic consistently; to 

understand the reasons for participants’ responses, to find out if any of the questions were 

vague, confusing, or misleading; and to determine if the questions produced data that 

could be used to identify alternative conceptions.  There was a technical error during 

administration of the pilot survey such that one question (Appendix G, #6) had only two 

possible answer choices.  We eliminated this question from our analysis of the pilot data.  

We discuss possible implications of this below. 
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5.3. Data Analysis 

 This section describes the methods we used in our data analysis.  All results are 

presented in the following section. 

 

5.3.1. Preliminary Pilot Survey Analysis 

 The main purposes of conducting a pilot survey were to see if any of the survey 

content questions were confusing and to see if the survey provided the data needed.  We 

used content analysis (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 14) to address these issues.  We first read 

through each completed survey twice to identify incorrect and inconsistent answers.  We 

then read the open-ended responses to the content questions to decide if any of the 

questions were confusing to the majority of participants.  Based on a preliminary analysis 

of the pilot surveys, we made two small changes.  We changed “see” to “detect” in 

question 4 in case “see” implied visible detection, even though all features would be 

identifiable at visible wavelengths.  We also added a definition of “life” to the survey 

instructions, taking “life” to include any complexity of living thing. 

 

5.3.2. Content Analysis 

5.3.2.1. Data Preparation 

 We coded the responses to the content questions for all the pilot and main surveys 

using the following coding system: 0: answer not selected, 1: answer selected, 2: “I don’t 

know” selected, 3: “prefer not to answer” selected or answer left blank.  This coding 

system did not look at whether responses were correct or incorrect; it merely recorded 
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whether or not a particular response was selected.  We wrote a computer program using 

the Interactive Data Language (IDL, ITT Visual Information Solutions, 2008) to read the 

coded responses and output each survey with the questions and responses organized by 

content topic. 

 

5.3.2.2. Research Question 1: Do middle school science teachers hold alternative 

conceptions about water on Mars? 

 We used content analysis to identify possible alternative conceptions (ACs).  

First, we read through each survey twice to identify incorrect responses.  Next, we read 

through each survey twice to check for internal consistency.  We did this by comparing 

how each participant responded to different questions that addressed the same content 

topic.  We only identified ideas as ACs if the participant was consistently incorrect about 

a feature or fact that is known or agreed upon by scientists.  If a participant was 

inconsistently incorrect and demonstrated correct understanding at least once, then we did 

not mark such an idea as an AC.  If a question addressed the “possible” existence of a 

geological feature, and a participant answered inconsistently we did not consider this an 

AC.  For example, if a participant selected water ice was common in the past (Question 

7) but did not select that some scientists think that glaciers are possible (Question 3), we 

did not consider this a possible AC in an attempt to be conservative.  Also to be 

conservative, if a participant selected that spacecraft are used to detect water (Question 5) 

and selected that spacecraft have detected any form of water (Question 8), we considered 

this a consistent response and not an AC because the participant had demonstrated that he 
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or she knew that spacecraft had detected water.  A response was only marked as an AC if 

it was consistent and wrong.  Blank or “I don’t know” responses were not considered 

ACs.  Our checks for internal consistency were limited by the questions that the 

participants answered.  Because of this, a participant who responded to fewer questions 

had fewer possible ACs to which they might ascribe.  Since the pilot survey had one less 

question than the main survey due to a technical error, the pilot participants’ ACs 

represent even more extreme minimum values.  After determining which ACs each 

participant ascribed to, we then tallied the number of ACs for each.  Due to our 

conservative definition of what an AC is for the purposes of our survey, the tallied ACs 

represent minimum ACs that participants might have. 

 We completed our analysis for each set of surveys (pilot and main) within 2-3 

days to minimize subjectivity and changes in our method.  We repeated our analysis of 

the pilot surveys after analyzing the main surveys to insure that our methods were as 

consistent as possible. 

 

5.3.2.3. Research Question 2: Where do respondents believe their conceptions originated? 

 We analyzed the open-ended responses to the content questions in the pilot survey 

to address this research question.  We read through the open-ended responses and noticed 

that several themes emerged.  We then categorized each response into one of the 

following categories: guess, media, mission, fact, or “other.”  The “guess” category 

included phrases like “I guessed” or “I had no idea.”  The “media” category included 

things such as “news,” “read somewhere,” “lecture,” “poster,” and “photographs.”  The 
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“mission” category specified a certain mission, the Phoenix Lander, or referred to “the 

spacecraft.”  The “fact” category included responses starting with “I know…” or listed a 

specific fact or feature to explain why they answered the way they did.  Often the “facts” 

were incorrect.  The “other” category included more vague responses that did not fit into 

another category.  Responses often started with “I believe” or “I remember.”  After 

categorizing each response, we then tallied the number of responses in each category for 

each question. 

 

5.3.2.4. Research Question 3: What media are teachers most likely to use in their 

classrooms? 

 To address this research question, we tallied the frequency of responses to 

Question 23 from the pilot and main surveys. 

 

5.3.2.5. Research Question 4: If alternative conceptions are found, which are the most 

prevalent? 

 We used the results of our content analysis to compile a list of unique ACs held 

by the participants.  We then tallied each AC’s frequency to determine which were the 

most prevalent.  We also recorded how many participants responded to each question 

including “I don’t know” responses. 
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5.3.3. Quantitative Analysis- Research Question 5: If alternative conceptions are found, is 

there any correlation between number of alternative conceptions and respondent 

characteristics? 

 We compared the number of ACs that each participant had to self-reported 

demographics (Table 5.1) using the statistical software package SPSS (SPSS Inc., 2007).  

We calculated two types of statistics, the F statistic using analysis of variances (ANOVA) 

and the Pearson r product moment correlation coefficient.  We used ANOVA when 

comparing the categorical variables gender, hometown, undergraduate major, highest 

degree obtained, and professional development attendance to the number of ACs.  We 

also used ANOVA to compare number of ACs to participant age using ten year bins and 

number of years teaching using five year bins and to compare the number of ACs held by 

pilot participants versus the main survey participants to test for any significant 

differences between the number of ACs held by each group.  We calculated the Pearson r 

for the quantitative variables participant age and number of years teaching versus the 

number of ACs to investigate possible linear correlations between the variables.  We 

performed each analysis for the pilot and main surveys individually and together.  Our 

analysis was limited by the non-random sample. 
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5.4. Results 

5.4.1. Content Analysis 

5.4.1.1. Research Question 1: Do middle school science teachers hold alternative 

conceptions about water on Mars? 

 We found that every participant in our study had at least one AC, with a possible 

meximum of 34 ACs, about water on Mars.  Figure 5.2 shows how many participants in 

the pilot and main studies had a given number of ACs.  The data for the pilot survey is 

likely skewed towards lower number of ACs because of the exclusion of Question 6, 

which allotted participants fewer possible total ACs.  The data displayed in Fig. 5.2 

represent minimum ACs because of our conservative method used to identify possible 

ACs and the fact that study participants include those who self-selected to attend a space 

science professional development workshop.  Most study participants had several ACs, 

which shows that there are gaps in middle school teachers’ understanding of water on 

Mars. 
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Figure 5.2. Number of participants holding a given number of alternative conceptions.  
The blue bars correspond to the pilot survey participants, while the green bars correspond 
to the main survey participants.   
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5.4.1.2. Research Question 2: Where do respondents believe their conceptions originated? 

 Table 5.3 shows the percentages of responses that fell within the origins of 

conceptions categories described above in Data Analysis.  These data came from the pilot 

surveys.  The responses are grouped by content topic.  Overall, the majority of 

participants based their answers on material presented in the media or on things they 

“knew.”  Topic A, carbon dioxide versus water ice, had the largest number of participants 

answer because of something in the media.  This is expected because of the concurrent 

Phoenix Lander Mission, which was sent to Mars to study water ice.  

 

Table 5.3. Percentages of Self-Reported Origins of Conceptions 
Response Topic A Topic B Topic C Topic D 

Guess 21 12 9 5 
Media 47 26 30 24 

Mission 11 0 14 13 
Fact 21 33 36 42 

Other 0 24 7 11 
 

 

5.4.1.3. Research Question 3: What media are teachers most likely to use in their 

classrooms? 

 Table 5.4 displays the percentages of teachers interested in using particular 

manipulatives provided by space science educators in their classrooms.  Teachers were 

most interested in displaying posters and implementing classroom activities.  A couple of 

teachers commented that school resources would be an issue in terms of which 

manipulatives they could use. 
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Table 5.4. Percentages of Teachers Likely to Use Certain Manipulatives in Their 
Classrooms 

Manipulative Very 
Likely 

Likely Neutral Not 
Likely 

Very 
Unlikely 

% VL 
+ L 

Posters 78 20 2 0 0 98 
Classroom activities 70 27 2 0 0 98 
Models 68 25 5 2 0 93 
Games 64 30 7 0 0 93 
Lesson plans 62 31 7 0 0 93 
Visits from scientists 55 32 9 5 0 86 
PPT pres 51 38 11 0 0 89 
Fieldtrips 41 30 11 9 9 70 
Overhead transparencies 37 33 14 12 5 70 

 

 

5.4.1.4. Research Question 4: If alternative conceptions are found, which are the most 

prevalent? 

Table 5.5 shows the ACs that the surveyed middle school science teachers held 

along with the percentage of participants that held each.  These percentages are minimum 

values because the total number of participants includes those who responded, “I don’t 

know,” which means that some of those not listed to have a particular AC might actually 

have it.  The ACs that over half of the participants held are grouped around three main 

themes: water vapor, Mars exploration, and Mars today versus ancient Mars. 
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Table 5.5. Alternative Conceptions Held by Middle School Science Teachers 

Alternative Conception % 
Number of 

Respondents1  Topic2 

 Scientists do not expect to detect water vapor today 86  37/43 C 
 Spacecraft have not detected water vapor 85  35/41 C,D 

 Scientists do not study water using Earth telescopes 84  38/45 D 
 Water vapor is not common today 78  18/23 C 

 Water vapor was not common in the past 61  23/38 B 
 Glaciers have not been possible 57  21/37 B 
 Oceans have not been possible 51  19/37 B 

 Water ice was not common in the past 42  16/38 B 
 Lakes have not been possible 30  11/37 B 

 Rain was not possible in the ancient past 28  11/39 B 
 Spacecraft have detected past life 24  9/37 D 

 Scientists do not use similar features  
on Earth to study water 18  8/45 D 

 There is no carbon dioxide ice today 16  7/43 A,C 
 Scientists do not use spacecraft to study water 16  7/45 D 

 It has rained recently 15  6/39 B 
 Mars is dry today 13  3/23 C 

 Rain has never been possible 10  4/39 B 
 Spacecraft have not detected water 10  4/41 C,D 
 Spacecraft have detected life today 10  4/42 D 

 Water ice is not common today 9  2/23 C 
 Liquid water was not common in the past 8  3/38 B 

 There is no water ice today 7  3/43 A,C 
 Spacecraft have not detected water ice 5  2/41 C,D 

 Scientists do not expect to detect water ice today 5  2/43 C 
1 Number of respondents with AC/ Total respondents to question 
2 Codes are described in Survey Development, Content Questions Section 
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5.4.2. Quantitative Analysis- Research Question 5: If alternative conceptions are found, is 

there any correlation between number of alternative conceptions and respondent 

characteristics? 

 This analysis was limited by our non-random sample, which caused some 

categories of the demographics to only include one participant.  We performed statistical 

tests for the pilot and main surveys individually and together.  The trends for all three sets 

of tests were similar, so we report here only the results of the combined pilot and main 

studies.   

 We used ANOVA to see if different classes of a given demographic held 

significantly different numbers of ACs such that a participant’s number of ACs might be 

predicted by that demographic.  Our only significant finding (F(4,33)=4.116, p=0.008, 

h2=0.333) involved the participants’ ages.  Older participants had more ACs than younger 

participants.  We found no significant results for number of ACs versus gender 

(F(1,44)=1.521, p=0.224, h2= 0.033), highest degree obtained (F(3,41)=1.354, p=0.27, 

h2=0.090), undergraduate major (F(7,31)=1.667, p=0.154, h2=0.273), professional 

development attendance (F(1,43)=0.298, p=0.588,h2=0.007), hometown (F(5,38)=0.686, 

p=0.637, h2=0.083), and number of years teaching (F(4,32)=1.052, p=0.396,h2=0.116).  

We also did not find a significant relationship between participation in the pilot versus 

main study (F(1,45)=0.118, p=0.733, h2=0.003).   

 We calculated the Pearson r product moment correlation coefficient to look for a 

linear relationship between number of ACs and participant age and number of years 

teaching science.  Again, we found a significant relationship (r = +.351, N=38, p=0.015, 
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one tail) between the number of ACs and participant age.  However, this is not a very 

strong correlation; a participant’s age predicts only ~12.3% of the variation in number of 

ACs.  We did not find a significant relationship (r= +.173, N=37, p=0.153, one tail) 

between the number of ACs and the number of years a participant had taught science. 

 

5.5. Discussion 

5.5.1. Alternative Conceptions Found 

 There were seven ACs that over half the participants held.  Three of these related 

to Topic C, phases of water, specifically water vapor; three related to Topic B, recent 

versus ancient water, and two related to Topic D, how scientists know about water on 

Mars.  Participants did not know that water vapor exists today, existed in the past, and 

has been detected by spacecraft.  They also did not know that scientists study water on 

Mars using Earth telescopes or that features such as glaciers and oceans have been 

proposed to exist on Mars.  There were seventeen ACs that less than half the participants 

held.  These included additional ACs about the possibility of rain and lakes on Mars, 

spacecrafts’ detection of water and past and/or present life, and how scientists study 

water on a planet humans have never traveled to.  

 In general, participants seemed fairly knowledgeable about Topic A, carbon 

dioxide versus water ice.  This is probably due, at least in part, to the attention the 

Phoenix Lander Mission received in the media.  The Phoenix Lander was sent to Mars to 

identify and study water ice on the Martian surface.  Since the main survey was 

administered near the end of the Phoenix Lander’s Mission, it might be expected that 
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participants in the main survey would have less ACs than pilot participants.  This was not 

found, but the exclusion of Question 6 from the pilot study might have biased this. 

 For this study, there were two ways that participants could demonstrate an 

incorrect understanding: they could select an incorrect answer or they could fail to select 

a correct answer.  Participants failed to select a correct answer more often than they 

selected an incorrect answer.  This suggests that the participants had partially correct 

understandings but no complete correct framework about water on Mars.  Our results 

suggest that space science educators could possibly increase middle school science 

teachers’ understanding and create a more complete framework about water on Mars by 

emphasizing the continuity of Mars exploration, i.e. how current missions build upon past 

missions, tools that scientists use and each tool’s capability, and differences between 

Mars today and ancient Mars. 

 An important distinction to make is between missing knowledge and an actual 

alternative conception.  Since this informative study is the first of its kind, we cannot 

state without a doubt that the ACs we found in our study are actual ACs as opposed to 

evidence of missing knowledge.  Our work provides a starting point for future educators 

who wish to investigate the origin of conceptions and how firmly held the conceptions 

are.  In addition to lacking knowledge about Mars, there is also the possibility that a 

participant would appear to have an AC based upon a lack of knowledge about a non-

Mars item included in the questions.  For example, a participant may not know that 

glaciers are made of water ice or that clouds form from condensing water vapor. 
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5.5.2. Study Limitations 

 Since the participants in the workshops self-selected to attend, it is possible that 

the sample is biased towards space science enthusiasts or teachers in districts that teach 

Mars or astronomy units.  However, the main survey respondents did not necessarily 

attend a teacher workshop.  The survey is anonymous, so there is no way to tell which 

respondents to the main survey, if any, attended the Mars teacher workshop.  Schibeci 

and Hickey (2000) addressed the science content knowledge of elementary school 

teachers who attended a professional development course about three chemical concepts.  

Their results suggested that participation in the professional development course shifted 

the ACs of some, but not all, the elementary school teachers.  It is likely that the results 

of this study represent minimal alternative conceptions that potentially exist among 

middle school science teachers in America. 

 Our quantitative analysis was limited by a non-random sample.  The 

generalizability of our study is limited by the fact that our sample consisted of middle 

school science teachers.  While we can perhaps generalize our results to other middle 

school science teachers in America, we cannot generalize further than that to either 

teachers at other levels, who had a different preparation, or to the public, which includes 

people without a college degree. 

 

5.5.3. Implications 

Our findings suggest that middle school science teachers do not have a firm grasp 

of what “water on Mars” actually entails.   In particular, they know little about water 
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vapor, the results of spacecraft, and conditions on ancient Mars.  While understanding 

each of these topics requires certain content knowledge about Mars, they also all deal 

with how scientists study Mars and how scientists do science, especially space science.  It 

is possible that gaining a concrete, correct understanding about water on Mars could help 

middle school science teachers gain a new appreciation for space science that they could 

then share with their students. 

 

5.5.4. Informing Space Science Educators 

The main goal of our study was to inform space science educators about what 

non-scientists, specifically middle school science teachers, hear when scientists say 

“water on Mars.”  To this end, we have presented results from our pilot study and our 

entire study at two large science conferences (Kolb et al. 2008, Kolb et al. 2009).  We 

hope to extend our work to use a larger, random sample, to understand if the ACs are 

actual ACs or rather lacking knowledge using “think alouds,” to develop and test 

activities to minimize the ACs found, and to further investigate potential sources of the 

ACs. 

  

5.6. Summary 

 Understanding water on Mars is important for determining the history of Martian 

climate, geology, and potential life.  Water will be crucial for future human exploration 

of Mars.  NASA’s Mars exploration focuses on understanding water, yet non-scientists 

do not necessarily interpret “water” as NASA assumes they will, leading to alternative 
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conceptions.  Our study shows that middle school science teachers have numerous ACs 

about water on Mars.  It is our hope that space science educators will develop ways to 

minimize the ACs held by middle school science teachers found in this study so that they 

can hold correct conceptions about water on Mars and can transfer these conceptions to 

their students.  We hope that doing so will aid teachers in inspiring more students to 

pursue science, technology, engineering, and math careers. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 This dissertation describes work that I have contributed to planetary science and 

the field of water on Mars.  I have created the first public, highly automated method to 

coregister MOLA topography data with high-resolution images of Mars.  My scripts 

generate products that can be used to determine elevations, to measure heights and 

depths, to trace layers, and to select landing sites.  The products will be useful for any 

study that needs to understand how surface features relate to topography. 

My modeling of bright slope deposits associated with gullies (BGDs) confirms 

the findings of Pelletier et al. (2008), that dry granular flows could have formed the 

BGDs, and provides further support for the idea that there are not water-rich flows 

occurring in gullies today.  My study of gully apex slopes demonstrates that many gully 

fans were emplaced by a fluidized flow and that older gully fans are more likely to be 

emplaced by a fluidized flow.  My results point to a fluidization mechanism that is not 

seasonal, found globally, or expected to be constant throughout time since the gullies 

formed.  Liquid water, as suggested by many authors previously, is a fluidization 

mechanism that fits the criteria.  Overall, my work on the Martian gullies has 

demonstrated that gully activity in the form of dry flows may occur today, while gully 

formation likely occurred via liquid water in the past. 

I have also contributed to the field of planetary science education.  My alternative 

conceptions research shows that middle school science teachers, who are responsible for 

teaching earth science and phase changes, do not completely understand the concept of 

water on Mars.  In general, study participants had a poor understanding of water vapor, 
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the results of spacecraft, and conditions on ancient Mars.  If space science educators 

focus their education and outreach efforts on these topics, they can help increase 

understanding about water on Mars among middle school science teachers and possibly 

others.  I plan to use this research as a starting point for future activity and workshop 

development aimed at correcting the alternative conceptions I found. 
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APPENDIX A. SYNTAX USED TO RUN COMMANDS 

Compile PEDR2TAB for a Macintosh with a FORTRAN compiler 

Prompt>  gfortran pedr2tab.PCLINUX.f -o pedr2tab 

Make list of locally stored MOLA PEDRs 

Prompt> ls  /data/ap01xxx/* > molapedrs.txt 

Prompt> ls  /data/ap10xxx/* >> molapedrs.txt 

Format MOLA topographic data 

Prompt> ./findmola roi minlat maxlat minlon maxlon 

Format a MOC image 

Prompt> ./formatmoc obsid clat clon 

Format a HiRISE image 

Prompt> ./formathirise obsid 

Format a CTX image 

Prompt> ./formatctx obsid 

Open ISIS3’s image viewer 

 Prompt> qview & 

Open GUI for ISIS3’s crop program 

 Prompt> crop & 

Update a cropped image’s ISIS label 

 Prompt> ./cropim obsid 

Overlay MOLA on a MOC image 

Prompt> ./mocplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 
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Overlay MOLA on a HiRISE image 

Prompt> ./hiriseplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 

Overlay MOLA on a CTX image 

Prompt> ./ctxplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift zoom minlat maxlat minlon  

maxlon cut 

Remove intermediate files when running imageplusmola scripts 

Prompt> ./rmroiint  roi obsid 

Remove unnecessary files for an ROI 

Prompt> ./rmroiall  roi obsid 
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APPENDIX B. COREGISTRATION CODES 

Files are provided in alphabetical order. 
 
NOT INCLUDED IN PRINT 

CTX_process_all.script.txt – written by USGS 
pedrnumbers.sav – IDL save file 
DOTgmtdefaults4- GMT file 
oldmapproj- a junk / storage file / example only 
molapedrsEXAMPLE.txt- an example file only 

 
 

INCLUDED 
changemodes 
converttracksyn.pro 
cropim 
ctx.map 
ctxplusmola 
custompedr.pro 
cutllt.pro 
findmola 
formatctx 
formathirise 
formatmoc 
getindivpedr.pro 
getmola.pro 
gray.cpt 
grdraster.info 
hiriseplusmola 
maptemplate.map 
MarsOCkjk 
mocplusmola 
PEDR2TAB_ORIGINALkjk.PRM 
psinput.pro 
rmroiall 
rmroiint 
toporgb.cpt 
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 FILE 1: changemodes 
 
chmod +x cropim 
chmod +x ctxplusmola 
chmod +x CTX_process_all.script.txt 
chmod +x formatctx 
chmod +x formathirise 
chmod +x formatmoc 
chmod +x hiriseplusmola 
chmod +x mocplusmola 
chmod +x rmroiint 
chmod +x rmroiall 
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FILE 2: converttracksyn.pro 
 
pro converttracksyn,roi 
; created by Kelly Kolb 
; version 6-19-08 
 
; a program to parse "roi_tracks.txt" to get mola file names 
; for input into pedr2tab 
; it creates roi_ftp.txt which holds commands to get files from pds 
 
infile=roi+"_tracks.txt" 
line=' ' 
z=0 ; a counter 
 
restore,'pedrnumbers.sav',/verbose 
; pedrs array 
; holds pedr file names as numbers 
 
 
;num will help out z as a temp variable 
;len holds the lengths of the #s for the 1st orbit 
 
tracksin=strarr(5000) 
; hopefully there will be less than this! 
; will hold 5 digit track #s 
 
zero='0' 
b=0 ;track counter 
 
openr,1,infile 
while (not EOF(1)) do begin 
    readf,1,line 
 
    splitme1=strsplit(line,' ',COUNT=num,LENGTH=len) 
    splitme2=strsplit(line,' ',/EXTRACT) 
     
    for i=0,num-1 do begin 
        tracksin(b)=splitme2(i) 
 
        if len(i) lt 5 then begin 
            temp=[zero,splitme2(i)] 
            tracksin(b)=strjoin(temp) 
        endif 
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        b+=1 
    endfor 
 
    z+=num ;holds # of MOLA tracks present 
endwhile 
close,1 
; now have all pass #s on single lines 
; BUT might not be in ascending order 
; AND will have blank spots in array 
 
tracks=strarr(z) 
for a=0,z-1 do begin 
    tracks(a)=tracksin(a) 
endfor 
; no more blank array spots 
 
trackorder=strarr(z) ;holds pass #s in numerical order 
trackorder=tracks(sort(tracks)) 
; puts tracks in ascending order 
 
trackdig=fltarr(z) ;holds pass #s as doubles in order 
trackneed=strarr(z) ;holds next lowest pass #, to be downloaded 
trackloc=0 ;holds array spot of min diff track 
 
 
for a=0,z-1 do begin 
; for all passes in ROI 
    trackdig(a)=double(trackorder(a)) 
    ; tracks as doubles in order 
     
    diff=400 ;dummy positive value 
 
    c=0 
 
        while diff ge 0 do begin 
            diff=(trackdig(a)-pedrs(c)) 
            c+=1 
        endwhile 
 
    trackloc=c-2 
    ; now have the mola track to be downloaded as a double 
 
    tracktmp=strsplit(string(pedrs(trackloc)),'.',/EXTRACT) 
    ; this should be the pedr# in (0) then zeros in (1) 
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    trackneed(a)=strtrim(tracktmp(0),2) 
 
    if pedrs(trackloc) lt 10000 then begin 
            temp=[zero,trackneed(a)] 
            trackneed(a)=strjoin(temp) 
        endif 
        ; add "0" in front of #### passes 
endfor 
; now have a list of pedr #s corresponding to pass #s 
; BUT this might include duplicates 
 
;testing for duplicates 
for a=1,z-1 do begin 
    x=a-1 
    while x ge 0 do begin 
        if trackneed(a) eq trackneed(x) then begin 
            trackneed(a)='dup' 
        endif 
        x-=1 
    endwhile 
endfor 
 
dirs=['01','10','11','12','13','14','15','16','17','18','19','20'] 
dirname=strarr(12) 
for i=0,11 do begin 
    temp=["ap",dirs(i),"xxx"] 
    dirname(i)=strjoin(temp) 
endfor 
 
; directory structure on pds site 
dircount=fltarr(12) 
 
for i=0,z-1 do begin 
    trkdir=strmid(tracks(i),0,2) ;get first 2 digs of track# 
    for c=0,11 do begin 
        if trkdir eq dirs(c) then dircount(c)+=1 
        ; to find out how many tracks are located in each directory 
    endfor 
endfor 
 
; now want to get output in ftp directory structure order 
toget=strarr(12+z+12) 
;12: change into dir 
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; z: get this many files 
;12: change back to orig dir 
 
t=0 ;ftp file command counter 
b=0 ;ftp tracks counter 
 
for i=0,11 do begin 
    ;if there are files needed in a directory:     
    if dircount(i) ne 0 then begin 
        toget(t)="cd "+dirname(i) 
        t+=1 
 
        for a=0,dircount(i)-1 do begin 
        ;for as many files are in this directory 
            temp=["get ","ap",trackneed(b),"l.b"," ap",trackneed(b),"l.b"] 
            toget(t)=strjoin(temp) 
            if trackneed(b) eq 'dup' then toget(t)=' ' 
            t+=1 
            b+=1 
        endfor 
 
        toget(t)="cd .." 
        t+=1 
    endif 
endfor 
 
outftp=roi+"_ftp.txt" 
openw,2,outftp 
 
printf,2,'#! /bin/sh' 
printf,2 
printf,2,'ftp -n pds-geosciences.wustl.edu << "EOF"' 
printf,2,'user anonymous kkolb@lpl.arizona.edu' 
; CUSTOMIZE ABOVE HERE 
printf,2,'binary' 
printf,2,'cd geo-ftp' 
printf,2,'cd mgs-m-mola-3-pedr-l1a-v1' 
printf,2,'cd mgsl_21xx' 
printf,2,'cd data' 
 
for x=0,t-1 do begin 
    printf,2,toget(x) 
endfor 
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printf,2,'bye' 
printf,2,'EOF' 
;printf,2,'quit' 
 
c=0 
for a=0,z-1 do begin 
    if trackneed(a) ne 'dup' then c+=1 
endfor 
print,c,' mola files expected.' 
 
 
close,2 
 
print,outftp,' created.' 
 
 
return 
end 
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FILE 3: cropim 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version: 6-23-08 
 
# cropim 
# a script that will update the label of a cropped .cub 
# and produce a new .raw file for input into CTX or HiRISE plusmola 
 
# syntax: 
# ./cropim OBSID  
 
# 1. use getkey to determine # of samples and lines 
set NS=`getkey from=$1.cub grpname=Dimensions keyword=Samples` 
set NL=`getkey from=$1.cub grpname=Dimensions keyword=Lines` 
echo "NS: $NS" 
echo "NL: $NL" 
 
# 2. use mappt to get the coordinates at the corners 
set string=`mappt from= $1.cub sample=1 line=1 | grep -e "Longitude          = "` 
set minlon=`echo $string | cut -c13-27` 
echo $string 
echo minlon: $minlon 
 
set string=`mappt from= $1.cub sample=1 line=1 | grep -e "Latitude           = "` 
set maxlat=`echo $string | cut -c12-27` 
echo $string 
echo maxlat: $maxlat 
 
set string=`mappt from=$1.cub sample=$NS line=$NL | grep -e "Longitude          = "` 
set maxlon=`echo $string | cut -c13-27` 
echo $string 
echo maxlon: $maxlon 
 
set string=`mappt from=$1.cub sample=$NS line=$NL | grep -e "Latitude           = "` 
set minlat=`echo $string | cut -c12-27` 
echo $string 
echo minlat: $minlat 
 
 
# 3. update the label 
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editlab from=$1.cub options=modkey grpname=Mapping keyword=maximumlatitude 
value=$maxlat 
editlab from=$1.cub options=modkey grpname=Mapping keyword=minimumlatitude 
value=$minlat 
editlab from=$1.cub options=modkey grpname=Mapping keyword=maximumlongitude 
value=$maxlon 
editlab from=$1.cub options=modkey grpname=Mapping keyword=minimumlongitude 
value=$minlon 
 
 
echo "Use catlab to check that the values were updated properly." 
 
# 4. isis2raw 
# CUSTOMIZE PER THE ENDIANNESS OF YOUR MACHINE 
# LITTLE-ENDIAN (INTEL MAC): 
isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=lsb 
# BIG-ENDIAN (SOLARIS, POWERPC MAC): 
#isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=msb 
 
echo "The following is the ctxplusmola command line:" 
echo "./ctxplusmola ROI " $1 " 0 0 0 1 $minlon $maxlon $minlat $maxlat" 
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FILE 4: ctx.map 
 
Group = Mapping 
  ProjectionName     = SimpleCylindrical 
  CenterLongitude    = 0.0 
  TargetName         = MARS 
  EquatorialRadius   = 3396190.0 <meters> 
  PolarRadius        = 3376200.0 <meters> 
  LatitudeType       = Planetocentric 
  LongitudeDirection = PositiveEast 
  LongitudeDomain    = 360 
  PixelResolution    = 20.0 <meters/pixel> 
End_Group 
End 
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FILE 5: ctxplusmola 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version 6-24-08 
 
# a script that makes and runs a list of GMT commands 
# for given ROI name and CTX image 
# to overlay color-coded MOLA on the CTX image 
 
 
echo 
echo "syntax: ./ctxplusmola roi P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW shift xshift yshift 
zoom minlat maxlat minlon maxlon cut" 
echo "1= roi" 
echo "2= P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW: obsid " 
echo "3= shift: 0= 1st time run, 1= shifting MOLA relative to image" 
echo "4= xshift, ex. 1.02 c, must put 0 if shift = 0" 
echo "5= yshift, ex. 1.02 c, must put 0 if shift = 0" 
echo "6= zoom: 0= whole image, 1= zoom in to user specified lat/lon region" 
echo "7= minlat" 
echo "8= maxlat" 
echo "9= minlon" 
echo "10= maxlon" 
echo "11=cut; 0: all labels, inc: decimate labels by taking every inc-th line" 
echo 
 
#echo "cut: " $11 
 
echo "Must start isis before running this script." 
echo 
#*********************************************************************** 
# use ISIS to get values from CTX image's label 
#*********************************************************************** 
set HIOBS=`echo $2`.cub 
echo "CTX .cub =" $HIOBS 
 
#NEED:                         Group Name            KEYWORD 
#1 minimum longitude           Mapping               minimumlongitude 
#2 maximum longitude           Mapping               maximumlongitude 
#3 minimum latitude            Mapping               minimumlatitude 
#4 maximum latitude            Mapping               maximumlatitude 
#5 center longitude            Mapping               centerlongitude 
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#6 number of samples           Dimensions            samples             
#7 pixel resolution            Mapping               pixelresolution 
#9 number of lines             Dimensions            lines               
# these values will be accessible from the unix command line 
 
set clon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlongitude` 
#set clat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlatitude` 
set nsamples=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Dimensions keyw=samples` 
set pixres=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=pixelresolution` 
#set Rave=`getkey from=$obslbl objname=IMAGE_MAP_PROJECTION 
keyword=A_AXIS_RADIUS` #from PDS .LBL 
set nlines=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Dimensions keyw=lines` 
 
# for CTX, set Rave = IAU definition, in m 
set Rave=3389500 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MAKE REFERENCE SPHERE FILE BASED ON AVERAGE RADIUS OF MARS 
#*********************************************************************** 
#MarsOCkjk is the file that defines the sphere for Mars 
cat MarsOCkjk >> oldmapproj 
rm -f MarsOCkjk 
 
#set Rave_m=`echo "scale=3;$Rave*1000/1" | bc` 
set Rave_m=$Rave 
echo Rave $Rave 
echo Rave_m $Rave_m 
echo 
 
echo "MarsOCkjk 2007 $Rave_m 0.0 0.0" > MarsOCkjk 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# BASED ON ZOOM OPTION, SET MIN/MAX LAT AND LON VALUES 
#*********************************************************************** 
 
if $6 == 0 then 
set minlon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=minimumlongitude` 
set maxlon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=maximumlongitude` 
set minlat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=minimumlatitude` 
set maxlat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=maximumlatitude` 
endif 
 
if $6 == 1 then  
set minlat=$7 
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set maxlat=$8 
set minlon=$9 
set maxlon=$10 
endif 
# note: zooming only applies to the MOLA data 
# .ps files with images will NOT be produced 
 
echo maxlon $maxlon 
echo minlon $minlon 
echo maxlat $maxlat 
echo minlat $minlat 
echo 
echo lines $nlines 
echo samples $nsamples 
echo pixres $pixres 
echo Rave $Rave 
echo clon $clon 
echo 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CALCULATE X AND Y GRID SPACING FOR -I OPTION 
#*********************************************************************** 
# calculate x and y grid increments, in degrees/pixel 
    set latinc=`echo "(($maxlat+(-1.0*$minlat))/$nlines)" | bc -l` 
    set loninc=`echo "(($maxlon-$minlon)/$nsamples)" | bc -l` 
 echo latinc: $latinc 
 echo loninc: $loninc 
 
#note: this uses the total samples and lines of the input .cub 
#if you zoom, only the MOLA will be zoomed, not the image unless the .cub is zoomed 
 
# 9/13- adding 1 more sig fig to the calcs 
# crop lat and lon increments to 14 decimal places   
    set latinc=`echo $latinc | cut -c1-16` 
 set loninc=`echo $loninc | cut -c1-16` 
 echo latinccut: $latinc 
 echo loninccut: $loninc 
 
# convert grid increments to minutues/pixel 
 set latincm=`echo "$latinc * 60.0"| bc -l` 
 set lonincm=`echo "$loninc * 60.0"| bc -l` 
 echo latincm: $latincm 
 echo lonincm: $lonincm 
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#*********************************************************************** 
# USE VALUES FROM LABEL TO SET OPTIONS FOR GMT COMMANDS: 
#*********************************************************************** 
set region=-R`echo $minlon`/`echo $maxlon`/`echo $minlat`/`echo $maxlat` 
echo region $region 
 
set wlat=`echo "scale=0; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
set wlon=`echo "scale=0; 16.5/($maxlon+(-1*$minlon))" | bc` 
# to get #cm / degree to scale map to 
 
if ($wlat > $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 16.5/($maxlon+(-1*$minlon))" | bc` 
endif 
if ($wlat < $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
endif 
if ($wlat == $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
endif 
 
# want scale of map to be the lesser of the two values 
echo width $width 
 
set wi=`echo $width`c 
echo wi $wi 
# for actual width parameter, need units (c=cm) 
 
set mappar=-Jq`echo $clon`/$wi 
# equidistant cylindrical projection for CTX images 
#set mappar=-Jy`echo $clon`/`echo $clat`/$wi 
echo mappar $mappar 
#cylindrical projection 
 
set inc=-I0`echo $lonincm`m/0`echo $latincm`m 
echo inc $inc 
#note: only for use with grdraster 
 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# GET IMAGE IN GMT FORMAT 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $3 == 0 then 
 
if $6 == 0 then 
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# if not zooming MOLA, create these files 
 
# CUSTOMIZE ENDIANNESS FOR YOUR MACHINE 
# 1. make line for grdraster.info file 
# note: B = big endian, L = little endian 
# for Solaris / big endian: 
#echo '1 "CTX '`echo $2`'" "m" '`echo $region` `echo $inc`' P i 1.0 0 none '`echo 
$HIOBS`'.raw B' >> grdraster.info 
# for intel mac / little endian: 
echo '1 "CTX '`echo $2`'" "m" '`echo $region` `echo $inc`' P i 1.0 0 none '`echo 
$HIOBS`'.raw L' >> grdraster.info 
 
#2. make command lines to call grdraster 
grdraster "CTX $2" $region $inc $mappar -G$2.grd -V 
echo grdraster is done. 
 
#3. make cpt file from your image 
# file name will be P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.cpt 
grd2cpt $2.grd -Cgray.cpt -Z -V > $2.cpt 
echo $2.cpt produced 
 
#4. make a .ps file of the CTX image 
if $11 == 0 then 
grdimage $2.grd -C$2.cpt $mappar $region -K -V > $2.ps 
echo $2.ps created 
endif 
# only do this if cut=0, this file has no labels so doesn't need to be re-done 
 
endif 
# end of if zoom=0 do me loop 
 
endif 
# end of "if shift=0 do me" loop 
 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CREATE AN IDL BATCH FILE TO RUN GETMOLA 
#***********************************************************************
# run getmola 
echo ".run getmola" > runidl 
 
if $6 == 1 then 
echo "$ cp $1_rawmola.llt $1_rawmolaNOz.llt" >> runidl  
#preserve original (whole image) .llt file 
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endif 
 
set getmol=getmola,"'$1','`echo $minlat`','`echo $maxlat`','`echo $minlon`','`echo 
$maxlon`'" 
echo $getmol  >> runidl 
 
echo exit >> runidl 
echo 
# END OF BATCH FILE CREATION 
 
# CALL THE BATCH FILE 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl 
idl 
unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# RUN GMT COMMANDS TO PUT MOLA ON TOP OF IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
#convert lon/lat/topo into pixel-centered grd format 
if $6 == 0 then 
xyz2grd $1_rawmola.llt -G$1_mola.grd -I0.003 $region -F -V 
# this is only used to make color file, -I doesn't matter 
# 0.003 degrees is about 200 m = about one MOLA footprint diameter 
 
# make a color file for roi's mola 
grd2cpt $1_mola.grd  -Ctoporgb.cpt -V -Z > $1mola.cpt 
echo $1mola.cpt created. 
endif 
# don't recreate these files unless zoom=0 
 
 
if $6 == 1 then 
xyz2grd $1_rawmola.llt -G$1_molaZ.grd -I0.003 $region -F -V 
# this is only used to make color file, -I doesn't matter 
# 0.003 degrees is about 200 m = about one MOLA footprint diameter 
 
# make a color file for roi's mola 
grd2cpt $1_molaZ.grd  -Ctoporgb.cpt -V -Z > $1molaZ.cpt 
echo $1molaZ.cpt created. 
endif 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CALCULATE THE SCALE OF A MOLA 168M FOOTPRINT RELATIVE TO  
# THE IMAGE 
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#***********************************************************************
# assume that you are working with 8.5x11 paper, 1" margins on each side, portrait 
layout 
#set D_m=168.0 #MOLA footprint diameter in meters 
#set pi=3.14159265359 
#set D_d=`echo "scale=5;($D_m*180.0)/($pi*$Rave)" | bc` 
#below command pre-calculates 168*180/(pi) 
#9/5: adjusted for CTX b/c Rave is in meters already 
set D_d=`echo "scale=5;(9625.6909582/$Rave)" | bc` 
echo D_d $D_d 
 
# distance in degrees. 5 decimal places, need to set scale or else answer is zero 
# note: this is an approximation, assumes that the MOLA footprint is measured on a 
spherical surface 
# so that it is an angular distance instead of probably being a groundshot distance on a 2-
D plane 
# projected from above  
# 168m = 7.8e-6 of the circumference of Mars, so angular distance ~ planar distance 
 
set D_cm=`echo "($D_d*$width)" | bc` 
set D_cm=`echo "scale=2;$D_cm/1" | bc` 
set D_cm=`echo "scale=3;$D_cm/1" | bc` 
echo D_cm $D_cm 
# size in cm of a MOLA footprint for a scene scale of "width" cm/degree  
# to 2 decimal places, have to do the scale 3 at the end to get a zero in the front 
 
set ptscale=-Sc`echo $D_cm`c 
echo ptscale $ptscale 
# size in cm of a MOLA footprint based on scene size 
# -Sc0.1c symbols are circles 0.1cm diameter 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# PLOT MOLA ON TOP OF IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $3 == 0 then 
 
if $6 == 0 then 
# only do if zoom=0 
 
if $11 == 0 then 
# only make the obsidmola.ps file if not zooming or cutting or shifting 
cp $2.ps $2mola.ps 
echo "I just created $2mola.ps again. WHY" 
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# psxy- plot invidual MOLA points in color 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -V -C$1mola.cpt -K -O >> $2mola.ps 
#note: have to add -O >> because XX##_####mola.ps was created already 
 
# psxy - place a point where the center of each MOLA footprint is 
#psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar -Sp -V -K -O >> $2mola.ps 
 
set wii=`echo "scale=3;($D_cm/2.0)" | bc` 
echo wii $wii 
 
# psxy- place a black cross in the center of each point to mark the center 
# note: this isn't helpful for black dots, but coloring the crosses isn't working 
#psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar -Sx`echo $wii`c -V -K -O >> $2mola.ps 
 
cp $2mola.ps $2txt.ps 
cp $2mola.ps $2txtcut.ps #need this for future runs of cut option 
endif 
# end of if cut=0  
 
if $11 != 0 then 
cp $2txtcut.ps $2txt_$11.ps 
endif 
# need to do before adding scale bar because can't add anything to ps file after scale bar 
(option isn't working) 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
if $11 == 0 then 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.0c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2mola.ps 
# note: -B50 labels every 50 m 
endif 
 
endif 
# end of if zoom=0 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# ELIMINATE SOME MOLA LABELS- FOR CTX IMAGES THEY OVERLAP TOO 
# MUCH TO BE READABLE 
# note: this option is NOT in hiriseplusmola right now 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $11 != 0 then 
echo "Cutting MOLA labels to include only every `echo $11`th line" 
set runcut=cutllt,"'$1','$11'" 
echo '.run cutllt' > runidl3 
echo $runcut >> runidl3 
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echo exit >> runidl3 
 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl3 
idl 
unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
 
echo y | cp $1_rawmolaCUT.llt $1_rawmola.llt 
# .llt file is rewritten every time getmola.pro or  ctxplusmola is run 
# don't need to preserve original 
 
endif 
# end of if cut not = 1  
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MAKE AN IDL BATCH FILE TO RUN PSINPUT.PRO TO GET  
# TEXT(ELEVATIONS) TO OVERLAY ON IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
set runinput=psinput,"'$1','$minlat','$maxlat','$minlon','$maxlon'" 
echo $runinput 
echo '.run psinput' > runidl2 
echo $runinput >> runidl2 
echo exit >> runidl2 
#echo runinput $runinput 
 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl2 
idl 
unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
# end of interacting with IDL to run psinput 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MORE GMT COMMANDS 
#*********************************************************************** 
 
echo cut before third loop is $11 
if $6 == 0 then 
echo cut before third loop is $11 
 
if $11 == 0 then 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K >> $2txt.ps 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2txt.ps 
endif 
 
if $11 != 0 then 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K >> $2txt_$11.ps 
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psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> 
$2txt_$11.ps 
endif 
 
echo 
echo 
echo "WARNING: LABELS THAT EXTEND BEYOND LAT/LON RANGE WILL BE 
CUT OFF" 
echo 
echo 
 
endif 
# only do this if zoom=0 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# WRITE .PS FILES IF ZOOMING MOLA 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $6 == 1 then 
 
# psxy- plot only MOLA points, not over image, if zoom=1 
 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -V -C$1mola.cpt -K > $2_zoommola.ps 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -V -C$1molaZ.cpt -K > 
$2_zoommolaC.ps 
 
cp $2_zoommola.ps $2_zoommolatxt.ps 
cp $2_zoommolaC.ps $2_zoommolatxtC.ps 
 
# label elevations 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K >> $2_zoommolatxt.ps 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K >> $2_zoommolatxtC.ps 
 
# add scale bars 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> 
$2_zoommola.ps 
psscale -C$1molaZ.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> 
$2_zoommolaC.ps 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> 
$2_zoommolatxt.ps 
psscale -C$1molaZ.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> 
$2_zoommolatxtC.ps 
 
endif 
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#*********************************************************************** 
# MISC COMMANDS- LOOK AT .PS FILES, COPY OVER FILES  
#*********************************************************************** 
# OPTIONIAL: display .ps files automatically 
# CUSTOMIZE FOR YOUR PS VIEWER IF DESIRED 
#gv $2mola.ps & 
#gv $2txt.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2mola.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2txt.ps & 
 
if $6 == 1 then 
echo y | cp $1_rawmolaNOz.llt $1_rawmola.llt 
endif 
# make sure the entire image's .llt file is back in place for future runs 
echo 
if $11 != 0 then 
echo y | cp $1_rawmolaNOCUT.llt $1_rawmola.llt 
endif 
# make sure there is no cutting of this file now 
echo 
 
endif 
# end of "if shift=0 do me" loop 
#*********************************************************************** 
# REMOVE IDL BATCH FILES, IF DESIRED 
#*********************************************************************** 
rm -f runidl 
rm -f runidl2 
rm -f runidl3 
#*********************************************************************** 
# TO SHIFT MOLA ON THE IMAGE: 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $3 == 1 then 
 
cp $2.ps $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps 
#cp image file to P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW_xshift_yshift.ps 
 
 
# psxy- plot invidual MOLA points in color 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -D`echo $4`/`echo $5` -V -C$1mola.cpt -
O -K >> $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps 
#note: have to add -O >> because P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLWmola.ps was 
created already 
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cp $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`.ps 
 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K -D`echo $4`/`echo $5` >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
# OPTIONIAL: display .ps files automatically 
# CUSTOMIZE FOR YOUR PS VIEWER IF DESIRED 
#gv $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps & 
#gv $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps & 
 
endif 
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FILE 6: custompedr.pro 
 
; custompedr.pro 
; created by Kelly Kolb 
; version 6-21-07 
 
; a program to make a custom pedr2tab.prm file 
; for a given roi with particular input parameters 
 
pro custompedr,roi,minlat,maxlat,minlon,maxlon 
print,'all input must be strings in single quotes!' 
print,'all lats/lons must end in a period' 
print,'ex: " 90."  OR "-90."' 
 
filelines=strarr(20)  ;read from input file 
outlines=strarr(20)   ;go to output file 
 
openr,1,'PEDR2TAB_ORIGINALkjk.PRM' 
;openr,1,'PEDR2TAB_ORIGINAL.PRM' ;for more output options 
 
readf,1,filelines 
close,1 
; current settings: 
; 1. output: lat, lon, elev and accompanying data on their line 
; 2. output all data to a big file "roi_rawmolaall.tab" 
; 3. do cross over corrections 
; 4. define ROI 
 
for i=0,11 do begin 
    outlines(i)=strmid(filelines(i),0,1) 
endfor 
; see whether T or F is turned on for 1st 12 lines 
 
; line 13 = T + "outpedr name" 
quote='"' 
outopt=["T"," ",quote,roi,"_rawmolaall.tab",quote] 
outlines(12)=strjoin(outopt) 
 
; line 14 is blank 
 
; lines 15-18 are coordinates 
outlines(14)=minlon 
outlines(15)=maxlon 
outlines(16)=minlat 
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outlines(17)=maxlat 
 
; line 19 is blank 
; line 20 is flattening and can be ignored 
 
outlines(19)=filelines(19) 
 
outfile=roi+"_PEDR2TAB.PRM" 
openw,2,outfile 
for i=0,19 do begin 
    printf,2,outlines(i) 
endfor 
close,2 
 
print,' ' 
print,outfile,' created.' 
 
return 
end 
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FILE 7: cutllt.pro 
 
pro cutllt,roi,inc 
; created by Kelly Kolb 
; version: 10-15-07 
 
; will take mola file and eliminate rows given an increment spacing 
; so that labels will not overlap each other 
 
; inc: variable to define spacing of lines to be output 
; ex. inc=2, every other line will be output 
 
infile=roi+'_rawmola.llt' ;lon, lat, topo 
; output of getmola.pro 
 
print,infile 
 
outfile=roi+'_rawmolaCUT.llt' ;lon, lat, topo 
; need as input for psinput.pro 
; don't want to overwrite rawmola.llt 
 
openr,1,infile 
openw,2,outfile 
 
tempin=' ' ;readin input as a string 
 
t=0  
a=0 
 
while (NOT EOF(1)) do begin 
    readf,1,tempin 
    if a eq t then begin 
        printf,2,tempin 
        t+=inc 
    endif 
    
    a+=1 
endwhile 
 
close,1 
close,2 
 
return 
end 
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FILE 8: findmola 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version: 6-20-08 
 
# findmola 
# will run: 
# 1. custompedr.pro 
# 2. cp permission file 
# 3. pedr2tab 
 
#output will be roi_rawmolaall.tab 
#ready for input into imageplusmola script 
 
#syntax: 
echo "syntax: findmola roi minlat maxlat minlon maxlon" 
 
echo 
echo 'Please enlarge lat/lon region slightly beyond region of interest.' 
echo 'Latitudes and Longitudes must end with a .' 
# in case there are coord system diffs, don't want to miss points 
echo 
 
set minlat=$2 
set maxlat=$3 
set minlon=$4 
set maxlon=$5 
 
# run custompedr 
echo ".run custompedr" > runidl3 
set custom=custompedr,"'$1','`echo $minlat`','`echo $maxlat`','`echo $minlon`','`echo 
$maxlon`'" 
echo $custom  >> runidl3 
echo exit >> runidl3 
echo 
# END OF BATCH FILE CREATION 
 
#echo custom $custom 
 
# CALL THE BATCH FILE 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl3 
idl 
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unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
 
rm -f runidl3 
 
echo y | cp $1_PEDR2TAB.PRM PEDR2TAB.PRM 
# to automatically overwrite it! added 9/27/07 
 
./pedr2tab molapedrs.txt 
 
#end of script 
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FILE 9: formatctx 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# formatctx 
# a script that will format CTX images for ctxplusmola 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version: 6-23-08 
 
# ./formatctx P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW 
# $1=obsid      format: P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# if getting .IMG from PDS: 
# need to run CTX_process_all.script.txt to get $1.lev2.cub 
./CTX_process_all.script.txt maptemplate.map 1 
# note: this uses maptemplate.map to produce a simple cylindrical projection 
# 0: keep all files 
# 1: delete unneeded files as you go 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# if have the .cub already, then do below me: 
#*********************************************************************** 
 
# full resolution cub = *.lev2.cub 
ls -l $1.lev2.cub 
 
# for CTX: need to reduce resolution (for grdimage) 
# clon= 0.0 and clat= 0.0 for all 
 
# reproject CTX image to reduce resolution 
map2map from=$1.lev2.cub map=ctx.map to=$1.cub pixres=map 
ls -l $1.cub 
echo $1.cub has resolution reduced. 
 
 
echo 
echo 
echo "NOTE: if you want to crop a CTX image, do it before running isis2raw" 
echo "Make sure you use editlab to update the cropped image's label using cropim 
because crop does not update labels." 
echo 
echo 
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# USE ISIS CROP HERE IF DESIRED 
# crop (use qview to get desired samples/lines range) 
# then run "cropim" to update the .cub's label 
# ./cropim $1.cub 
 
# create a .raw file for GMT grdraster 
# CUSTOMIZE HERE FOR YOUR MACHINE 
# LITTLE-ENDIAN (INTEL MAC): 
isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=lsb 
# BIG-ENDIAN (SOLARIS, POWERPC MAC): 
#isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=msb 
ls -l $1.cub.raw 
 
rm -f $1.lev2.cub 
# don't need this anymore 
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FILE 10: formathirise 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# formathirise 
# a script that will process HiRISE images for hiriseplusmola 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version: 6-24-08 
 
 
# ./formathirise ZZZ_00XX##_#### 
# $1=obsid      format: ZZZ_00XX##_#### 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
 
# obtain the PDS label 
ls -l $1_RED.LBL 
ls -l $1_RED.JP2 
 
 
# might need to do this command to make sure the library for jp2_to_pds is properly 
loaded 
# source ~/.login 
#echo "If JP2_to_PDS gives you an error, try doing: prompt> source ~/.login" 
 
# convert the .JP2 file into .IMG file 
JP2_to_PDS -i $1_RED.JP2 -o $1_RED.img 
ls -l $1_RED.img 
 
pds2isis from=$1_RED.img to=$1_RED.cub 
ls -l $1_RED.cub 
 
 
# get center lat and lon of image for maptemplate 
set clon=`getkey from=$1_RED.cub grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlongitude` 
set clat=`getkey from=$1_RED.cub grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlatitude` 
 
# create a new map template 
# reduce the resolution to 2 m/pixel (mpp) 
maptemplate map=$1.map projection=equirectangular clon=$clon clat=$clat 
targopt=user targetname=MARS eqradius=3396190.0 polradius=3376200.0 resopt=mpp 
resolution=2 
ls -l $1.map 
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# reproject HiRISE image to reduce resolution 
map2map from=$1_RED.cub map=$1.map to=$1.cub pixres=map 
ls -l $1.cub 
echo $1.cub has resolution reduced. 
 
echo 
echo 
echo "NOTE: if you want to crop the HiRISE image, do it before running isis2raw" 
echo "Make sure you use editlab to update the cropped image's label because crop does 
not update labels." 
echo 
echo 
 
# USE ISIS CROP HERE IF DESIRED 
# crop (use qview to get desired samples/lines range- must do manually) 
# then run "cropim" to update the .cub's label 
# ./cropim $1.cub 
 
 
# CUSTOMIZE BELOW HERE BASED ON THE ENDIAN-NESS OF YOUR 
MACHINE 
# LITTLE-ENDIAN (INTEL MAC): 
isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=lsb 
# BIG-ENDIAN (SOLARIS, POWERPC MAC): 
#isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=msb 
ls -l $1.cub.raw 
 
 
rm -f $1_RED.img 
#rm -f $1_RED.cub #remove full resolution cub 
#rm -f $1_RED.JP2 
rm -f $1.map 
# don't need these anymore 
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FILE 11: formatmoc 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# formatmoc 
# a script to process MOC images from raw data and format them for mocplusmola 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version: 6-17-08 
 
# ./formatmoc obsid clat clon 
# $1=obsid      format: ?XX##### 
# $2= center latitude from image webpage 
# $3= center longitude from image webpage 
# example: ./getmoc M0801091 32.57 17.59 
 
# only the narrow angle procedures are included here 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# the following steps are from the USGS Isis Workshop Tutorial: Working with Mars  
# Orbiter Camera Data 
# found at: http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/IsisWorkshop/Lessons/WorkingWithMOC/ 
#*********************************************************************** 
 
# 1. level 0: import the data into ISIS 
# unprocessed .IMQ file from ASU site 
#moc2isis from=$1.IMQ to=$1.lev0.cub 
# CUSTOMIZE ABOVE ME IF NOT USING MOC IMAGES FROM THE PDS 
 
# unprocessed .imq files from PDS site 
moc2isis from=$1.imq to=$1.lev0.cub 
# note: your input "roi" will have a lower case first letter 
 
# 2. initialize the spacecraft geometry 
spiceinit from=$1.lev0.cub 
 
# 3. level 1: radiometric calibration 
moccal from=$1.lev0.cub to=$1_cal.cub 
 
# 4. level 1: remove noise as needed - 50 stripe and evenodd 
 
set test1=`getkey from=$1_cal.cub grpname=Instrument keyword=CrosstrackSumming` 
#echo $test1 
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if ($test1 == 1) then 
    mocnoise50 from=$1_cal.cub to=$1_noise.cub 
    mocevenodd from=$1_noise.cub to=$1.lev1.cub 
endif 
 
if ($test1 != 1) then 
    mv $1_cal.cub $1.lev1.cub 
#    echo "in not= loop" 
endif 
 
# 5. level 2: geometry processing- create map template 
# get center lat and lon of image for maptemplate 
set clat=$2 
set clon=$3 
 
maptemplate map=$1.map projection=equirectangular clon=$clon clat=$clat 
targopt=user targetname=MARS eqradius=3396190.0 polradius=3376200.0 
londir=PositiveEast lattype=Planetocentric londom=360 
ls -l $1.map 
 
# 6. level 2: geometry processing- map projection 
cam2map from=$1.lev1.cub to=$1.cub map=$1.map 
ls -l $1.cub 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# the above steps are from the USGS Isis Workshop Tutorial: Working with Mars  
# Orbiter Camera Data 
# found at: http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/IsisWorkshop/Lessons/WorkingWithMOC/ 
#*********************************************************************** 
 
 
#rm -f $1.IMQ 
rm -f $1.lev0.cub 
rm -f $1_cal.cub 
rm -f $1_noise.cub 
rm -f $1.lev1.cub 
rm -f $1.map 
 
# MOC images are now processed and map-projected 
 
# make a raw image for GMT 
# CUSTOMIZE BELOW HERE BASED ON THE ENDIAN-NESS OF YOUR 
MACHINE 
# LITTLE-ENDIAN (INTEL MAC): 
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isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=lsb 
# BIG-ENDIAN (SOLARIS, POWERPC MAC): 
#isis2raw from=$1.cub to=$1.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=msb 
ls -l $1.cub.raw 
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FILE 12: getindivpedr.pro 
 
pro getindivpedr,roi 
 
; created by Kelly Kolb 
; version 6-19-08 
 
; modifying ftp script to reconnect every single time 
; in case of bad connection 
 
; a program to parse "roi_tracks.txt" to get mola file names 
; for input into pedr2tab 
; it creates roi_ftpsingle.txt which holds commands to get files from pds 
 
infile=roi+"_tracks.txt" 
line=' ' 
z=0 ; a counter 
 
restore,'pedrnumbers.sav',/verbose 
; pedrs array 
; holds pedr file names as numbers 
 
;num will help out z as a temp variable 
;len holds the lengths of the #s for the 1st orbit 
 
tracksin=strarr(5000) 
; hopefully there will be less than this! 
; will hold 5 digit track #s 
 
zero='0' 
b=0 ;track counter 
 
openr,1,infile 
while (not EOF(1)) do begin 
    readf,1,line 
 
    splitme1=strsplit(line,' ',COUNT=num,LENGTH=len) 
    splitme2=strsplit(line,' ',/EXTRACT) 
 
    for i=0,num-1 do begin 
        tracksin(b)=splitme2(i) 
 
        if len(i) lt 5 then begin 
            temp=[zero,splitme2(i)] 
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            tracksin(b)=strjoin(temp) 
        endif 
             
        b+=1 
    endfor 
 
    z+=num ;holds # of MOLA tracks present 
endwhile 
close,1 
; now have all pass #s on single lines 
; BUT might not be in ascending order 
; AND will have blank spots in array 
 
tracks=strarr(z) 
for a=0,z-1 do begin 
    tracks(a)=tracksin(a) 
endfor 
; no more blank array spots 
 
trackorder=strarr(z) ;holds pass #s in numerical order 
trackorder=tracks(sort(tracks)) 
; puts tracks in ascending order 
 
trackdig=fltarr(z) ;holds pass #s as doubles in order 
trackneed=strarr(z) ;holds next lowest pass #, to be downloaded 
trackloc=0 ;holds array spot of min diff track 
 
for a=0,z-1 do begin 
; for all passes in ROI 
    trackdig(a)=double(trackorder(a)) 
    ; tracks as doubles in order 
     
    diff=400 ;dummy positive value 
 
    c=0 
; pedrs array comes from pedrs.sav 
        while diff ge 0 do begin 
            diff=(trackdig(a)-pedrs(c)) 
            c+=1 
        endwhile 
 
    trackloc=c-2 
    ; now have the mola track to be downloaded as a double 
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    tracktmp=strsplit(string(pedrs(trackloc)),'.',/EXTRACT) 
    ; this should be the pedr# in (0) then zeros in (1) 
 
    trackneed(a)=strtrim(tracktmp(0),2) 
 
    if pedrs(trackloc) lt 10000 then begin 
            temp=[zero,trackneed(a)] 
            trackneed(a)=strjoin(temp) 
        endif 
        ; add "0" in front of #### passes 
endfor 
; now have a list of pedr #s corresponding to pass #s 
; BUT this might include duplicates 
 
;testing for duplicates 
for a=1,z-1 do begin 
    x=a-1 
    while x ge 0 do begin 
        if trackneed(a) eq trackneed(x) then begin 
            trackneed(a)='dup' 
        endif 
        x-=1 
    endwhile 
endfor 
 
dirs=['01','10','11','12','13','14','15','16','17','18','19','20'] 
dirname=strarr(12) 
for i=0,11 do begin 
    temp=["ap",dirs(i),"xxx"] 
    dirname(i)=strjoin(temp) 
endfor 
 
; directory structure on pds site 
dircount=fltarr(12) 
 
for i=0,z-1 do begin 
    trkdir=strmid(tracks(i),0,2) ;get first 2 digs of track# 
    for c=0,11 do begin 
        if trkdir eq dirs(c) then dircount(c)+=1 
        ; to find out how many tracks are located in each directory 
    endfor 
endfor 
 
; now want to get output in ftp directory structure order 
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toget=strarr(12+(z*8)+12+100) 
;12: change into dir 
; z: get this many files 
;12: change back to orig dir 
 
t=0 ;ftp file command counter 
b=0 ;ftp tracks counter 
 
login=strarr(7) 
login(0)='open -n pds-geosciences.wustl.edu' 
login(1)='user anonymous kkolb@lpl.arizona.edu' 
; CUSTOMIZE ABOVE HERE 
login(2)='binary' 
login(3)='cd geo-ftp' 
login(4)='cd mgs-m-mola-3-pedr-l1a-v1' 
login(5)='cd mgsl_21xx' 
login(6)='cd data' 
 
 
for i=0,11 do begin 
    ;if there are files needed in a directory:     
    if dircount(i) ne 0 then begin 
 
        for a=0,dircount(i)-1 do begin 
        ;for as many files are in this directory 
 
            toget(t)="cd "+dirname(i) 
            t+=1 
 
            temp=["get ","ap",trackneed(b),"l.b"] 
            toget(t)=strjoin(temp) 
            if trackneed(b) eq 'dup' then toget(t)=' ' 
            t+=1 
            b+=1 ;go to next track number 
 
            toget(t)=login(0) 
            t+=1 
            toget(t)=login(1) 
            t+=1 
            toget(t)=login(2) 
            t+=1 
            toget(t)=login(3) 
            t+=1 
            toget(t)=login(4) 
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            t+=1 
            toget(t)=login(5) 
            t+=1 
            toget(t)=login(6) 
            t+=1 
 
        endfor 
         
    endif 
endfor 
 
outftp=roi+"_ftpsingle.txt" 
openw,2,outftp 
printf,2,'#! /bin/sh' ;new 4/24 
 
;print first time connecting commands (i.e. w/ EOF open part) 
printf,2,'ftp -n pds-geosciences.wustl.edu << "EOF"' 
printf,2,login(1) 
printf,2,login(2) 
printf,2,login(3) 
printf,2,login(4) 
printf,2,login(5) 
printf,2,login(6) 
 
for x=0,t-1 do begin 
    printf,2,toget(x) 
endfor 
 
printf,2,'bye' 
printf,2,'EOF' 
printf,2,'quit' 
c=0 
for a=0,z-1 do begin 
    if trackneed(a) ne 'dup' then c+=1 
endfor 
print,c,' mola files expected.' 
 
close,2 
 
print,outftp,' created.' 
 
return 
end 
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FILE 13: getmola.pro 
 
; getmola.pro 
; created by Kelly Kolb 
; version 8-20-07 
 ; a program to read a MOLA .TAB.txt file 
; and to get the MOLA data for lat, lon range desired 
 
pro getmola,roi,latmin,latmax,lonmin,lonmax 
print,'syntax: getmola "roi" latmin latmax lonmin lonmax' 
 
rawdatafile=roi+'_rawmolaall.tab' 
; input file: lon lat topo junk 
 
outfile3=roi+'_rawmola.llt'   ;lon,lat,topo 
 
tempin=dblarr(7) 
temp=' ' 
 
openw,3,outfile3 
 
; read data from file 
openr,5,rawdatafile 
readf,5,temp 
readf,5,temp ;read in header lines 
  
while (NOT EOF(5)) do begin 
    readf,5,tempin 
 
    if (tempin(1) ge latmin) && (tempin(1) le latmax) && (tempin(0) ge lonmin) && 
(tempin(0) le lonmax) then begin    
    ; if point is within lat/lon range          
 
        printf,3,tempin(0),tempin(1),tempin(2)    
        ;print lon lat topo for use with psxy 
    endif     
endwhile     
;end of read in line by line 
close,3 
close,5 
 
print,outfile3,' created.' 
return 
end 
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FILE 14: gray.cpt 
 
# $Id: GMT_gray.cpt,v 1.1 2001/09/23 23:11:20 pwessel Exp $ 
# 
# Plain linear gray colormap 
# COLOR_MODEL = RGB 
0 0 0 0 1 255 255 255 
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FILE 15: grdraster.info 
 
# /opt/pub/src/gmt/GMT4.2.0/share/dbase/grdraster.info 
# $Id: grdraster.info,v 1.4 2006/12/06 18:13:50 remko Exp $ 
# 
# This file contains information on rasterfiles which are readable with grdraster. 
# This file must be named grdraster.info.  At run time, grdraster will look for 
# this file in $GMT_USERDIR (which defaults to ~/.gmt), $GMT_GRIDDIR, and 
# $GMT_SHAREDIR/dbase (in that order).  Any line beginning with a # will be 
# treated as a comment, and blank lines are skipped.  Any other line must have 
# the following items, all on one line, one line, pertaining to one rasterfile: 
# 
# file_number "title string" "z units" -R -I GorP type scale offset NaNflag filename [L|B] 
[H<bytes>] 
# 
# There must be white space between each item.  "title string" and "z units" must 
# be enclosed in " ", and they may have white space within them.  They are limited 
# to a maximum of 80 characters.  No other quotation marks should be on a line. 
# The entire line should be writable in 320 characters. 
# 
# file_number is an integer used to tell grdraster which raster to read.  It must 
#  be unique to each raster. 
# "title string" is a brief description of the data. 
# "z units"  describes the units of the data after they are scaled and offset. 
# -R<w>/<e>/<s>/<n> describes the range of the raster in the usual GMT -R manner. 
# -I<x_inc>/<y_inc> describes the sampling interval in the usual GMT -I manner. 
# GorP is either G or P, indicating Grid or Pixel registration.  Optionally, you 
# can append G (Geographic) or C (Cartesian) to explicity set this attribute 
# which would otherwise be guessed based on the x/y range 
# type is one of the following, indicating the kind of data stored in the raster: 
# b bit data, either 0 or 1, one bit per data value. 
# u unsigned character data. 
# c signed character data. 
# d unsigned two-byte integer data. 
# i signed two-byte integer data. 
# l signed four-byte integer data. 
# scale is a number which should be multiplied on the raster value after read. 
# offset is a number which should be added to the [scaled] raster value. 
# NaNflag is a number which is written in the raster to represent NaN. 
# If all values in the raster represent data, NaNflag is none. 
# filename is the name the raster file.  If filename begins with a "/", then 
# it will be treated as a complete name.  If not, the complete name will 
# be formed as $(GMT_GRIDDIR)/filename. 
# 
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# BYTE-ORDER: 
# 
# Optionally, you may append a single character L (for Little-endian) or B (for 
# Big-endian) to indicate the endian-ness of this data file.  If the present 
# endianness of your computer has a different endianness that specified for the 
# chosen data set, then grdraster will automatically swap the bytes.  The 
# endianness of your computer is automatically determined at compile-time. 
# 
# You will need to edit this to reflect which data you have installed on your 
# system, and optionally append L or B to indicate endian-ness: 
# 
# Finally, if your raster grid has a header you can specify the size of the header 
# in bytes and grdraster will skip these bytes before reading the data 
# 1 "ETOPO5 global topography" "m" -R0/359:55/-90/90 -I5m  GG i 1 
 0 none etopo5.i2 
# ********************************************************************** 
# ********************************************************************** 
# MOC SYNTAX  
# ********************************************************************** 
#1 "MOC M0801091" "m" -
R17.745316704147/17.829257356967/32.392305559562/32.753890096837 -
I0.005540637149400m/0.004667614508400m P i 1.0 0 none M0801091.cub.raw L 
# ********************************************************************** 
# ********************************************************************** 
# HiRISE SYNTAX  
# ********************************************************************** 
# ********************************************************************** 
# big-endian machine: 
#1 "HiRISE 005082_1365" "m" -R309.420511/309.583467/-43.216386/-42.911826 -
I0.002648973177600m/0.002029272625800m P i 1.0 0 none PSP_005082_1365.cub.raw 
B 
# little-endian machine: 
#1 "HiRISE 005082_1365" "m" -R309.420511/309.583467/-43.216386/-42.911826 -
I0.002648973177600m/0.002029272625800m P i 1.0 0 none PSP_005082_1365.cub.raw 
L 
# ********************************************************************** 
# ********************************************************************** 
# CTX SYNTAX  
# ********************************************************************** 
# ********************************************************************** 
#1 "CTX P02_001864_1441_XN_35S037Wcut" "m" -
R322.56880048318/323.17177731814/-35.07510436267/-34.518286797759 -
I0.0051280808075400m/0.0051280205517000m P i 1.0 0 none 
P02_001864_1441_XN_35S037Wcut.cub.raw L 
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FILE 16: hiriseplusmola 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version 6-18-08 
 
# a script that makes and runs a list of GMT commands 
# for given ROI name and HiRISE image 
# to overlay color-coded MOLA on the HiRISE image 
 
echo 
echo "syntax: ./hiriseplusmola roi ZZZ_00XX##_#### shift xshift yshift" 
echo "ZZZ_00XX##_####: HiRISE obs id" 
echo "shift: 0= 1st time run, 1= shifting MOLA" 
echo "xshift and yshift: ex. 1.02c" 
echo 
echo "CTXPLUSMOLA script has a zoom and cut option that have not been incorporated 
here." 
echo "See that script for details." 
 
echo "Must start isis before running this script." 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# use ISIS to get values from HiRISE image's label 
#*********************************************************************** 
set obslbl=`echo $2`_RED.LBL 
echo "HiRISE .LBL =" $obslbl 
 
set HIOBS=`echo $2`.cub 
echo "HiRISE .cub =" $HIOBS 
 
#NEED:                         Group Name            KEYWORD 
#1 minimum longitude           Mapping               minimumlongitude 
#2 maximum longitude           Mapping               maximumlongitude 
#3 minimum latitude            Mapping               minimumlatitude 
#4 maximum latitude            Mapping               maximumlatitude 
#5 center longitude            Mapping               centerlongitude 
#6 number of samples           Dimensions            samples             
#7 pixel resolution            Mapping               pixelresolution 
#8 average radius of Mars (km) objname= IMAGE_MAP_PROJECTION    
A_AXIS_RADIUS *ONLY IN PDS LABEL!!            
#9 number of lines             Dimensions            lines               
#10 center latitude            Mapping               centerlatitude 
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# these values will be accessible from the unix command line 
 
set clon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlongitude` 
set clat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlatitude` 
set nsamples=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Dimensions keyw=samples` 
set pixres=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=pixelresolution` 
set Rave=`getkey from=$obslbl objname=IMAGE_MAP_PROJECTION 
keyword=A_AXIS_RADIUS` #from PDS .LBL 
set nlines=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Dimensions keyw=lines` 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MAKE REFERENCE SPHERE FILE BASED ON LOCAL RADIUS FROM HIRISE  
# IMAGE'S PDS LABEL 
#*********************************************************************** 
#MarsOCkjk is the file that defines the sphere for Mars 
cat MarsOCkjk >> oldmapproj 
rm -f MarsOCkjk 
 
set Rave_m=`echo "scale=3;$Rave*1000/1" | bc` 
echo Rave $Rave 
echo Rave_m $Rave_m 
echo 
 
echo "MarsOCkjk 2007 $Rave_m 0.0 0.0" > MarsOCkjk 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# SET MIN/MAX LAT AND LON VALUES 
#*********************************************************************** 
set minlon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=minimumlongitude` 
set maxlon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=maximumlongitude` 
set minlat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=minimumlatitude` 
set maxlat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=maximumlatitude` 
 
echo maxlon $maxlon 
echo minlon $minlon 
echo maxlat $maxlat 
echo minlat $minlat 
echo 
echo lines $nlines 
echo samples $nsamples 
echo pixres $pixres 
echo Rave $Rave 
echo clon $clon 
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echo clat $clat 
echo 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CALCULATE X AND Y GRID SPACING FOR -I OPTION 
#*********************************************************************** 
# calculate x and y grid increments, in degrees/pixel 
    set latinc=`echo "(($maxlat+(-1.0*$minlat))/$nlines)" | bc -l` 
    set loninc=`echo "(($maxlon-$minlon)/$nsamples)" | bc -l` 
 echo latinc: $latinc 
 echo loninc: $loninc 
 
# crop lat and lon increments to 6 decimal places  
# 6/20- test: 15 to 16 - didn't work 
    set latinc=`echo $latinc | cut -c1-15` 
 set loninc=`echo $loninc | cut -c1-15` 
 echo latinccut: $latinc 
 echo loninccut: $loninc 
 
# convert grid increments to minutues/pixel 
 set latincm=`echo "$latinc * 60.0"| bc -l` 
 set lonincm=`echo "$loninc * 60.0"| bc -l` 
 echo latincm: $latincm 
 echo lonincm: $lonincm 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# USE VALUES FROM LABEL TO SET OPTIONS FOR GMT COMMANDS: 
#*********************************************************************** 
set region=-R`echo $minlon`/`echo $maxlon`/`echo $minlat`/`echo $maxlat` 
echo region $region 
 
set wlat=`echo "scale=0; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
set wlon=`echo "scale=0; 16.5/($maxlon+(-1*$minlon))" | bc` 
# to get #cm / degree to scale map to 
 
if ($wlat > $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 16.5/($maxlon+(-1*$minlon))" | bc` 
endif 
if ($wlat < $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
endif 
if ($wlat == $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
endif 
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#want scale of map to be the lesser of the two values 
echo width $width 
 
set wi=`echo $width`c 
echo wi $wi 
# for actual width parameter, need units (c=cm) 
 
set mappar=-Jy`echo $clon`/`echo $clat`/$wi 
echo mappar $mappar 
#cylindrical projection 
 
set inc=-I0`echo $lonincm`m/0`echo $latincm`m 
echo inc $inc 
#note: only for use with grdraster 
 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# GET IMAGE IN GMT FORMAT 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $3 == 0 then 
# 1. make line for grdraster.info file 
# note: B = big endian, L = little endian 
# CUSTOMIZE ENDIANNESS FOR YOUR MACHINE 
# for Solaris / HiRISE images from the PDS / big endian: 
#echo '1 "HiRISE '`echo $2`'" "m" '`echo $region` `echo $inc`' P i 1.0 0 none '`echo 
$HIOBS`'.raw B' >> grdraster.info 
# for intel mac / little endian: 
echo '1 "HiRISE '`echo $2`'" "m" '`echo $region` `echo $inc`' P i 1.0 0 none '`echo 
$HIOBS`'.raw L' >> grdraster.info 
 
#2. make command lines to call grdraster 
grdraster "HiRISE $2" $region -G$2.grd -V 
echo grdraster is done. 
 
#3. make cpt file from your image 
# file name will be ZZZ_00XX##_####.cpt 
grd2cpt $2.grd -Cgray.cpt -Z > $2.cpt 
echo $2.cpt produced 
 
#4. make a .ps file of the hirise image 
grdimage $2.grd $mappar $region -C$2.cpt -K > $2.ps 
echo $2.ps created 
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endif 
# end of "if shift=0 do me" loop 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CREATE AN IDL BATCH FILE TO RUN GETMOLA 
#*********************************************************************** 
# run getmola 
echo ".run getmola" > runidl 
set getmol=getmola,"'$1','`echo $minlat`','`echo $maxlat`','`echo $minlon`','`echo 
$maxlon`'" 
echo $getmol  >> runidl 
echo exit >> runidl 
echo 
# END OF BATCH FILE CREATION 
# echo getmol $getmol 
 
# CALL THE BATCH FILE 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl 
idl 
unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# RUN GMT COMMANDS TO PUT MOLA ON TOP OF IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
#convert lon/lat/topo into pixel-centered grd format 
xyz2grd $1_rawmola.llt -G$1_mola.grd -I0.003 $region -F -V 
# this is only used to make color file, -I doesn't matter 
# 0.003 degrees is about 200 m = about one MOLA footprint diameter 
 
# make a color file for roi's mola 
grd2cpt $1_mola.grd  -Ctoporgb.cpt -V -Z > $1mola.cpt 
echo $1mola.cpt created. 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CALCULATE THE SCALE OF A MOLA 168M FOOTPRINT RELATIVE TO THE  
# IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
# assume that you are working with 8.5x11 paper, 1" margins on each side, portrait 
layout 
#set D_m=168.0 #MOLA footprint diameter in meters 
#set pi=3.14159265359 
#set D_d=`echo "scale=5;($D_m*180.0)/($pi*$Rave*1000.0)" | bc` 
#below command pre-calculates 168*180/(pi*1000) 
set D_d=`echo "scale=5;(9.6256909582/$Rave)" | bc` 
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echo D_d $D_d 
 
# distance in degrees. 5 decimal places, need to set scale or else answer is zero 
# note: this is an approximation, assumes that the MOLA footprint is measured on a 
spherical surface 
# so that it is an angular distance instead of probably being a groundshot distance on a 2-
D plane 
# projected from above  
# 168m = 7.8e-6 of the circumference of Mars, so angular distance ~ planar distance 
 
set D_cm=`echo "($D_d*$width)" | bc` 
set D_cm=`echo "scale=2;$D_cm/1" | bc` 
set D_cm=`echo "scale=3;$D_cm/1" | bc` 
echo D_cm $D_cm 
# size in cm of a MOLA footprint for a scene scale of "width" cm/degree  
# to 2 decimal places, have to do the scale 3 at the end to get a zero in the front 
 
set ptscale=-Sc`echo $D_cm`c 
echo ptscale $ptscale 
# size in cm of a MOLA footprint based on scene size 
# -Sc0.1c symbols are circles 0.1cm diameter 
 
#***********************************************************************
# PLOT MOLA ON TOP OF HIRISE IMAGE 
#***********************************************************************
if $3 == 0 then 
cp $2.ps $2mola.ps 
 
# psxy- plot invidual MOLA points in color 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -V -C$1mola.cpt -O -K >> $2mola.ps 
#note: have to add -O >> because ZZZ_00XX##_####mola.ps was created already 
 
# psxy - place a point where the center of each MOLA footprint is 
#psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar -Sp -V -K -O >> $2mola.ps 
 
set wii=`echo "scale=3;($D_cm/2.0)" | bc` 
echo wii $wii 
 
# psxy- place a black cross in the center of each point to mark the center 
# note: this isn't helpful for black dots, but coloring the crosses isn't working 
#psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar -Sx`echo $wii`c -V -K -O >> $2mola.ps 
 
cp $2mola.ps $2txt.ps 
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#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2mola.ps 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MAKE AN IDL BATCH FILE TO RUN PSINPUT.PRO TO GET  
# TEXT(ELEVATIONS) TO OVERLAY ON IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
set runinput=psinput,"'$1','$minlat','$maxlat','$minlon','$maxlon'" 
echo '.run psinput' > runidl2 
echo $runinput >> runidl2 
echo exit >> runidl2 
#echo runinput $runinput 
 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl2 
idl 
unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
# end of interacting with IDL to run psinput 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MORE GMT COMMANDS 
#*********************************************************************** 
#plot elevations over points 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K >> $2txt.ps 
 
echo 
echo 
echo "WARNING: LABELS THAT EXTEND BEYOND LAT/LON RANGE WILL BE 
CUT OFF" 
echo 
echo 
 
#add scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2txt.ps 
echo 
 
# OPTIONIAL: display .ps files automatically 
# CUSTOMIZE FOR YOUR PS VIEWER IF DESIRED 
#gv $2mola.ps & 
#gv $2txt.ps & 
# for centauri (Intel Mac), use Preview 
#open -a Preview $2mola.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2txt.ps & 
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endif 
# end of "if shift=0 do me" loop 
#*********************************************************************** 
# REMOVE IDL BATCH FILES, IF DESIRED 
#*********************************************************************** 
rm -f runidl 
rm -f runidl2 
#*********************************************************************** 
# TO SHIFT MOLA ON THE HIRISE IMAGE: 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $3 == 1 then 
 
cp $2.ps $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps 
#cp image file to ZZZ_00XX##_####_xshift_yshift.ps 
 
 
# psxy- plot invidual MOLA points in color 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -D`echo $4`/`echo $5` -V -C$1mola.cpt -
O -K >> $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps 
#note: have to add -O >> because ZZZ_00XX##_####mola.ps was created already 
 
cp $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`.ps 
 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K -D`echo $4`/`echo $5` >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
 
# CUSTOMIZE FOR YOUR PS VIEWER IF DESIRED 
#gv $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps & 
#gv $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps & 
 
endif 
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FILE 17: maptemplate.map 
 
Group = Mapping 
  ProjectionName  = SimpleCylindrical 
  CenterLongitude = 0.0 
End_Group 
End 
 
 
 
FILE 18: MarsOCkjk 
 
MarsOCkjk 2007 3389500 0.0 0.0 
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FILE 19: mocplusmola 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version 6-19-08 
 
# a script that makes and runs a list of GMT commands 
# for given ROI name and MOC image 
# to overlay color-coded MOLA on the MOC image 
 
echo 
echo "syntax: ./mocplusmola roi ?XX##### shift xshift yshift" 
echo "?XX#####: MOC observation id" 
echo "shift: 0= 1st time run, 1= shifting MOLA relative to image" 
echo "xshift and yshift: ex. 1.02c" 
echo 
echo "CTXPLUSMOLA script has a zoom and cut option that have not been incorporated 
here." 
echo "See that script for details." 
 
echo "Must start isis before running this script." 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# use ISIS to get values from MOC image's label 
#*********************************************************************** 
set HIOBS=`echo $2`.cub 
echo "MOC .cub =" $HIOBS 
 
#NEED:                         Group Name            KEYWORD 
#1 minimum longitude           Mapping               minimumlongitude 
#2 maximum longitude           Mapping               maximumlongitude 
#3 minimum latitude            Mapping               minimumlatitude 
#4 maximum latitude            Mapping               maximumlatitude 
#5 center longitude            Mapping               centerlongitude 
#6 number of samples           Dimensions            samples             
#7 pixel resolution            Mapping               pixelresolution 
#8 average radius of Mars (m)  Mapping               centerlatituderadius       
#9 number of lines             Dimensions            lines               
#10 center latitude            Mapping               centerlatitude 
 
# these values will be accessible from the unix command line 
 
set clon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlongitude` 
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set clat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlatitude` 
set nsamples=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Dimensions keyw=samples` 
set pixres=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=pixelresolution` 
set Rave=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=centerlatituderadius` 
set nlines=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Dimensions keyw=lines` 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MAKE REFERENCE SPHERE FILE BASED ON LOCAL RADIUS FROM MOC  
# IMAGE'S LABEL 
#***********************************************************************
#MarsOCkjk is the file that defines the sphere for Mars for GMT 
cat MarsOCkjk >> oldmapproj 
rm -f MarsOCkjk 
 
set Rave_m=`echo "scale=3;$Rave/1" | bc` 
# removes decimal places 
 
echo "MarsOCkjk 2007 $Rave_m 0.0 0.0" > MarsOCkjk 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# BASED ON ZOOM OPTION, SET MIN/MAX LAT AND LON VALUES 
#*********************************************************************** 
set minlon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=minimumlongitude` 
set maxlon=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=maximumlongitude` 
set minlat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=minimumlatitude` 
set maxlat=`getkey from=$HIOBS grpname=Mapping keyw=maximumlatitude` 
 
echo maxlon $maxlon 
echo minlon $minlon 
echo maxlat $maxlat 
echo minlat $minlat 
echo 
echo lines $nlines 
echo samples $nsamples 
echo pixres $pixres 
echo Rave $Rave 
echo clon $clon 
echo clat $clat 
echo 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CALCULATE X AND Y GRID SPACING FOR -I OPTION 
#*********************************************************************** 
# calculate x and y grid increments, in degrees/pixel 
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    set latinc=`echo "(($maxlat+(-1.0*$minlat))/$nlines)" | bc -l` 
    set loninc=`echo "(($maxlon-$minlon)/$nsamples)" | bc -l` 
 echo latinc: $latinc 
 echo loninc: $loninc 
 
# crop lat and lon increments to 6 decimal places   
    set latinc=`echo $latinc | cut -c1-15` 
 set loninc=`echo $loninc | cut -c1-15` 
 echo latinccut: $latinc 
 echo loninccut: $loninc 
 
# convert grid increments to minutues/pixel 
 set latincm=`echo "$latinc * 60.0"| bc -l` 
 set lonincm=`echo "$loninc * 60.0"| bc -l` 
 echo latincm: $latincm 
 echo lonincm: $lonincm 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# USE VALUES FROM LABEL TO SET OPTIONS FOR GMT COMMANDS: 
#***********************************************************************
set region=-R`echo $minlon`/`echo $maxlon`/`echo $minlat`/`echo $maxlat` 
echo region $region 
 
set wlat=`echo "scale=0; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
set wlon=`echo "scale=0; 16.5/($maxlon+(-1*$minlon))" | bc` 
# to get #cm / degree to scale map to 
 
if ($wlat > $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 16.5/($maxlon+(-1*$minlon))" | bc` 
endif 
if ($wlat < $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
endif 
if ($wlat == $wlon) then 
set width=`echo "scale=1; 22.85/($maxlat+(-1*$minlat))" | bc` 
endif 
 
#want scale of map to be the lesser of the two values 
echo width $width 
 
set wi=`echo $width`c 
echo wi $wi 
# for actual width parameter, need units (c=cm) 
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set mappar=-Jy`echo $clon`/`echo $clat`/$wi 
echo mappar $mappar 
#cylindrical projection 
 
set inc=-I0`echo $lonincm`m/0`echo $latincm`m 
echo inc $inc 
#note: only for use with grdraster 
 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# GET IMAGE IN GMT FORMAT 
#***********************************************************************
if $3 == 0 then 
# 1. make line for grdraster.info file 
# note: B = big endian, L = little endian 
# CUSTOMIZE THE GRDRASTER.INFO LINE FOR THE ENDIANNESS OF YOUR 
MACHINE 
# for Solaris / big endian: 
#echo '1 "MOC '`echo $2`'" "m" '`echo $region` `echo $inc`' P i 1.0 0 none '`echo 
$HIOBS`'.raw B' >> grdraster.info 
# for mac osx/ little endian: 
echo '1 "MOC '`echo $2`'" "m" '`echo $region` `echo $inc`' P i 1.0 0 none '`echo 
$HIOBS`'.raw L' >> grdraster.info 
 
#2. make command lines to call grdraster 
grdraster "MOC $2" $region -G$2.grd -V 
echo grdraster is done. 
 
#3. make cpt file from your image 
# file name will be ?XX#####.cpt 
grd2cpt $2.grd -Cgray.cpt -Z > $2.cpt 
echo $2.cpt produced 
 
#4. make a .ps file of the MOC image 
grdimage $2.grd $mappar $region -C$2.cpt -K > $2.ps 
echo $2.ps created 
 
endif 
# end of "if shift=0 do me" loop 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CREATE AN IDL BATCH FILE TO RUN GETMOLA 
#*********************************************************************** 
# run getmola 
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echo ".run getmola" > runidl 
set getmol=getmola,"'$1','`echo $minlat`','`echo $maxlat`','`echo $minlon`','`echo 
$maxlon`'" 
echo $getmol  >> runidl 
echo exit >> runidl 
echo 
# END OF BATCH FILE CREATION 
# echo getmol $getmol 
 
# CALL THE BATCH FILE 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl 
idl 
unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
 
 
#***********************************************************************
# RUN GMT COMMANDS TO PUT MOLA ON TOP OF IMAGE 
#***********************************************************************
#convert lon/lat/topo into pixel-centered grd format 
xyz2grd $1_rawmola.llt -G$1_mola.grd -I0.003 $region -F -V 
# this is only used to make color file, -I doesn't matter 
# 0.003 degrees is about 200 m = about one MOLA footprint diameter 
 
# make a color file for roi's mola 
grd2cpt $1_mola.grd  -Ctoporgb.cpt -V -Z > $1mola.cpt 
echo $1mola.cpt created. 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# CALCULATE THE SCALE OF A MOLA 168M FOOTPRINT RELATIVE TO THE 
IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
# assume that you are working with 8.5x11 paper, 1" margins on each side, portrait 
layout 
#set D_m=168.0 #MOLA footprint diameter in meters 
#set pi=3.14159265359 
#set D_d=`echo "scale=5;($D_m*180.0)/($pi*$Rave*1000.0)" | bc` 
#below command pre-calculates 168*180/(pi*1000) 
 
set Rave=`echo "scale=3;$Rave_m/1000" | bc` 
 
set D_d=`echo "scale=5;(9.6256909582/$Rave)" | bc` 
echo D_d $D_d 
 
# distance in degrees. 5 decimal places, need to set scale or else answer is zero 
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# note: this is an approximation, assumes that the MOLA footprint is measured on a 
spherical surface 
# so that it is an angular distance instead of probably being a groundshot distance on a 2-
D plane 
# projected from above  
# 168m = 7.8e-6 of the circumference of Mars, so angular distance ~ planar distance 
 
set D_cm=`echo "($D_d*$width)" | bc` 
set D_cm=`echo "scale=2;$D_cm/1" | bc` 
set D_cm=`echo "scale=3;$D_cm/1" | bc` 
echo D_cm $D_cm 
# size in cm of a MOLA footprint for a scene scale of "width" cm/degree  
# to 2 decimal places, have to do the scale 3 at the end to get a zero in the front 
 
set ptscale=-Sc`echo $D_cm`c 
echo ptscale $ptscale 
# size in cm of a MOLA footprint based on scene size 
# -Sc0.1c symbols are circles 0.1cm diameter 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# PLOT MOLA ON TOP OF IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $3 == 0 then 
cp $2.ps $2mola.ps 
 
# psxy- plot invidual MOLA points in color 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -V -C$1mola.cpt -O -K >> $2mola.ps 
#note: have to add -O >> because XX##_####mola.ps was created already 
 
# psxy - place a point where the center of each MOLA footprint is 
#psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar -Sp -V -K -O >> $2mola.ps 
 
set wii=`echo "scale=3;($D_cm/2.0)" | bc` 
echo wii $wii 
 
# psxy- place a black cross in the center of each point to mark the center 
# note: this isn't helpful for black dots, but coloring the crosses isn't working 
#psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar -Sx`echo $wii`c -V -K -O >> $2mola.ps 
 
cp $2mola.ps $2txt.ps 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2mola.ps 
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#*********************************************************************** 
# MAKE AN IDL BATCH FILE TO RUN PSINPUT.PRO TO GET  
# TEXT(ELEVATIONS) TO OVERLAY ON IMAGE 
#*********************************************************************** 
set runinput=psinput,"'$1','$minlat','$maxlat','$minlon','$maxlon'" 
echo '.run psinput' > runidl2 
echo $runinput >> runidl2 
echo exit >> runidl2 
#echo runinput $runinput 
 
setenv IDL_STARTUP runidl2 
idl 
unsetenv IDL_STARTUP 
# end of interacting with IDL to run psinput 
 
#*********************************************************************** 
# MORE GMT COMMANDS 
#*********************************************************************** 
#plot elevations over points 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K >> $2txt.ps 
 
echo 
echo 
echo "WARNING: LABELS THAT EXTEND BEYOND LAT/LON RANGE WILL BE 
CUT OFF" 
echo 
echo 
 
#add scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2txt.ps 
echo 
 
 
# OPTIONIAL: display .ps files automatically 
# CUSTOMIZE FOR YOUR PS VIEWER IF DESIRED 
#gv $2mola.ps & 
#gv $2txt.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2mola.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2txt.ps & 
 
 
endif 
# end of "if shift=0 do me" loop 
#*********************************************************************** 
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# REMOVE IDL BATCH FILES, IF DESIRED 
#*********************************************************************** 
rm -f runidl 
rm -f runidl2 
#***********************************************************************
# TO SHIFT MOLA ON THE IMAGE: 
#*********************************************************************** 
if $3 == 1 then 
 
cp $2.ps $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps 
#cp image file to ?XX#####_xshift_yshift.ps 
 
 
# psxy- plot invidual MOLA points in color 
psxy $1_rawmola.llt $region $mappar $ptscale -D`echo $4`/`echo $5` -V -C$1mola.cpt -
O -K >> $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps 
#note: have to add -O >> because ?XX#####mola.ps was created already 
 
cp $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`.ps 
 
pstext $1_pstxt.txt $mappar $region -V -O -K -D`echo $4`/`echo $5` >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
#psscale- add a scale bar 
psscale -C$1mola.cpt -D15.8c/10c/15c/1c -B100/:"Elevation (m)": -O -V >> $2_`echo 
$4`_`echo $5`txt.ps 
 
# CUSTOMIZE FOR YOUR PS VIEWER IF DESIRED 
#gv $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps & 
#gv $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`.ps & 
#open -a Preview $2_`echo $4`_`echo $5`txt.ps & 
 
endif 
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FILE 20: PEDR2TAB_ORIGINALkjk.PRM 
 
T # lhdr 
 
T # 0: shot longitude, latitude, topo, range, planetary_radius,ichan,aflag 
 
F # 1: MGS_longitude, MGS_latitude, MGS_radius 
 
F # 2: offnadir_angle, EphemerisTime, areodetic_lat,areoid 
 
F # 3: ishot, iseq, irev, gravity model number #iseq = orbit #, want this! 
 
F # 4: local_time, solar_phase, solar_incidence 
 
F # 5: emission_angle, 
Range_Correction,Pulse_Width_at_threshold,Sigma_optical,E_laser,E_recd,Refl*Trans 
 
F # 6: bkgrd,thrsh,ipact,ipwct 
 
F # 7: range_window, range_delay 
 
F #   All shots, regardless of shot_classification_code 
 
T # F = noise or clouds, T = ground returns 
 
T # do crossover correction 
 
T "MOLA.TAB" # OneBigFile, output file template(must be enclosed in quotes) 
 
 
 
0.0     # ground_longitude_min 
 
360.    # ground_longitude_max 
 
-90.    # ground_latitude_min 
 
 90.    # ground_latitude_max 
 
 
 
192.    # flattening used for areographic latitude 
 
#6-21-07: CHANGING LINES 2,3,5 TO FALSE TO MINIMIZE OUTPUT 
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FILE 21: psinput.pro 
 
pro psinput,roi,latmin,latmax,lonmin,lonmax 
;created by Kelly Kolb 
;version 8-8-06 
 
; a program that uses roi_rawmola.llt (output of getmola.pro)  
; to get input needed for GMT pstext 
 
print,'syntax: psinput "roi" latmin latmax lonmin lonmax' 
 
infile=roi+'_rawmola.llt' ;lon, lat, topo 
 
outfile=roi+'_pstxt.txt' 
e=['10','0','10','BL'] ;for pstext input file options 
 
t=0 ; a counter 
 
openr,1,infile 
openw,2,outfile 
 
tempin=dblarr(3) 
roiin=dblarr(3,100000) 
;should never have more than 50000 lines 
 
while (NOT EOF(1)) do begin 
    readf,1,tempin 
    if (tempin(1) ge latmin) && (tempin(1) le latmax) && (tempin(0) ge lonmin) && 
(tempin(0) le lonmax) then begin             
        roiin(*,t)=tempin(*) 
        t+=1              ;tell how many files total in particular ROI 
    endif 
endwhile 
;this loop figures out how many data lines are in the ROI 
 
div=t ;print all elevations 
 
;total files/# of labels i want output 
b=0 
s=strarr(7) 
for a=0,t-1 do begin     
    s(0)=string(roiin(0,b)) 
    s(1)=string(roiin(1,b)) 
    s(2)=e(0) 
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    s(3)=e(1) 
    s(4)=e(2) 
    s(5)=e(3) 
    s(6)=string(roiin(2,b)) ;5/3- this is now elevation 
 
    for i=0,6 do begin 
        s(i)=strtrim(s(i),2) ;trim zeros 
    endfor 
     
    s(6)=strmid(s(6),0,5) 
 
    printf,2,s 
 
    b+=1 
endfor 
close,1 
close,2 
 
print,outfile,' created.' 
 
return 
end 
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FILE 22: rmroiall 
 
#! /bin/csh 
# a script that removes all ROI files 
# written 8-20-07 
 
# removes all files except: 
# 1. obsidmola.ps- image + color-coded MOLA points 
# 2. obsidtxt.ps- image + color-coded MOLA points labeled with elevations 
# 3. roi_rawmola.llt- contains lon, lat, topo values 
# 4. obsid.ps - image as a .ps file 
 
# syntax: ./rmroiall roi obsid 
 
# remove files produced by formatimage 
rm -f $2_RED.cub #HiRISE 
rm -f $2.cub     #reduced (HiRISE and CTX) resolution cub 
rm -f $2.cub.raw #.raw format of cub 
 
# remove files produced by findmola 
rm -f $1_rawmolaall.tab #all MOLA points within specified lat and lon box 
rm -f $1_PEDR2TAB.PRM   #permissions file for PEDR2TAB 
 
# remove files produced by imageplusmola 
rm -f $2.grd 
rm -f $2.cpt 
rm -f $1_mola.grd 
rm -f $1mola.cpt 
rm -f $1_pstxt.txt #from psinput.pro 
 
# remove files produced by ctxplusmola 
rm -f $1_rawmolaNOCUT.llt 
rm -f $1_rawmolaCUT.llt 
 
# files created with ctxplusmola zoom =1 
rm -f $1_rawmolaNOz.llt #delete b/n runs 
rm -f $1_molaZ.grd #delete b/n runs 
rm -f $1molaZ.cpt #delete b/n runs 
 
# remove IDL batch scripts 
rm -f runidl 
rm -f runidl2 
rm -f runidl3 
echo "You need to delete any intermediate shift .ps files by hand." 
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FILE 23: rmroiint 
 
#! /bin/csh 
 
# this only rm's intermediate products, 
# not the products that you need to run thru imageplusmola again 
 
# a script that removes ROI files 
 
# created by Kelly Kolb 
# version: 6-24-08 
 
 
# syntax: ./rmroiint roi obsid 
 
echo 
echo 
echo "If you are using the shift=1 or zoom=1 options, do NOT run this script." 
echo "Re-run imageplusmola with shift (zoom)=0, then do shift (zoom)=1." 
echo 
echo 
 
 
# remove files produced by imageplusmola 
rm -f $2.grd 
rm -f $2.cpt 
rm -f $1_rawmola.llt #from getmola.pro  
rm -f $1_mola.grd  
rm -f $1mola.cpt  
rm -f $1_pstxt.txt #from psinput.pro 
 
# keep if shifting or zooming MOLA 
rm -f $2mola.ps 
rm -f $2txt.ps 
rm -f $2.ps 
rm -f $2txtcut.ps 
 
# files created with ctxplusmola zoom =1 
rm -f $1_rawmolaNOz.llt #delete b/n runs 
rm -f $1_molaZ.grd #delete b/n runs 
rm -f $1molaZ.cpt #delete b/n runs 
#rm -f $2_zoommola.ps 
#rm -f $2_zoommolaC.ps 
#rm -f $2_zoommolatxt.ps 
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#rm -f $2_zoommolatxtC.ps 
 
#file from cut not =0 
rm -f $1_rawmolaCUT.llt 
 
echo "If there was an error running imageplusmola, delete the corresponding 
grdraster.info line before re-running." 
 
# remove idl batch scripts 
rm -f runidl 
rm -f runidl2 
rm -f runidl3 
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FILE 24: toporgb.cpt 
 
# cpt file created by: makecpt -V -Ctopo.cpt -Z 
#COLOR_MODEL = RGB 
# 
-7000 0 0 0 -6500   75 75 75 
-6500   75 75 75 -6000 150 100 150 
-6000 150 100 150 -5500 201 119 217 
-5500 201 119 217 -5000 189 127 224 
-5000 189 127 224 -4500 176 138 230 
-4500 176 138 230 -4000   138 138 230 
-4000   138 138 230 -3500   138 168 230 
-3500   138 168 230 -3000   138 201 230 
-3000   138 201 230 -2500   145 220 235 
-2500 145 220 235 -2000   145 235 215 
-2000   145 235 215 -1500 145 243 188 
-1500   145 243 188 -1000   133 243 188  
-1000   133 243 188 -500 133 243 142 
-500 133 243 142 0 172 243 133 
0 172 243 133 500  190 243 133 
500   190 243 133 1000 215 243 133 
1000 215 243 133 1500    215 230 133 
1500    215 230 133 2000 217 224 133 
2000 217 224 133 2500 217 190 133 
2500 217 190 133 3000 230 179 133 
3000    230 179 133 3500    230 163 133 
3500 230 163 133 4000 230 163 163 
4000 230 163 163 4500    230 172 172 
4500    230 172 172 5000    230 190 190 
5000    230 190 190 5500    230 204 210 
5500    230 204 210 6000    210 210 210 
6000    210 210 210 6500    230 230 230 
6500    230 230 230 7000    255 255 255 
B 236 140 255 
F 255 255 255 
N 128 128 128 
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APPENDIX C. AA_README_SETUP.pdf 

Items in RED must be done 
Items in BLUE are optional 
Items in BLACK are descriptions of each file 
 
********************************************************************** 
FILES REQUIRED TO GET MOLA FROM PDS  
********************************************************************** 
1. AA_README_MOLAFROMPDS.pdf (.doc) 

- follow if MOLA files aren’t locally stored 
- these are only for the “get mola in useable format” section of 
AA_README_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf (.doc) 

2. converttracksyn.pro  
- insert your email on “user anonymous” line 
- output: roi_ftp.txt – runs on Mac OS X and Solaris if SHELL=/bin/csh 
- generates ftp script 

3. getindivpedr.pro 
- insert your email on “user anonymous” line 
- only need to run this if you are having trouble staying connected to the PDS thru  
ftp 
- generates ftp script that reconnects between each file 

4. pedrnumbers.sav 
 - called by getindivpedrs.pro and converttracksyn.pro 
 
 
 
********************************************************************** 
FILES REQUIRED BY ALL  
********************************************************************** 
1. .gmtdefaults4 (stored as DOTgmtdefaults4) 
 - you need to rename the “DOT” to a “.” 

- must be in your working directory 
- part of GMT package  

2. AA_README_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf (.doc) 
 - includes basic and detailed instructions of the procedure 
3. AA_README_SETUP.pdf (.doc) (this document) 
4. changemodes 
 Prompt> chmod +x changemodes 
 Prompt> ./changemodes 
 - this makes all the appropriate files executables 
5. cropim 
 - the “isis2raw” line is customized based on the endianness of your machine 
 - use this to update a .cub’s label when cropping 
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 - commented out in formathirise, formatmoc, and formatctx to show where you  
need to run it BUT you cannot run it in the script because you need to crop the 
.cub by hand before running it 

 
6. ctx.map 
 - map template to reduce resolution of CTX images to 20 m/pixel 
 - called by formatctx 
7. ctxplusmola 
 - the  grdraster.info “echo” line is customized based on the endianness of your  

machine 
- there are commented out options for psxy to put a dot or + to mark the center of 
the MOLA points, add them back in if you want 
- there are commented out commands to view .ps files automatically (2 places) 

8. CTX_process_all.script.txt 
 - downloaded from ISIS3 support site 
9. custompedr.pro 
 - creates a custom ROI_PEDR2TAB.PRM file for PEDR2TAB  
10. cutllt.pro 
 - to space out MOLA labels given an increment of lines 

- if you don’t want to label every point, can incorporate that here or can manually 
delete lines in the output file (roi_pstxt.txt) 

 - currently only called by ctxplusmola 
11. findmola 
 - runs custompedr.pro and PEDR2TAB 
12. formatctx 
 - the “isis2raw” line is customized based on the endianness of your machine 
 - calls CTX_process_all.script.txt 
 - reduces the resolution of CTX images to 20 m/pixel (user can change resolution) 
13. formathirise 
 - the “isis2raw” line is customized based on the endianness of your machine 
 - calls JP2_to_PDS 
 - reduces the resolution of HiRISE images to 2 m/pixel (user can change  

resolution) 
14. formatmoc 
 - the “isis2raw” line is customized based on the endianness of your machine 
 - if you downloaded the MOC images from the PDS, change the input  

capitalization 
15. getmola.pro   
 - reads MOLA .TAB file and outputs only data in lat/lon range of interest 
 - output: roi_rawmola.llt 
16. gray.cpt  

- for grdraster color-coding 
- part of GTM package 

17. grdraster.info 
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 - hiriseplusmola, mocplusmola, and ctxplusmola scripts update this 
 - called by grdraster 
 - version included in compressed file has example syntax 
 - part of GMT package 
 
 
18. hiriseplusmola 

- the  grdraster.info “echo” line is customized based on the endianness of your  
machine 
- there are commented out options for psxy to put a dot or + to mark the center of 
the MOLA points 
- there are commented out commands to view .ps files automatically (2 places) 

19. maptemplate.map 
 - map projection file for CTX images 
 - used by CTX_process_all.script.txt 
20. MarsOCkjk 
 - Mars sphere definition file, required by GMT 
 - if you edit the name of this file, update it in the imageplusmola scripts 
21. mocplusmola 

- the  grdraster.info “echo” line is customized based on the endianness of your  
machine 
- there are commented out commands to view .ps files automatically (2 places) 

22. molapedrsEXAMPLE.txt  (as an example only) 
- specific to user’s computer, lists locally stored MOLA files if applicable 

23. oldmapproj 
 - stores old text from MarsOCkjk so you don’t lose the syntax ever 
24. PEDR2TAB_ORIGINALkjk.PRM  

- edits to include minimal output 
- you can edit the original .PRM file as you’d like from PEDR2TAB website 

25. psinput.pro  
- reads roi_rawmola.llt and formats the data for GMT’s pstext to overlay labels on 
MOLA points 

 - output: roi_pstxt.txt 
26. rmroiint 

- lots of files listed that you can comment/uncomment out as needed  
- take out the “-f” options to remove files interactively 
- to delete intermediate files between runs of imageplusmola (if get errors or  
running cut in ctxplusmola) 

27. rmroiall 
- lots of files listed that you can comment/uncomment out as needed  
- take out the “-f” options to remove files interactively 

 - to delete all files for an roi except those specified  
28. toporgb.cpt – for MOLA color-coding 
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APPENDIX D. AA_README_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf 

********************************************************************** 
BASIC INSTRUCTIONS (DETAILS BELOW)  
********************************************************************** 
Note: these instructions assume that all programs are installed and all customizations as 
listed in AA_README_SETUP.pdf have been done. 
 
1. Pick ROI identifier  
 
2. Get ROI lat/lon range and record images within the ROI 
 
3. If you do not have the MOLA database stored locally, then follow the instructions in 
AA_README_MOLAFROMPDS.pdf before proceeding.  
 
4. Extract MOLA Data- run findmola 
Prompt> ./findmola roi minlat maxlat minlon maxlon 
Note: these should extend slightly beyond your ROI in case of coordinate or spacecraft 
differences. 
 
5. Obtain raw images from web 
 
6. Format images 
 6A. formatmoc 
 Prompt> ./formatmoc obsid clat clon 
 example: ./formatmoc M0801091 32.57 17.59 
 
 6B. formathirise 
 Prompt> ./formathirise obsid 
 example: ./formathirise PSP_001552_1410  
 
 6C. formatctx 
 Prompt> ./formatctx obsid 
 example: ./formatctx P01_001553_2232_XN_43N202W 
 
 
7. [OPTIONAL] If you want to crop the image: 
 1. use ISIS3’s qview to pick section to crop (record samples and lines- displayed  
 in lower right corner- of bounding box) 
  Prompt> qview & 
 
 2. run ISIS3’s crop 
  Prompt> crop & 
  fill in:  from, to, starting sample, nsamples, starting line, nlines 
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 3. run cropim to update the image’s label and get a cropped .raw file 
  Prompt> ./cropim obsid 
 
8A. mocplusmola- overly MOLA on MOC image 
Prompt> ./mocplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 
 roi to identify region 
 obsid ?XX##### 
 shift shifting MOLA relative to image? 0=no, 1=yes 
 xshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 yshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 
 
8B. hiriseplusmola- overlay MOLA on HiRISE image 
Prompt> ./hiriseplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 
 roi to identify region 
 obsid ZZZ_00XX##_####   
 shift shifting MOLA relative to image? 0=no, 1=yes 
 xshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 yshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 
 
8C. ctxplusmola- overlay MOLA on CTX image 
Prompt> ./ctxplusmola roi P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW shift xshift yshift zoom 
minlat maxlat minlon maxlon cut 
 obsid P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW  
 shift shifting MOLA relative to image? 0=no, 1=yes 
 xshift in cm, must include units, put 0 if shift=0 
 yshift in cm, must include units, put 0 if shift=0 
 zoom 0= whole image, 1= zoom in MOLA to user specified lat/lon region 
 minlat minimum latitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 maxlat maximum latitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 minlon minimum longitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 maxlon maximum longitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 cut  enter 0 or inc, 0: all labels, inc: label every inc-th point 
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EXAMPLES OF SYNTAX  
image in hale,  ROI identifier:    

roi = hale1 
 
MOC image M0801091.IMQ 
 obsid=M0801091 
 clat=32.57 (center latitude) 
 clon=17.52 (center longitude) 
 
HiRISE image  PSP_003252_1425    

obsid= PSP_003252_1425 
 
CTX image P02_001864_1441_XN_35S037W.IMG  

obsid= P02_001864_1441_XN_35S037W 
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GET MOLA DATA IN USABLE FORMAT 
FOR LAT/LON OF INTEREST: 

ONCE PER ROI 
 
1. Select region of interest (ROI). 
 
2. Record image observation ids of interest. Pick lat/lon a little wider than ROI to use for 
pulling out MOLA records. Pick “roi” to identify your image by. 
 
3. Open command line. CD to where files (programs, scripts, CTX .IMG, HiRISE .JP2 
and .LBL files, and MOC .IMQ files) are located.  
 
4. If you do not have the MOLA database stored locally, then follow the instructions in  
AA_README_MOLAFROMPDS.pdf before running findmola. 
 
5. run findmola script 

Prompt> ./findmola roi minlat maxlat minlon maxlon 
Note: these should extend slightly beyond your ROI in case of coordinate or spacecraft 
differences. 
Output file: roi_rawmolaall.tab 
 
This script searches the entire MOLA database stored locally or searches the files ftp’d 
from the PDS to pull out data points in an roi determined by lat/lon input. 
 

DETAILS FOR FINDMOLA  
1. run custompedr.pro  to customize PEDR2TAB.PRM file 
idl> .run custompedr 
idl> custompedr,’roi’,’minlat’,’maxlat’,’minlon’,’maxlon’ 
note: all input must be in single quotes 
output:  roi_PEDR2TAB.PRM 
 
2. cp roi_PEDR2TAB.PRM to PEDR2TAB.PRM 
Prompt> cp roi_PEDR2TAB.PRM PEDR2TAB.PRM 
Prompt> overwrite? yes 
 
3. At Prompt type “pedr2tab”.  Enter “molapedrs.txt” when Prompted. 
Molapedrs.txt lists the directory and filenames of locally stored MOLA .b files. 
Output file: roi_rawmolaall.tab 
Note: this will take ~20 min to run. 
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GET IMAGES: 
ONCE PER IMAGE 

Note: it is important that you keep this syntax or else hirise/moc/ctxplusmola won’t 
recognize the appropriate files. 
 
1. start isis3 
 - syntax depends on particular installation 
 
NOTE: .raw files need to be under 1G for grdraster to run 
 
2A. format a MOC image 
Prompt> ./formatmoc ?XX##### clat clon 

observation id: ?XX##### 
clat: center latitude of image 
clon: center longitude of image 

 
 DETAILS FOR FORMATMOC  
 1. Produce full resolution .cub  
 - based on  instructions from USGS tutorial found  

at: http://isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov/IsisWorkshop/Lessons/WorkingWithMOC/ 
  

2. Create new map template 
Prompt> maptemplate map=?XX#####.map projection=equirectangular 
clon=______ clat=______  targopt=user targetname=MARS eqradius=3396190.0 
polradius=3376200.0 resopt=mpp resolution=2 
 
- clat and clon are input by the user, obtained from the image webpage 

 
 3. Map project the image 

Prompt> cam2map from= ?XX#####.lev1.cub map=?XX#####.map to= 
?XX#####.cub 

 
4. Create a .raw file for ingestion into GMT. 
Prompt> isis2raw from= ?XX#####.cub to= ?XX#####.cub.raw bittype=s16bit 
endian=?sb 
 Msb: big-endian machine 
 Lsb: little-endian machine 

 
 
 
2B. format a HiRISE image 
Prompt> . /formathirise ZZZ_00XX##_#### 

observation id: ZZZ_00XX##_#### 
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DETAILS FOR FORMATHIRISE  
1. Produce full resolution .cub 
Prompt> JP2_to_PDS -i  ZZZ_00XX##_####_RED.JP2 -o 
ZZZ_00XX##_####_RED.img 

 
Prompt> pds2isis from=ZZZ_00XX##_####_RED.img 
to=ZZZ_00XX##_####_RED.cub 

 
2. Create new map template 
Prompt> maptemplate map=ZZZ_00XX##_####.map projection=equirectangular 
clon=______ clat=______  targopt=user targetname=MARS eqradius=3396190.0 
polradius=3376200.0 resopt=mpp resolution=2 

  Note: gets clon and clat from ISIS label 
 

3. Reduce resolution of images to 2 m/pixel 
Prompt> map2map from=ZZZ_00XX##_####_RED.cub 
map=ZZZ_00XX##_####.map to=ZZZ_00XX##_####.cub pixres=map 

 
4. Create a .raw file for ingestion into GMT. 
Prompt> isis2raw from= ZZZ_00XX##_####.cub to= 
ZZZ_00XX##_####.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=?sb 
 Msb: big-endian machine 
 Lsb: little-endian machine 

 
 
2C. format a CTX image 
Prompt> ./formatctx P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW  
P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW: observation id 
 
 DETAILS FOR FORMATCTX  
 1. Produce full resolution .cub 

Prompt> ./CTX_process_all.script.txt 
output: P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.lev2.cub 
- uses maptemplate.map 

 
2. Reduce resolution of images to 20 m/pixel. 
Prompt> map2map from= P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.lev2.cub 
map=ctx.map to= P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.cub pixres=map 
- uses ctx.map 

 
3. Create a .raw file for ingestion into GMT. 
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Prompt> isis2raw from= P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.cub to= 
P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=?sb 
 Msb: big-endian machine 
 Lsb: little-endian machine 

  
 
3. [OPTIONAL BUT ALMOST ALWAYS NECESSARY FOR CTX IMAGES]  
Crop your image. 
3A. Crop image 
 1. use ISIS3’s qview to pick section to crop (record samples and lines- displayed  
 in lower right corner- of bounding box) 
  Prompt> qview & 

 
- record samples and lines you want to include 

 
 2. run ISIS3’s crop 
  Prompt> crop & 
  fill in:  from, to, starting sample, nsamples, starting line, nlines 

note: crop does not update label with new min/max lat and lon! 
 
 
3B. update the label of your image to reflect updated coordinates 
Prompt>  ./cropim obsid 
 
 DETAILS OF CROPIM  
 1. getkey- use to get # of samples and # of lines of cropped .cub 

NS: number of samples 
NL: number of lines 

 
2. mappt- use to get new min/max lat and lon 

mappt sample=0 line=0  minlon, maxlat 
mappt sample=NS line=NL  maxlon, minlat 

 
 3. editlab- update new values 
 

4. Create a .raw file of cropped .cub for ingestion into GMT. 
- Msb: big-endian machine 
- Lsb: little-endian machine 

 
A. MOC 
Prompt> isis2raw from= ?XX#####.cub to=?XX#####.cub.raw  
bittype=s16bit endian=?sb 
 
B. HiRISE 
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Prompt> isis2raw from= ZZZ_00XX##_####.cub to= 
ZZZ_00XX##_####.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=?sb 

 
C. CTX 
Prompt> isis2raw from= P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.cub to= 
P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW.cub.raw bittype=s16bit endian=?sb 
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GET COLOR-CODED,  
MAP-PROJECTED MOLA DATA 

 
1A. run mocplusmola 
Prompt> ./mocplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 
 roi to identify region 
 obsid ?XX#####  
 shift shifting MOLA relative to image? 0=no, 1=yes 
 xshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 yshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 
Note: there are commented out options to put a dot or + to mark the center of the MOLA 
points and to display the output .ps files automatically. 
 
Output: 
 1. ?XX#####mola.ps color-coded MOLA elevations over image 
 2. ?XX#####txt.ps labelled color-coded MOLA elevations over image 
 3. ?XX#####.ps MOC image 
 
This script does the following: 
1. Reads lat/lon parameters from ISIS label of image.  
2. Writes the GMT reference sphere file (MarsOCkjk, defined in .gmtdefaults4 in the 
user’s working directory) based on the local radius of Mars from the ISIS label. 
3. Reads map projection parameters from ISIS label of image. 
4. Uses above values to set plotting options for GMT commands. 
5. Updates grdraster.info for the image. 
6. (GMT) Makes a color palette specific to the image. 
7. (GMT) Imports the image into GMT format (.grd). 
8. Makes an overwriteable .ps file of the image. 
9. Runs getmola.pro to pull out just the MOLA points within the lat/lon range. 
 - reads:  roi_rawmolaall.tab 
 - output:  roi_rawmola.llt lon,lat,topo 
10. (GMT) Converts lon,lat,topo file into GMT .grd format 
11. (GMT) Makes a color palette specific to elevation range in image. 
12. Calculates the scale of a MOLA ~168m diameter footprint relative to scale of image 
to display actual relative sizes as accurately as possible. 
13. (GMT) Plots map-projected color-coded MOLA points on top of the image. The map 
projection of the MOLA is the same as that of the image, as determined by parameters 
from its label. 
13b. (GMT) OPTIONAL Plots a point or a gray cross to mark the center of each MOLA 
point. Can modify settings of these or take out options by putting a “#” in front of the 
appropriate line of the script. 
14. (GMT) Adds a scale bar to the plot. 
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15. Runs psinput.pro to get elevations to label MOLA points with. 
 - output:  roi_pstxt.txt  formatted for GMT pstext input 
16. (GMT) Labels the elevations of the color-coded MOLA points on top of an image. 
Adds a scale bar. 
17. Creates three plots and OPTIONAL automatically displays: 
 1. ?XX#####mola.ps  color-coded MOLA elevations 
 2. ?XX#####txt.ps  labelled color-coded MOLA elevations 
 3. ?XX#####.ps  MOC image 
18. (GMT) OPTIONAL Shift option. Shifts the MOLA data points relative to the 
underlying image and creates: 
 1. ?XX#####mola_xshift_yshift.ps     color-coded MOLA elevations 
 2. ?XX#####txt_xshift_yshift.ps  labelled color-coded MOLA elevations 
 
 
1B. run hiriseplusmola 
Prompt> ./hiriseplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift 
 roi to identify region 
 obsid ZZZ_00XX##_####   
 shift shifting MOLA relative to image? 0=no, 1=yes 
 xshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 yshift in cm, must include units, leave out if shift=0 
 
- everything else from mocplusmola section applies, except output will have HiRISE 
formatted obsid 
 
 
1C. run ctxplusmola 
Prompt> ./ctxplusmola roi obsid shift xshift yshift zoom minlat maxlat minlon maxlon 
cut 
 roi to identify region 
 obsid P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW  
 shift shifting MOLA relative to image 0=no, 1=yes 
 xshift in cm, must include units, put 0 if shift=0 
 yshift in cm, must include units, put 0 if shift=0 
 zoom 0= whole image, 1= zoom in MOLA to user specified lat/lon region 
 minlat minimum latitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 maxlat maximum latitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 minlon minimum longitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 maxlon maximum longitude, enter only if zoom=1, otherwise put 0 
 cut  enter 0 or inc, 0: all labels, inc: decimate labels by taking every inc-th line 
 
- everything else from mocplusmola section applies, except output will have CTX 
formatted obsid 
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- Note: zoom only affects MOLA data, to spread out the points; it does NOT zoom the 
underlying image, so the files with topography on top of the image are not reproduced. It 
cannot zoom the underlying image because grdraster needs to know the actual samples 
and lines of the region being output.  If you want the image zoomed too, crop the image, 
then re-run ctxplusmola. 
Optional output: (zoom option) 
 P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW _zoommola.ps 

P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW _zoommolaC.ps 
 P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW _zoommolatxt.ps 
 P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW _zoommolatxtC.ps 
 
Optional output (cut option) 
 P??_00XX##_####_??_LLSLLLW txt_cut.ps 
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REALLY DETAILED DETAILS FOR 
MOC/HIRISE/CTXPLUSMOLA 

Note: GMT manual can be found from the GMT homepage:  
http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/  
Only a few options are included here.  Options such as –G and –V apply for multiple 
commands unless specified differently. 
 
 
1. Get info from label of image to use for map projection settings. Use ISIS3 getkey to do 
so. 
Syntax: 
getkey from=PSP_00XX##_####.cub grpname=Mapping keyword= … 
 
2. Update GMT sphere file (default is MarsOCkjk) to include local average radius for 
HiRISE images or to be IAU-defined average radius for CTX images. 
 
3. For CTX images, if zoom option = 1, then set lat/lon range based on user input. 
 
4. Based on lat/lon range, calculate options for GMT commands including: 

1. grid spacing for –I option. 
 2. –R region 
 3. output .ps file width (map scale, 1 degree = x cm) 
 4. –J map projection 
 
5. Get image in GMT format. 
 1. update grdraster.info file to have a line for this image. 
 Note: if you need to rerun imageplusmola make sure you delete this line  

between runs because grdraster will fail if the .info file has identical lines. 
 - make sure you have “B” or “L” that pertains to your computer’s endianness 

 
NOTES ABOUT GRDRASTER.INFO: 
1. No two lines can have the same text string, if that’s how you are calling 
grdraster. Same goes for the same number. 
2. Before running imageplusmola, you need to make sure that your cursor 
is on a new line, so that the appended text will be on a line of its own. 
3. there is a max of 320 characters per line 

 
 2. run grdraster, output = *.grd of the image 
 

COMMON GRDRASTER ERRORS: 
1. can’t find/open raster file- check your file name spelling and location 
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2. can’t read raster file- Make sure that your –I value is correct (calculate 
by hand). Try recreating the .raw file in case it wasn’t created 
properly/completely. 

 
 3. make a color file (.cpt) for that image 
  - uses gray.cpt 
 4. run grdimage, convert the .grd file to a .ps file 
 
 
6. Open idl. Run getmola.pro  to remove points outside of desired coordinates. This is 
specific to the image you are overlaying the topography on.  
idl> .run getmola 
idl> getmola, ’roi’,minlat,maxlat,minlon,maxlon 
 note: doesn’t matter if these lat/lons are/are not in quotes 

input: roi_rawmola.tab (inherent in program) 
 output file:  roi_rawmola.llt (for input with psxy)   lon lat topo 
 
 
7. convert MOLA data into a file readable by GMT 
Prompt>  xyz2grd roi_rawmola.llt –Groi_mola.grd –I0.005 -RW/E/S/N –F -V 
 -G: output file 
 -I: increment spacing of the grid, can specify for both x & y, in degrees longitude  

    if for xinc 
-R: specify coordinates of ROI 
-F: force pixel registration  
[This associates the Z (elevation) value with the center of the pixels instead of the 
corners.] 

 -V: verbose 
 
8. make a color file for the MOLA for the roi 
Prompt>  grd2cpt roi_mola.grd  -Ctoporgb.cpt –V -Z > roimola.cpt 
 -Z: if want continuous rather than step (this looks better) 
 -C: master color file to build off of  
  toporgb.cpt: black = low, white = high 
 -Lmin/max: set range of values to be put into color 
 
 
9. Determine the size of a MOLA footprint based on the scale of the image. 

1.  D(m) = 168 m  MOLA footprint diameter 
2. D(°) = D(m) * 180° *   1    

     π      Rave (km) *1000 (m/km) 
[above is equation for a sphere, D(°) is an angular distance, so this is a (very 
close) approximation:   168 m is 7.8e-6 of the circumference of Mars, approx. 
flat] 
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3. scale of plot in cm/°: 
- assumes pixels are square 
- nlines/nsamples for square pixels is a measure of how the range in degrees of 
lat/lon is 
- 16.5 cm = page width for 8.5x11 paper, 1” margins on each side, portrait 
plotting, 22.85 cm = page height 

 
wlat= 22.85 cm / delta_lat 
wlon= 16.5 cm/ delta_lon 
 

           *script sets width = the lower of wlat and wlon so that both dimensions fit on page 
 
4. D(cm)=D(m) * 180° *   1         * width (cm/°) 
      π      Rave (km)  * 1000 (m/km) 

 
 
 
 
10. Plot individual MOLA points in color. 
Prompt> psxy roi_rawmola.llt –RW/E/S/N –Jqclon/widthc –Sc0.1c –V –

Croimola.cpt  
-K [-O] > obsid_mola.ps 

  
-C: color file (don’t include this option if you want black and white plot) 

 -P: portrait 
 -Ddx/dy: offset plot symbol locations by given amounts dx/dy, only applies to  

symbols 
 - when using shift=1 to shift MOLA relative to large-scale features 
>> two arrows if the .ps file already exists 

 -Sc0.1c symbols are circles 0.1cm diameter 
  - actual values computed by script 

-Sq+L: can add labels 
-Sp: plots points 
-Sxsize : plot a cross of size size, must specify units 
-G# or –G#/#/#: will display  

 -O: plot over gridded image 
-K: allows for more data to be added to .ps file later 
note: manual says no “-K” or “-P” needed 

 
 -J: map projection *this should be the same as your images! 
  HiRISE: equirectangular (-Jy) 
  MOC: sinusoidal (-Ji) as released on PDS, other if processed by hand 
  CTX: simple cylindrical (-Jq) 
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 syntax: -J(mapproj)(centerlon)/(scale) 
scale: of output plot, 10c = 10 cm per 1 degree 
centerlon: center longitude of map projection 

 ex. map proj: -Jq190/10c for a map 10c/1° wide, centered around 190E 
 
 
 
11. Add a scale bar to your plot. 
Prompt> psscale –Croi.cpt –Dxpos/ypos/length/width[h] –B500/:”Elevation (m)”:  

-O –V -K  >> obsid_mola.ps 
 -D: params are in meas unit- ex. 10c 

- [h] if want horz 
- (0,0) measured from bottom left of screen 
- marks location of center/left of vertical scale bar 
- or center/top of horizontal scale bar 
good: -D16c/10c/15c/1c 

 -O: overlay plot mode 
 -B: intervals to label, and label text 
 -K: more postscript code will be added later  

NOTE: -K doesn’t work on all platrforms! therefore do psscale last 
 
 
12. [OPTIONAL] If the elevation labels overlap too much, you can edit the .llt file by 
hand or run cutllt.pro. This is only enabled in ctxplusmola right now (cut=1). 
 - you specify the increment (inc=2, every other line is output) 
 - the original .llt file is moved to roi_rawmolaNOCUT.llt 
 - the roi_rawmolaCUT.llt replaces  roi_rawmola.llt 
 
13. run psinput.pro- to label elevations on plot- input for pstext 
idl>  psinput,’roi’,minlat,maxlat,minlon,maxlon 
output: roi_pstxt.txt 
 
14. plot elevations next to points 
Prompt> pstext roi_pstxt.txt –Jqcenterlon/widthc –RW/E/S/N –V –O –K >> 

obsid_txt.ps 
 
15. [OPTIONAL] Display .ps files using gv, Preview, or your ps-viewer of choice. 
 
16. The “shift” option  
shift = 0, no shift 
shift = 1, shift MOLA relative to image based on values for xshift and yshift 

xshift and yshift need to be in terms of cm, can be + or – 
ex. Xshift 1.02c shifts topo 1.02 cm to the right 

-output .ps files have the amount of the shift included in their name 
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17. The “zoom” option (ctxplusmola)  
- purpose: zoom in on MOLA for a particular region of the image 
zoom = 0, no zoom 
zoom = 1, user specifies min/max lat and lon 
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APPENDIX E. AA_README_MOLAFROMPDS.pdf 

USE THIS FILE IF YOU DO *NOT* HAVE THE MOLA PEDR FILES STORED 
LOCALLY. THIS FILE USES PIGWAD TO GET SPECIFIC, RELEVANT .B FILES 
TO RUN PEDR2TAB ON. IT OBTAINS THE .B FILES FROM THE PDS. 
 
The syntax of the ftp scripts has been tested for: 
- Mac OS X (ppc and intel) shell=tcsh  
- Solaris (sunos sparc m64) shell=tcsh 
 
1. Open PIGWAD. Select the “advanced” interface appropriate for your browser. 
http://webgis.wr.usgs.gov/pigwad/maps/mars.htm  
 
2. Display 5x5 graticule. Zoom in on ROI. 
 
3. Select  “MOLA Tracks version L” from left side menu. Click “refresh” or change the 
zoom to display the MOLA tracks. 
 
4. Click “i” info button in the top toolbar. Use the “select by rectangle” button in the 
same toolbar to select all the MOLA tracks of interest. Alternatively, click on the MOLA 
tracks you want one at a time. Their file numbers will pop up in a separate window. 
 
5. Record the file numbers (only) in a .txt file “roi_tracks.txt”. They do not need to be in 
any order. Include leading zeros. 
 Ex. ap00345L.b enter: 00345 
 
6. Open command line. CD to where files and .pro files are located. Start IDL. 

Prompt> idl 
 
7. run converttracksyn.pro to get track #s into ftp site directory structure 

idl> .run converttracksyn 
idl> converttracksyn,’roi’ 
idl> exit 

note: roi_tracks.txt must be in this directory 
note: need to include single quotes 
OUTPUT: roi_ftp.txt 
 
IF YOUR FTP CONNECTION ISN’T GOOD AND YOU NEED TO RECONNECT 
BETWEEN EACH FILE: 
7B. run getindivpedr.pro to get track #s into ftp, reconnecting between each file 

Prompt> idl 
idl> .run getindivpedr 
idl> getindivpedr,’roi’ 
idl> exit 
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OUTPUT: roi_ftpsingle.txt 
 
8.  Make roi_ftp.txt executable. 

Prompt> chmod +x roi_ftp.txt 
 
9. Run ftp program. 

Prompt> ./roi_ftp.txt 
This will run the ftp commands and retrieve the MOLA files from the PDS site. 
Files will go to the working directory - specified in converttracksyn.pro 
 
10. Create input file for PEDR2TAB. 

Prompt> ls *.b > roi_inputpedrs.txt 
 
11. cp roi_inputpedrs.txt molapedrs.txt 
 
 
Continue with main instructions in AA_README_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf. 
( Next step: running findmola) 
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APPENDIX F. 1D KINEMATIC MODEL: kinematics.pro 
 

pro kinematics,inname,din,h,v0,rho,X0,Xlo,Xhi 
 
; written by Kelly Kolb 
 
; a program to perform 1D kinematic modeling (i.e. linear equations of motion) 
; for a given elevation profiles 
 
infile=inname+'.txt' 
 
print,'SYNTAX: kinematics,infile.txt,din,h,v0,rho,X0,Xlo,Xhi' 
print,'ENTER ALL VALUES WITH DECIMAL POINTS!' 
print,'din: particle size in mm' 
print,'h: flow thickness in m' 
print,'v0: initial velocity in m/s' 
print,'rho: flow density in kg/m3' 
print,'X0: upslope initiation point in m' 
print,'Xlo: upslope initiation distance of deposit in m' 
print,'Xhi: downslope extent of deposit in m' 
print,'NOTE: if smoothing of profile is desired it MUST be smoothed before this pro is 
run' 
print,' ' 
print,' ' 
 
; **************** 
; READ INPUT FILE 
; **************** 
; col 1: X (distance) values in m 
; col 2: Z (elevation values in m) - SMOOTHED VALUES! 
; NO header row! 
; **************** 
;arrays that will hold the input elevation profile values 
inX=fltarr(10000) 
inZ=fltarr(10000) 
 
; filler values 
X=0.0 
Z=0.0 
a=0 ; a counter 
 
openr,1,infile 
while (NOT EOF(1)) do begin 
    readf,1,X,Z 
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    inX(a)=X 
    inZ(a)=Z 
    a+=1 
endwhile 
close,1 
 
profX=fltarr(a) ;X distance in m 
profZ=fltarr(a) ;Z elevation in m 
 
for i=0,a-1 do begin 
    profX(i)=1000.0*inX(i) ;convert from distance in km to m 
    profZ(i)=inZ(i) 
endfor 
; remove empty values from the ends of the arrays 
 
; now have the elevation profile stored in arrays 
 
; ************ 
; define initial values: 
; ************ 
; CONSTANT ALWAYS: 
g=3.71                   ;m/s2, gravity of Mars 
pi=3.14159265359         ;pi 
theta_min=20.9*pi/180.0  ;radians, minimum angle of kinetic friction 
tanmin=tan(theta_min)    ;tan(theta_min) 
theta_max=32.76*pi/180.0 ;radians, maximum angle of kinetic friction/angle of repose 
tanmax=tan(theta_max)    ;tan(theta_min) 
I0=0.279                 ;constant in Jop et al. 2006 friction equation 
rhoS=2700                ;kg/m3, density of solid particles in flow 
 
; ************** 
; PARAMETERS TO VARY: 
; ************** 
; d: particle size in mm 
; h: flow thickness in m 
; v0: initial velocity in m/s 
; rho: flow density in kg/m3 
d=din/1000.0 
;d is input in mm, need to convert to m for equations 
 
; **************** 
; SELECT INITIATION POINT BASED ON INPUT X0 VALUE 
; **************** 
b=0 
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diff=profX(b)-X0 
;print,'diff:',diff 
if diff lt 0.0 then begin 
    while diff lt 0.0 do begin 
        b+=1 
        diff=profX(b)-X0 
endwhile 
; b is the array loc in the original profile where user wants modeling to start 
 
    c=a-b 
    ; new number of array spots in profile 
 
    profXnew=fltarr(c) 
    profZnew=fltarr(c) 
 
    for q=0,c-1 do begin 
        profXnew(q)=profX(b) ;ignore points upslope of here 
        profZnew(q)=profZ(b) 
        b+=1 ;go to next array spot 
    endfor 
 
    ;redefine arrays and # of array spots 
 
    profX=fltarr(c) 
    profZ=fltarr(c) 
    a=c 
 
    for q=0,c-1 do begin 
        profX(q)=profXnew(q) 
        profZ(q)=profZnew(q) 
    endfor 
 
endif 
;end of if X0 ne 0.0 loop 
; the variables to use below are still profX, profZ and a, they just have new values/are 
shifted 
 
; ************** 
; CALCULATE YIELD STRESS (constant for a given flow) 
; ************** 
tau_Ymin=tanmin*rho*g*h 
; tau in Pa using the min angle of  kinetic friction 
; according to Jop et al. this represents a MINIMUM value of yield stress 
; this is the yield stress if no shear rate 
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; this is the value to use in FLO-2D 
 
tau_Ymax=tanmax*rho*g*h 
; tau in Pa using the angle of repose 
; this would be max value of yield stress, aka the most conservative one to use in FLO-2D 
 
; ************* 
; DEFINE ARRAYS TO BE FILLED 
; ************* 
slope=fltarr(a)         ;slope in m/m 
s=fltarr(a)             ;slope in degrees 
srad=fltarr(a)          ;slope in radians 
edot=fltarr(a)          ;shear rate, 1/s 
ii=fltarr(a)            ;"I" in Jop et al. 2006 eqn 
mu=fltarr(a)            ;friction coefficient, per Jop et al. 2006 eqn 
acc=fltarr(a)           ;m/s2, acceleration of flow 
vhorz=fltarr(a)         ;horizontal velocity in m/s 
v=fltarr(a)             ;velocity in m/s 
t=fltarr(a)             ;s, time 
visc=fltarr(a)          ;viscosity in Pa s 
 
; *************** 
; SET INITIAL VALUES- CHECKED 1/12/09 
; *************** 
i=0 
edot(i)=0.0 
ii(i)=0.001 
v(i)=v0 
t(i)=0.0 
 
; CALCULATE INITITAL VALUES 
slope(i)=abs((profZ(i+1)-profZ(i))/(profX(i+1)-profX(i))) 
s(i)=atan(slope(i))*180.0/pi ;slope in degrees 
srad(i)=atan(slope(i))       ;slope in radians 
vhorz(i)=v(i)*cos(srad(i)) 
 
mu(i)=tanmin+((tanmax-tanmin)/((I0/ii(i))+1)) 
acc(i)=(g*sin(srad(i)))-(mu(i)*g*cos(srad(i))) 
 
if v(i) eq 0.0 then visc(i)=0.0 
if v(i) gt 0.0 then visc(i)=(mu(i)*rho*g*h*h)/(2.0*v(i)) 
; to avoid dividing by zero if v0=0 m/s 
 
;values for testing to avoid dividing by zero or other impossible calculations 
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acctest=0.0 
vhortest=0.0 
 
; ************** 
; FILL ARRAY VALUES 
; ************** 
for i=1,a-2 do begin 
    slope(i)=abs((profZ(i+1)-profZ(i))/(profX(i+1)-profX(i))) 
    s(i)=atan(slope(i))*180.0/pi 
    srad(i)=atan(slope(i)) 
 
    ii(i)=(edot(i-1)*d)/sqrt((rho*g*h)/rhoS) 
    if ii(i) lt 0.001 then ii(i)=0.001 
 
    mu(i)=tanmin+((tanmax-tanmin)/((I0/ii(i))+1.0)) 
 
    acc(i)=(g*sin(srad(i)))-(mu(i)*g*cos(srad(i))) 
    acctest=acc(i)+acc(i-1)    ;test if this is a negative or positive number 
     
if i eq 1 then begin 
        if acctest le 0.0 then v(i)=0.0 
 if acctest gt 0.0 then begin 
             if v0 eq 0 then v(i)=v(i-1)+(acc(i-1)*sqrt(4.0*(profX(i)-profX(i-
1))/(acc(i)+acc(i-1)))) 
            if v0 ne 0 then v(i)=(acc(i-1)*(profX(i)-profX(i-1))/v(i-1))+v(i-1)  
        endif 
        if v(i) lt 0.0 then v(i)=0.0 
    endif 
    if i ne 1 then begin 
        if v(i-1) eq 0.0 then v(i)=0.0 
        if v(i-1) gt 0.0 then v(i)=(acc(i-1)*(profX(i)-profX(i-1))/v(i-1))+v(i-1) 
        if v(i) lt 0.0 then v(i)=0.0 
    endif 
 
    vhorz(i)=v(i)*cos(srad(i)) 
 
    edot(i)=2.0*v(i)/h 
 
    vhortest=vhorz(i)+vhorz(i-1) 
    if vhortest le 0.0 then t(i)=0.0 
    if vhortest gt 0.0 then t(i)=t(i-1)+(2.0*(profX(i)-profX(i-1))/(vhorz(i)+vhorz(i-1))) 
     
    if v(i) le 0.0 then visc(i)=0.0 
    if v(i) gt 0.0 then visc(i)=(mu(i)*rho*g*h*h)/(2.0*v(i)) 
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endfor 
 
; *********************** 
; DETERMINE WHERE FLOW ENDS (RUN-OUT DISTANCE, R) 
; *********************** 
 
startv=0 
R=0.0 ;run-out distance in m 
Z_R=0.0 ;elevation at run-out distance in m 
q=0 
testv=0.0 
k=0 
 
for i=0,a-1 do begin 
    if v(i) gt 0.0 then k+=1 
    if v(i) eq 0.0 then k+=0 
endfor 
 
; there is no flow 
if k eq 0 then begin 
    R=0 
    Z_R=profZ(0) 
endif 
 
if k gt 0 then begin 
 
    ;ignore leading zero velocity values, if applicable 
    while v(q) eq 0.0 do q+=1 
     
    if v(q) gt 0.0 then startv=q  ;first array spot with non-zero velocity 
 
    while v(q) ne 0.0 do begin 
        q+=1 
    endwhile 
    ; q now represents the array location where the flow has stopped 
 
    R=profX(q) 
    Z_R=profZ(q) 
endif 
 
; ***************** 
; DETERTMINE EVENT-AVERAGED VISCOSITY 
; ***************** 
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avevisc=0.0 ;event-averaged viscosity in Pa s 
sumvisc=0.0 ;sum of viscosities at each point in flow 
 
for i=startv,q-1 do begin 
    sumvisc+=visc(i) 
endfor 
if q gt 1 then avevisc= sumvisc/float(q-1) 
if q eq 1 then avevisc=sumvisc/1.0 
 
; ***************** 
; PRINT OUTPUT 
; ***************** 
; want a separate outfile for each run; 
sd=strtrim(string(din,format='(I2.1)'),2)                      ;works for 1<d<100 mm 
if h ge 1.0 then sh=strtrim(string(h,format='(I2.1)'),2)       ;works for 1<h<100 m 
if h lt 1.0 then sh='pt'+strmid(strtrim(string(h),2),2,2)      ;works for h<1 m 
sv=strtrim(string(v0,format='(I2.2)'),2)                       ;works for 1<v<100 m/s 
sx=strtrim(string(X0,format='(I4.2)'),2)                       ;works for 1<x<10,000 m 
sr=strtrim(string(rho,format='(I4.2)'),2)                      ;works for 1<x<10,000 m 
 
outfile='results_'+inname+'_d'+sd+'_h'+sh+'_v'+sv+'_X'+sx+'_r'+sr+'.txt 
openw,2,outfile,width=200 
printf,2,' X(m) Z(m) S(m/m) S(deg) S(rad) edot I mu a vhor v t eta' 
 
for i=0,a-1 do begin 
printf,2,profX(i),profZ(i),slope(i),s(i),srad(i),edot(i),ii(i),mu(i),acc(i),vhorz(i),v(i), 
t(i),visc(i) 
endfor 
close,2 
 
; ***************** 
; COMPILE ALL RESULTS INTO ONE LARGE FILE, 'NEW1Dresults.txt' IN 
PROJECTS FOLDER 
; ***************** 
 
outfileall='NEW1Dresults.txt' 
openw,3,outfileall,width=200,/APPEND 
printf,3,infile,din,h,rho,X0,v0,R,Z_R,avevisc 
close,3 
 
 
; ***************** 
; ONLY OUTPUT MODEL PARAMETERS IF R IS WITHIN DEPOSIT'S 
BOUNDARIES 
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; ***************** 
 
testr=0 
if (R ge Xlo) && (R le Xhi) then testr=1 
 
if testr eq 1 then begin 
    outfilegood='NEW1DresultsGOOD.txt' 
    openw,4,outfilegood,width=200,/APPEND 
    ;printf,4,' d(mm) h(m) rho(kg/m3) X0(m) v0(m/s) R(m) Z_R(m) ave_visc' 
    ;printf,4,' ' 
    printf,4,infile,din,h,rho,X0,v0,R,Z_R,avevisc 
    close,4 
endif 
; end of if R is within deposit output model parameters to file 
 
return 
end 
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 APPENDIX G. SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS, QUESTIONS, AND FOLLOW-UP 
MATERIALS 

 
Survey Instructions 
Thank you for taking the time to fill out my survey.  It should take less than 20 minutes 
of your time. The survey is meant to be informative about the understanding of water on 
Mars in order to direct space science education and public outreach efforts. Please do not 
use any outside resources or references.  Please select the best answer for each question.   
 
For the purposes of this survey: 
- “water” includes pure water and salt water 
- “ice” refers to any solid form of a substance 
- “recent” is within the past one million years 
- “ancient past” is more than one million years ago 
- “spacecraft” includes landers, rovers, and orbiters 
- “Mars” includes the atmosphere, surface, and subsurface 
- “life” includes organisms of any level of complexity NEW AFTER PILOT 
 
For your reference, carbon dioxide ice is commonly referred to as “dry ice.” 
 
Upon completion of the survey, a brief description of the current understanding of water 
on Mars, some space science education-related links, and a link to the study’s webpage 
will be provided.  If you choose not to participate but would still like access to these 
resources, please complete the survey selecting “prefer not to answer” for every multiple 
choice question and leave all comment boxes blank.  Your survey will not be used in the 
analysis. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Survey Questions 
Bold answers correspond to the correct responses based on current understanding.  The 
letters in parentheses refer to the topic that they address.  The content of these questions 
has been validated with an expert.  The main survey did not include part B of any 
question.  For Question 4, “detect” was “see” for the pilot survey. 
 
QUESTION TOPICS: 
 A. carbon dioxide ice versus water ice 
 B. recent versus ancient water 
 C. phases of water 
 D. how scientists know about water on Mars 
 
1 (AC). Is there ice on Mars today? 
- Yes, water and carbon dioxide ice are present on Mars today. 
- Yes, only water ice is present on Mars today. 
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- Yes, only carbon dioxide ice is present on Mars today. 
- No, there is no ice on Mars today. 
- I don’t know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

1B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
2 (B). Does current evidence suggest that it rains or has rained water on Mars, similarly 
to how it rains on Earth?  Select all that apply. 
- Yes, it rains on Mars today. 
- Yes, it has rained on Mars in recent times. 
- Yes, it possibly rained in the ancient past. 
- No, it has never rained on Mars. 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

2B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended)  
 

3 (B). Which of the following water-related features do some scientists believe existed on 
Mars? Select all that apply. 
- Oceans 
- Glaciers 
- Lakes 
- None of the above. 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

3B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
4 (C). Scientists looking for water on Mars today expect to detect: Select all that apply.  
- Flowing water 
- Ice 
- Clouds 
- None of the above 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

4B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
5 (D). Scientists know about water on Mars by: Select all that apply. 
- Making comparisons to features on Earth that look similar 
- Detecting it with telescopes on Earth 
- Detecting it with spacecraft 
- Humans working on the Martian surface 
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- None of the above 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

5B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
6 (C). Which of the following phases of water do scientists believe is commonly found on 
Mars today? Select all that apply. 
- Scientists believe that water ice commonly exists on Mars today. 
- Scientists believe that liquid water commonly exists on Mars today. 
- Scientists believe that water vapor commonly exists on Mars today. 
- Scientists believe that water is not found on Mars today. 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

6B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
7 (B). Which of the following phases of water do scientists believe was commonly found 
on Mars in the ancient past? Select all that apply. 
- Scientists believe that water ice was common in the ancient past. 
- Scientists believe that liquid water was common in the ancient past. 
- Scientists believe that water vapor was common in the ancient past. 
- Scientists believe that water was not common in the ancient past. 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

7B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
8 (CD). Have spacecraft detected water on Mars? Select all that apply. 
- Yes, spacecraft have detected water ice on Mars. 
- Yes, spacecraft have detected liquid water on Mars. 
- Yes, spacecraft have detected water vapor on Mars. 
- No, spacecraft have not detected water on Mars. 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

8B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
9 (D). Is there evidence for past life on Mars?  Select all that apply. 
- Yes, spacecraft have detected past life on Mars. 
- Yes, telescopes on Earth have detected past life on Mars. 
- Yes, humans on the surface of Mars have detected past life on Mars. 
- No, nothing has detected past life on Mars. 
- I don't know. 
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- Prefer not to answer 
9B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
10 (D). Is there evidence for current life on Mars?  Select all that apply. 
- Yes, spacecraft have detected current life on Mars. 
- Yes, telescopes on Earth have detected current life on Mars. 
- Yes, humans on the surface of Mars have detected current life on Mars. 
- No, nothing has detected current life on Mars. 
- I don't know. 
- Prefer not to answer 

10B. Please describe the reasoning behind your selection and, if applicable, note 
any aspects of the question that were unclear. (open-ended) 

 
11. What is your gender? 
- Female 
- Male 
- Prefer not to answer 
 
12. What is your age? Leave blank if you prefer not to answer. (open-ended) 
 
13. What is the highest level degree that you have completed? 
- B.A. 
- B.S. 
- M.A. 
- M.S. 
- Ph.D. 
- Ed.D. 
- Prefer not to answer 
- Other (fill in the blank) 
 
14. What was (were) your undergraduate major(s)? Leave blank if you prefer not to 
answer. (open-ended) 
 
15. If applicable, what was (were) your graduate school major(s)? Leave blank if you 
prefer not to answer. (open-ended) 
 
16.  How many years have you been teaching or have you taught middle school science? 
Leave blank if you prefer not to answer. (open-ended) 
 
17. Do you currently teach an earth and space science lesson or course? 
- Yes 
- No 
- Prefer not to answer 
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18. Have you ever taught an earth and space science lesson or course? 
- Yes 
- No 
- Prefer not to answer 
 
19. What grades do you currently teach science to? Select all that apply. 
- 5th 
- 6th 
- 7th 
- 8th 
- 9th 
- I don't currently teach science. 
- Prefer not to answer 
- Other (fill in the blank) 
 
20. Excluding this school year, if applicable, what grades have you previously taught 
science to? 
- 5th 
- 6th 
- 7th 
- 8th 
- 9th 
- I have not taught science before this year. 
- Prefer not to answer 
- Other (fill in the blank) 
 
21. Have you ever attended professional development or received any training 
specifically about earth science, space science, or astronomy? Select all that apply. 
- Earth science professional development/training 
- Space science professional development/training 
- Astronomy professional development/training 
- None of the above 
- Prefer not to answer 
 
22. Where did you spend the majority of your childhood (before the age of 18)? Refer to 
US Census Map (http://www.census.gov/geo/www/us_regdiv.pdf) if you would like. 
- South US 
- Northeast US 
- Midwest US 
- West US: Pacific 
- West US: Mountain 
- West US: Southwest (AZ, NV, UT, CO, NM) 
- Moved frequently (>5 locations) 
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- Prefer not to answer 
 
23. How likely would you be to use each of the following tools or manipulatives, if 
provided, to incorporate Mars as a topic in your classroom? Please select any box in the 
"prefer not to answer" row to indicate that you do not wish to respond. 

Very Likely   Likely   Neutral  Not likely  Very Unlikely 
Fieldtrips 
Visits from scientists 
Posters 
Lesson plans 
Classroom activities 
Games 
Models 
Powerpoint presentations 
Overhead transparencies 
Prefer not to answer 
 
24. Are there any other tools or manipulatives that you would be likely to use in your 
classroom to incorporate Mars as an every day topic? Leave blank if you do not wish to 
answer. (open-ended) 
 
Follow-up Materials 
Description of Current Understanding of Water on Mars (as of Summer 2008) 
Mars Today: 
The surface of Mars today is mostly dry.  Liquid water may rarely be present on the 
surface but may exist in the subsurface. There is no confirmed evidence of recent liquid 
water on the Martian surface.  Water and carbon dioxide ice are found on the surface as 
seasonal frosts at high and mid latitudes.  Mars has polar caps made of water ice.  The 
south polar cap contains some carbon dioxide ice too.  Much of the Martian soil, 
especially near the poles, contains ices.  The atmosphere contains traces of water vapor.  
Water and carbon dioxide clouds are present.  Water does not rain or snow out of the 
atmosphere on Mars today.  
 
Ancient Mars: 
Scientists believe that Mars was a lot wetter billions of years ago.  There are huge flood 
channels, smaller riverbeds, and a gigantic canyon system (Valles Marineris); all of 
which are empty today, but which are believed to have contained water in the past.  
Scientists believe that Valles Marineris was not carved by liquid water but might have 
been filled with water at one point.  Groundwater sapping, when water seeps out of soil 
onto a slope, might have formed some of the now-empty riverbeds.  Some other water-
related features have been suggested, including a large ocean in the northern hemisphere, 
glaciers, and crater lakes, but scientists have not come to a consensus about whether or 
not these existed.  Some scientists think that it has rained and snowed on certain locations 
of Mars in the past.  Scientists think that a large amount of water was blasted off into 
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space when asteroids and comets hit the surface and that other water sank into the 
subsurface.  Ice-rich comets hitting the surface may have added water to the surface and 
sub-surface of Mars. 
 
How Scientists Learn about Mars: 
Scientists study Mars using Earth-based telescopes, telescopes in space, spacecraft 
orbiting the planet, and spacecraft (landers and rovers) on the ground.  No humans have 
been to the surface of Mars, and no Martian life has been discovered yet.  Telescopes on 
Earth and in space teach us about large-scale and global features on Mars.  Orbiters give 
us a much closer view of the surface.  Instruments on orbiters have detected water vapor 
in the atmosphere, water ice on the surface and below the surface, and water ice in the 
polar caps.  No liquid water has been seen or detected.  Cameras in orbit have shown us a 
large number of features that look like features on Earth formed by water.  Scientists 
study such features on Earth to learn more about how the similar Martian features might 
have formed.  Landers and rovers give us extremely close-up views of the Martian 
surface and provide valuable information about their locations on the surface.   
 
Links Provided 
PROJECT WEBSITE: www.lpl.arizona.edu/~kkolb/EducationProject.html  
Results and any publications will be posted here. 
 
SPACE SCIENCE EDUCATION-RELATED LINKS: 
UA Mars- University of Arizona’s involvement in Mars Exploration 

 http://mars.arizona.edu/  
HiRISE (Mars Camera) Education and Public Outreach- classroom activities and more! 

http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/epo/epo.php  
HiRISE Clickworkers – help scientists analyze Mars images 

 http://clickworkers.arc.nasa.gov/hirise  
HiRISE Quest Challenge- suggest a target for HiRISE with your class 
  http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/challenges/hirise/  
Mars for Educators 

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/classroom/  
Space Science Education/ Public Outreach Sites  

http://spacescience.nasa.gov/education/educators/links/  
Space Science Education Resource Directory  

http://teachspacescience.org/cgi-bin/ssrtop.plex  
Science Information for Educators- from the American Association for the Advancement  

of Science http://www.aaas.org/port_educators.shtml 
NASA’s Mars Exploration Home  

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/overview/ 
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